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FOREWORD

The state of the art of seismic risk analysis is advancing rapidly. A

national conference on this topic seemed appropriate to provide a forum for

communication between members of the nuclear industry and those from oMier

industries concerned with seismic risk.

The Seismic Risk and Heavy Industrial Facilities Conference was

organized by the Nuclear Systems Safety Program of the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory as an efficient way to establish a forum for information

exchange.

Over fifty papers were presented at the Conference, covering a number of
related areas such as seismic input description, response of components and
structures, assessment of risk and reliability including human factors, and
results of integrated studies. These papers were presented by personnel
from the nuclear community, electric utility industry, oil and gas industry,
heavy construction industry, national laboratories, other government bodies,
and the academic community. A member of Congress interested in legislation
relating to the use of risk assessment in the regulatory process
participated as a luncheon speaker.

This volume contains summaries of papers presented at the Conference.
Even though this collection represents only one milestone in the evolution
of seismic risk technology, we hope it will serve to enhance further
communication among practitioners, researchers, and regulators concerned
with seismic risk.

Garth E. Cummings
General Chairman



General Chairman Garth
Cummings, LLNL, (above) and
Technical Program Chairman Paul
Smith, LLNL, (right) open the
conference.

Floyd Culler, Jr., EPRI, talks
about seismic risks and the
electric utility industry at a
luncheon session.

Walter Hays, USGS, presents a
federal perspective of seismic
risk at the Plenary Session.

Robert Budnitz, Future
Resources Associates, (left)
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SEISMIC RISK: A FEDERAL PERSPECTIVE

by
Walter W. Hays

U.C. Geological Survey
Reston, Virginia 22092

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Government funds, assists, and regulates construction in each
of the 50 States and the territories. This ongoing activity has created
an inventory of structures and facilities having a value in trillions of
dollars. In the United States, these structures and facilities are exposed
to the threat posed by the several thousand earthquakes that occur each
year. Depending on the earthquake-resistant design of the structures and
facilities at risk and the location and magnitude of the earthquakes*
industrial facilities, buildings, homes, and lifeline systems can be
damaged; tens of thousands can be injured and killed; social and economic
functions of communities can be disrupted; and the Nation's economy can be
seriously impacted. In the past 20 years, the two most destructive
earthquakes in the United States were the Prince William Sound, Alaska,
earthquake of March 27, 1964 (a great earthquake), and the San Fernando,
California, earthquake of February 9, 1971 (a moderate earthquake). Losses
in comparable dollars of about $500 million and scores of deaths and
injuries resulted from each earthquake. The greatest cummnlative loss
comes from moderate (magnitudes of 6-7) and large (magnitudes of 7-8)
earthquakes because they happen more frequently than a great (magnitudes of
8 and above) earthquake. For example, one moderate earthquake happens in
California, on the average, about once every 3 years, but a great one
happens there, on the average, only about once every 100-150 years. In
the East, a great earthquake, such as the 1811-1812 New Madrid Missouri,
earthquakes happen, on the average, about once every 600-700 years.
Locations of moderate and large damaging earthquakes that have occurred in
the East include: the St. Lawrence River region on many occasions from
1650 to 1928; in the vicinity of Boston in 1755; near Charleston, South
Carolina, in 1886; and in the central Mississippi Valley in 1895.

When evaluating seismic risk, it is important to note that although
earthquakes annually have caused much less economic loss in the United
States than ground failures and floods, they have the potential for causing
the largest sudden loss. Within 1 to 2 minutes, depending on its size and
location, an earthquake can impact part or all of a city through ground
shaking, surface fault rupture, regional tectonic deformation, and
earthquake-induced ground failures. A tsunami can also be generated in
some earthquakes and impact local and distant coastal communities. Ground
shaking, compared to the other earthquake hazards, causes the greatest
percentage of loss and the most spectacular examples of failure.

EVALUATION OF EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS

The Federal Government through the Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety
in Construction is encouraging the development of standard practices for
the evaluation of earthquake hazards for existing Federal facilities as



well as for new Federal construction sites. These evaluations require
procedures based on deterministic and probabilistic methodologies (1).
When a deterministic procedure is used, the seismic design parameters
(peak ground acceleration, response spectra) are estimated for earthquakes
of specific magnitudes occurring at specific distances from the site. The
earthquake magnitudes are typically selected as the maximum magnitudes
judged capable of occurring on the identified seismic source. When a
probabilistic approach is used, the probability of exceedance of different
levels of ground motion during various exposure times is calculated, taking
into account the occurrence of earthquakes having various magnitudes and
hypocentral distances. These calculations utilize information about: 1)
the frequency of occurrence, 2) the physics of wave propagations 3) geology
of the source, travel path, and the local site, and 4) the uncertainty in
important physical parameters. These data provide a technical basis for
specifying the seismic design parameters. The goal is to select seismic
design parameters that are appropriate for the specific site, the type of
structure or facility, the functional lifetime and uses of the structure or
facility, and the severity of the potential earthquake hazards.

Probabilistic estimates of ground motion are now commonly made as part of
the overall hazard evaluation (2). For short exposure times (50 years),
these estimates provide a reasonable basis for the earthquake-resistant
design of ordinary structures; that is, structures having a useful life of
50 to 100 years whose design is governed by building codes. Critical
structures such as dams, hospitals, and nuclear power plants require
ground-shaking estimates based on longer exposure times. For exposure
times longer than 50 years, the variability in a few physical parameters
(such as seismic wave attenuation and fault rupture) can dominate the
calculations and result in large values of ground shaking.

CONCLUSIONS

Current procedures to define the seismic design parameters are based on a
combination of empirical data, deterministic and probabilistic models, and
experience. Using these procedures, it is possible to introduce an
adequate margin of safety, to compensate for the uncertainty in the median
values of the physical parameters that control the severity of the
earthquake hazards of ground shaking, surface faulting, tectonic
deformation, ground failure, and tsunamis, and to reduce the risk.

REFERENCES

1. Hays, W. W., (1981), Procedures for estimating earthquake ground
motions: U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 1114, 77 p.

2. Algermissen, S. T., Perkins, D. M., Thenhaus, P. C , Hanson, S. L., and
Bender, B. L., (1982), Probabilistic estimates of maximum acceleration
and velocities in rock in the United States: U.S. Geological Survey
Open-File Report 82-1033, 99 p.



EARTHQUAKE-RESISTANT DESIGN OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURES*

The increasing demand to install structures in seismically active
offshore areas has created a need to understand their response to severe
earthquakes and to implement earthquake-resistant design practices. Off-
shore facilities to produce oil and gas now exist in such seismically active
areas as the Santa Barbara Channel off California, the Cook Inlet off Alaska,
Bohai Bay off Peoples Republic of China, Persian Gulf off Iran, and the
Aegean Sea off Greece. In order to design safe yet cost-effective
structures, the industry and academia have devoted a major effort to develop
methods for both estimating offshore earthquake-induced ground motions and
analyzing the response of offshore structures to these ground motions. This
summary presents a brief overview of the considerations and practice of
designing earthquake-resistant offshore structures.

OFFSHORE SEISMIC EXPOSURE

Offshore structures are located in a variety of seismically active
areas of different tectonic regimes and activity levels and having different
attenuation characteristics. In addition to the typical considerations for
estimating earthquake design ground motions for onshore sites, it is
important to consider the effects of the local soil conditions which can be
much softer than those onshore. Most of the strong motion records have been
gathered from stiffer onshore sites. The American Petroleum Institute's
Recommended Practice (1) provides regional estimates of design ground
motions for offshore USA waters. However, it emphasizes the need to perform
site-specific studies, particularly in frontier regions, in order to
determine the active faults in the region, type of faulting, maximum'
magnitude, activity rate, attenuation characteristics, soil conditions, etc.

Offshore structures have been observed to perform well during moderate
levels of ground motion. No damage to a primary structure or foundation has
ever been observed. To date, only a few reportings have been published, two
of which are described below:

1. Six platforms were located in Bohai Bay, 100-122 km from the
epicenter of the 28 July 1975, Tangshan, China earthquake (mag-
nitude 7.8) (_2). The platforms were reported to have heaved and
shook to the extent that personnel could not remain standing and
free-standing objects toppled; however, no damage was sustained to
the primary structures. Severe damage did occur to some of the
deck equipment, but not enough to interrupt the drilling or
producing.

2. Fourteen platforms were located in the Santa Barbara Channel
during the 14 August 1978 Santa Barbara earthquake (local magni-
tude 5.1-5.7), the closest of which was 7 km from the epicenter
{3). Personnel reported strong shaking on several of the plat-
forms; however, there was no reported damage to the primary
structures or deck facilities. .

*Submitted by R. L. Steinmetz, Exxon Production Research Company, Houston TX,
presented at the Conference by Yogesh Vayas, Exxon Production Research
Company, Houston TX.



OFFSHORE STRUCTURES VS ONSHORE STRUCTURES

Offshore structures can be of all sizes, configurations, and types.
These structures can weigh tens of thousands of tons and cost hundreds of
millions of dollars. The most common type of offshore structure is a
pile-founded, truss-type, braced steel frame. The largest of these struc-
tures in a seismically active area is Exxon's Hondo Platform in 850 ft of
water located in the Santa Barbara Channel. Several other types of struc-
tures are being used or proposed for offshore oil and gas production, such as
concrete gravity-based structures, guyed towers, and tension leg platforms;
however, none to date have been installed in high seismicity areas.

The primary difference between offshore structures and onshore high
rise buildings with regards to earthquake design are their dynamic charac-
teristics. Offshore structures tend to have longer natural periods than
typical buildings onshore. Consequently, offshore structures are more
sensitive to longer-period ground motion. Thus large, distant earthquakes
tend to be more important to offshore structures in terms of seismic hazards
than smaller, near-field earthquakes. The familiar peak ground acceleration
is a poor parameter to use to infer the potential damage to offshore
structures. Also, several modes of vibration tend to contribute to the
response of an offshore structure to ground motion. That is, the response of
these structures is not strictly controlled by the fundamental mode.

EARTHQUAKE DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Offshore structures typically are designed to meet specific strength
and ductility requirements. The strength requirements are intended to
provide sufficient resistance for the platform to experience moderate
earthquake shaking without sustaining any significant structural damage.
The ductility requirements are intended to provide sufficient energy ab-
sorption capacity such that the platfbrm will not collapse in the event of
rare intense ground shaking. This design approach has generally been
accepted in the design of structures for seismically active offshore areas
(D-
EARTHQUAKE DESIGN ANALYSES

An understanding of the behavior of structures to ground motion is
necessary to develop a safe, yet cost-effective earthquake-resistant design.
Over the past decade, analysis procedures and design practices for offshore
structures have been developed to ensure good performance.

The response spectrum method of analysis typically is used to evaluate
the structures' dynamic, elastic response to earthquake ground motion. The
analytical model accurately represents the three-dimensional distribution of
the platform-foundation system's mass and stiffness. Members are sized such
to have adequate strength so that no damage is sustained at this level of
loading.

As observed onshore in building performance, structural ductility is
important for good structural performance during severe ground motion. The
energy absorption capacity of the structure is increased by following



practices such as providing redundancy in the structure and foundation,
avoiding abrupt changes in stiffness and strength, avoiding brittle mate-
rials, and employing good detailing and subsequent welding practices. To
check the structure's ductility, an inelastic analysis is performed with an
analytical model which incorporates the nonlinear behavior of the members
and foundation.

Deck equipment and other appurtenances are designed or tied down
adequately to resist damage from motion generated at the deck elevation.
Motion of the deck elevation in the period range of the structure are
amplified by the structure and need to be considered in the equipment support
design.

REFERENCES

1. American Petroleum Institute, "API Recommended Practice for Planning,
Designing, and Constructing Fixed Offshore Platforms," API-RP2A,
Thirteenth Edition (1982).

2. Li, Yu Xue,"PRC Platforms Call for Special Style," Offshore, (September
1981), pp. 83-86.

3. R. K. Miller and S. F. Felszeghy, "Engineering Features of the Santa
Barbara Earthquake of August 13, 1978," Earthquake Engineering Research
Institute, UCSB-ME-78-2 (December 1978).



SEISMIC RISK AND THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

Floyd L. Culler, Jr.

President

Electric Power Research Institute

May 11, 1983

Since the beginning of the 18th century, earthquakes have killed
about three million people throughout the world. During this century,
more than 1.5 million people have lost their lives,and the property
damage amounts to many billion dollars. It has been estimated that a
recurrence of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake might cause some
10,000 deaths and up to $40 billion in damage. While the annual loss
of life is small compared to many other hazards in our society, the
potential of wholesale destruction of a single earthquake commands
our respect. With the growth of urban settlements and the capital
investment in large projects of significant potential for affecting
the community in which they are erected, in earthquake regions of the
world, the potential toll from major earthquakes is growing. The need
to address the issue becomes more pressing, as the National Research
Council Report of last year made very clear.

Historically, society has required builders to design for earth-
quakes, albeit imperfectly. Back about 1760 B.C., Hammurabi, King of
Babylon, published the first code of law.* Contained therein was
Article 229 which states, "If a builder (read structural engineer)
builds a house for a man and does not make its construction firm,
and the house collapses and causes the death of the owner, that
builder shall be put to death." Nowadays, we have punishments which
are more subtle, such as assigning him to writing environmental
impact statements for life.

*Harper, R.F., The Code of Hammurabi: King of Babylon, Chicago
University Press, 1904.



Utility Needs for Earthquake Engineering

The electric utilities are vitally concerned about the safety
and reliable operation of their generating facilities. These concerns
go beyond the requirement to ensure the safety of nuclear plants under
the most severe quakes. Downtime and replacement power for these gen-
erating facilities are also very costly. Replacement power, by oil or
coal-fired plants at a cost of $300,000 to $1 million per day, usually
must be passed on to the rate-payers. Since electric utilities are
regulated entities, the costs of initial construction, retrofits, and
accidents are ultimately borne by the consumers of power in the
industrial, commercial, and residential sectors, affecting the United
States' economy in a basic way.

For this audience, a description of the design and regulatory
requirements related to earthquake engineering for nuclear power plants
is unnecessary. Suffice it to say, they are numerous, permeate all
facets of the plant and its siting, and change over time. Some idea
of the costs involved may be gained from two reports* prepared by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (See Table 1). For a 1200 MWe LWR,
ordered in 1982 for operation in 1993, the design and construction
costs associated with a 0.2g Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) would be
about 6% of the capital cost, or about $160 million. The breakdown
of this cost includes $70 million of engineering and installation.
These power plants contain 45 miles of piping and 550 miles of cables,
all of which are supported by hangers and snubbers. Each of the
approximately 6000 snubbers and hangers are seismically engineered.
More important, the above cost estimate assumes that the engineering

*J. D. Stevenson, "Evaluation of the Cost Effects on Nuclear Power
Plant Construction Resulting from the Increase in Seismic Design
Level," NUREG/CR-1508, April, 1981.

J. D. Stevenson, F. A. Thomas, "Selected Review of Foreign Licensing
Practices for Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG/CR-2664, April, 1982.

Additional information obtained from Dr. Stevenson.



and installation is done only once. More typically, as you know,
changes occur during design, construction, and pre-operation period;
earthquake protection costs probably are doubled.

These costs assumed 0.2g SSE (Safe Shutdown Event), which has
been typical of many Eastern United States sites. As shown in Figure
1, the estimated costs escalate rapidly for plants located in seis-
mically active locations, such as California, reaching as high as 15%
of capital cost.

These large costs for earthquake protection are justified, if
they are based on sound understanding of events and structural and soil
response. Also, we must recognize that conservative practices are cer-
tainly desirable; consequently, conservatism has been the rule for all
nuclear reactors.

But there is a prevailing belief among structural engineers that
the plants being built to existing NRC regulations probably incor-
porate large margins of safety. A partial list of probable design
conservatisms is given in Table 2. These conservative approaches,
added to the safety factors which accumulate from the criteria for the
seismic event and from soil interactions, certainly provide cumula-
tive design requirements that are conservative and are potentially more
conservative than needed.

On the other hand, as shown by Drs. Wall and Worledge in their
paper this afternoon, several recent seismic risk assessments suggest
that earthquake-initiated accidents are a major contributor to risk.
Whatever their relative contribution to risk, there surely is great
uncertainty in their prediction.

Since large earthquakes are infrequent events, there will always
be uncertainty in earthquake engineering. In the face of uncertainty,
an engineer and a regulator will opt for conservative approaches.
Prudence on major public facilities is appropriate. Two facets of
this uncertainty and conservatism need to be addressed. First, in
structural design, where more sophisticated analysis can quantify the
safety margins, these tools should be used in design to achieve less
conservative and less costly structures. Second, in seismology, where



the uncertainty is inherent, analytical approaches should be developed
and adopted which account for uncertainty, and perhaps are more accommo-
dating to new scientific evidence. These two advances hopefully should
lead to less costly plants and, more importantly, to a more stable li-
censing environment with a very minimum of the costly retrofits.

Broadly speaking, the growing earthquake engineering program of
the Electric Power Research Institute is looking at providing truly
seismically qualified plants, with appropriate attention to the reduc-
tion of uncertainty and more carefully defined safety margins.

EPRI Research on Earthquake Engineering

Research into earthquake engineering was initiated at EPRI about
eight years ago. Current activities are a balance between development
of computer codes used for design and licensing (e.g., FLUSH, NASTRAN,
SAP, NUPIPE) all describe the linear elastic behavior of materials.
Similarly, the ASME, ASCE and ACI design codes prescribe criteria
based upon the elastic limits and response. In order to .quantify .'
safety margins, it is necessary to analyze the non-linear behavior
of materials and structures To this end, EPRI has made available
two code families through its software center.* The STEALTH codes
will analyze the non-linear response of materials, solids, and fluids
to energetic waves. For seismic issues, the code has been applied
to soil-structure interaction problems. The ABAQUS codes will analyze
the non-linear behavior of structures to dynamic, cyclic forces. This
code has been applied to piping and components.

EPRI places primary emphasis upon qualifying experiments at the
largest scale. In order to study nonlinear soil-structure interaction,
we have subjected l/8th and l/12th scale model structures to underground
explosions in order to simulate strong ground motion seismic events.
The rocking frequencies achieved by timed strings of explosives were
from about 11 Hz for the low-amplitude vibration to 2 Hz for strong

•Electric Power Software Center (EPSC), 1930 Hi Line Drive, Dallas,
Texas 75207, Tel. (214) 655-8883.
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Table 1

APPROXIMATE COST (1982 $)

FOR SEISMIC ENGINEERING OF 1200 MWe LUR

Item

Foundation

Building Structure

Auxiliary Components

NSSS

Distribution System

Turbine Hall

Seismology & Siting

Engineering & Installation

$ million

42

4

19

5

8

1

10

70

TOTAL 159
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Percent of Plant Cost

14
Eastern.

1977
Hadjian
Hadjian (modified)
Stevenson

i_

0.75

0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Safe Shutdown Earthquake Zero Period Ground Acceleration (g)

Figure 1

COMPARISON OF BEST ESTIMATE SEISMIC COST INCREASE
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Table 2

SOME SEISMIC DESIGN CONSERVATISMS

• "Worst case enveloping" approach is used in:

— Design basis control motions

— Floor response spectra

— Load combination

• Lower bound minimum values are specified for:

— Damping values

— Material properties

• Linear elastic analysis is employed without taking credit

for:

— Soil nonlinear behavior

— Elastic-plastic response of ductile materials.

13



ground motion in relatively soft soil. STEALTH calculations compared
well with experiments over this frequency range.

With the cooperation of Niagara-Mohawk Power Corporation, we will
conduct in August similar experiments near Syracuse, New York, where
the structures rest on bed-rock and have different back-fills.

To supplement these simulated earthquakes, we are building, with
the cooperation of Taipower, a l/4th-scale containment building in
Lotung, Taiwan. The location is seismically very active (Fig. 4).
The National Science Foundation has installed a large array of strong-
motion accelerometers. We will instrument our building and internal
components to record their motion in consort with the free-field ground
motion. These experiments will benchmark the STEALTH code for soil-
structure interaction calculations. They should help to define a more
realistic floor response spectrum. The benchmarked code will hope-
fully assist in reducing extensive structural component retrofitting,
as changes in seismic requirements occur.

Other full-scale experiments have been conducted to investigate
in-plant vibration on a shaker-driven 8-inch diameter feedwater line
of the Indian Point I reactor. The test objective was the evaluation
of the piping system damping and pipe-support interaction in order to
quantify the conservatism in the design. Tests have been performed
with as-built and with modern hydraulic and mechanical snubber supports.
They showed that the damping was 2-to-3% as compared to the 1% mandated
by NRC. These results have been made available to the Pressure Vessel
Research Committee of ASME, which is examining a revision to the de-
sign code. We are working now with TVA to repeat these experiments
for 18-inch piping in their Hartsville plant.

We have some very preliminary information about the California
earthquake of last week. The Coalinga Substation No. 2 of Pacific
Gas and Electric Company is located over the epicenter of the 6.5
magnitude earthquake, but was unfortunately not instrumented. Last
Friday, EPRI staff visited the site to inspect the earthquake caused
damage and had discussions with the local PG&E engineers. One unrein-
forced masonry block building built around 1930 was near a state of
collapse, but the two transformers in the substation experienced only
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slight displacement; hold-down bolts sheered, but the transformers

were still operable. A building constructed in 1957, with rebar in

the masonry block, appeared not to be damaged. With such minor damage,

Pacific Gas" & Electric Company was able to restore electricity service

within two days after the earthquake. Much more information will be

harvested from this earthquake.

EPRf's Future Seismic Activities

Earthquake engineering and earth sciences will continue to be
major factors in the cost of nuclear stations and in the uncertainties
of licensing. For these reasons, the Electric Power Research Institute
is enlarging its research program in seismology, soil mechanics and
structural engineering to contribute to the technical resolution of
these issues. We are moving purposefully toward integration of the
highly specialized professional skills that must be coordinated to
evaluate and design for seismic phenomena. We are formulating plans
for a seismic engineering center now; more thought and planning is
required, but it is our intent to provide a means for coordinating
among several disciplines that are important to seismic engineering.
I am pleased to announce that Dr. Carl Stepp will be joining the EPRI
staff next month to direct this emerging activity.

Most of you are aware that the Geological Survey recently made
NRC aware of its position on large earthquakes within the Eastern
United States. As part of its response, NRC is sponsoring field
studies and analytical work, particularly at Lawrence Li^ermore
National Laboratory. NRC also suggested that industry mount a paral-
lel and independent effort to reassess the seismic hazard at reactor
sites. EPRI has just completed a Phase 1 plan for industry work.
This plan has been reviewed by representatives of the seismological
community and is now being reviewed by utilities. This specific task,
focused on the potential for large earthquakes in the region of the
U.S. east of the Rockies, is an urgent near-term effort, based on new
propositions on seismic activity originating from plate tectonic
considerations.
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Closing Remarks
I opened my remarks with reference to King Hammurabi's handling of

structural engineers. I would like to close by noting how the British
handled seismological seers.

In 1750, London experienced two earthquakes on February 8 and
March 8. The tidiness of an interval of exactly four weeks between
the two shocks encouraged the circulation of the prophesy that four
weeks hence London would be destroyed by a third and devastatingly
large earthquake. On the eve of the prophesied disaster, Horace
Walpole said, "Within these three days, 730 coaches have been counted
passing Hyde Park Corner with whole parties removing into the country."
The fashion conscious may note in this slide that the women are wearing
"earthquake gowns" for a vigil in the countryside. When nothing hap-
pened, many stayed from London for a few more days, then returned. The
"Life-guardsman" who had prophesied the event was sent to the madhouse.

I'm sure that our informed society will be more gentle with those
who err in the arcane science of seismic prediction, much more gentle
than either Hammurabi or Walpole's contemporaries. Certainly the
utility industry needs and respects the efforts of the geologists,
seismologists and structural designers represented at this meeting.
We will most certainly participate in a major way, with your help,
in the development of knowledge that will ensure prudent,cost effective
design decisions for future generating and transmission facilities.

* * * * *
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR SEISMIC RISK RESEARCH

Robert J. Budnitz

Future Resources Associates, Inc.
2000 Center Street, Suite 418

Berkeley, California 94704

Most earlier studies of the risk to large industrial facilities from earth-
quakes have emphasized three questions: how large an earthquake must be de-
signed against; how this earthquake is to be characterized; and how to accom-
plish a successful design. In recent years, the development of risk assess-
ment methods, mostly in the arena of nuclear reactor safety, has made possible
the posing (and answering) of four additional questions: given an earthquake,
how probable is significant damage ? how much damage can be expected, as a
function of earthquake size ? what safety improvements will mitigate this
possible damage ? and what costs are associated with these safety improvements ?

The advent of the new risk assessment methods, which are intrirsically proba-
bilistic in nature, allows for the first time a realistic analysis of the
bahavior of large facilities in major earthquakes. The methods are probabi-
listic because, in a real sense, nature itself is probabilistic .... or at
least variable and uncertain, which means that our description of nature must
be probabilistic.

The major development effort in probabilistic seismic risk assessment has been
the study of nuclear reactors, supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commi-
ssion. The analysis concentrates on analyzing scenarios that lead to melting
of the reactor core, with possible large risks to the public following such a
core melt. The analysis begins by studying losses of function within the
reactor from the postulated earthquake, and arrives at a quantitative measure
of the :ikelihood of core melt by studying accident sequences that follow.
Of coursL, for other industrial facilities the end-point of the analysis would
not be core melt, and might not be public risk — it might be damage to the
facility, or down-time, or occupational injury and death. The techniques are
amenable to the study of these end-points, as well as of offsite public risk.

A key point is that the risk assessment techniques must examine earthquakes
significantly more severe than those used as the design basis for the facility.
Studies of several reactors have shown that overall risk is dominated by these
large and improbable earthquakes, even though they are much less likely than
the smaller earthquakes for which the plant is designed.

The key technical issues studied are the seismic hazard likelihood; the atte-
nuation of the seismic energy from epicenter to facility; the soil-structure
interactions; the response of the facility itself, including both structures
and equipment; and the analysis of systems failurer. that result from the
immediate seismic damage because of dependencies among systems. It is often
found in reactor seismic risk analyses that the overall risk is dominated by
multiple seismic-induced failures, combined with other problems resulting
indirectly from the event, such as losses of control from failures in electri-
cal or other support systems.
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In analyses of overall seismic risk that emphasize quantification of the risk,
the greatest uncertainty comes from the inability to set down the likelihood
of the seismic hazard quantitatively. To be more precise, it is difficult to
predict well the recurrence intervals for earthquakes significantly larger
than those historically observed. Issues of how site-specific an analysis
must be to characterize a given site, and how to extrapolate from the histo-
rical record, are important. Also, because extrapolation to large earthquake
accelerations is ultimately limited by the maximum motion that the ground
can sustain, it is necessary to truncate the extrapolation. The nature of
the truncation is an important contributor to the uncertainty in the analy-
tical results. All of these issues require further research.

Characterizing the motion at the site and at the foundation of the facility
is also uncertain. Several different ways of characterizing the acceleration
have been used in these studies, but all are approximations necessary for
doing the calculations. Issues include whether acceleration alone is an ade-
quate way of characterizing the motion; how to treat damping, coupling of
horizontal and longitudinal components, embedment effects, and soil shear
moduli; and what to do about liquefaction in soft soils. Correlations among
the component motions are difficult to calculate well. However, despite the
uncertainties, this area intriduces relatively less uncertainty in the overall
results of quantitative seismic risk assessment than does the problem of
characterizing the seismic risk itself.

The fragilities of structures and equipment are analyzed using a variety of
methods starting with the original design basis and extrapolating to the
higher motions of interest. This area is in need of experimental data to
support the analytical work now being done, and to understand how best to
characterize the motion leading to failure. The fragility of a structure or
piece of equipment must consider not the gross failure sometimes worried about
in other contexts, but failure to function. This is often difficult to define
let alone analyze. The analyses of fragility tend to be highly simplified,
although the state-of-the-art of fragility analysis has matured rapidly in the
past few years. Recent advances include the ability to link correlated
equipment failures statistically, and the accurate modeling of structural
failures using advanced methods. More work is needed on inelastic behavior
and non-linearities, however, especially for large complex equipment.

In summary, the state-of-the-art of seismic risk analysis of large industrial
facilities is maturing rapidly. Analysis of nuclear reactors have been
quite successful, in. a semi-quantitative sense, and other facilities are now
beginning to be studied. The results of these analyses give insights into
where the facilities are most vulnerable to large damaging earthquakes, and
what measures can provide what improvements in the seismic capacity. While
quantitative results on overall risk are still highly uncertain, the insights
from these qualitative results are of great value indeed.
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"Public Risk, Public Policy, and Regulation"
(Summary of speech)

DON RITTER
Member of Congress

Seismic Risk and Heavy Industrial Facilities Conference
Friday, May 13, 1983
Luncheon Session

Robert Reich calls the new power structure "paper entrepreneurs",
while Irving Kristol refers to them as "the new class." Science and
mathematics education, the foundation of our high-tech future, peer
into a dark abyss, while leaders of the nations most powerful,
politically active workers organization, the National Education
Association (NEA), develop new curriculums to educate our children on
the horrors of nuclear war, a curriculum which treats Nazi Germany's
moral twin—the U.S.S.R—as our own mirror image.

The United States, the world's once most innovative, inventive
society, which thrived on new geometric frontiers, piercing space
barriers, cracking sound barriers, doing the undoable at times,
appears to be undecided like Hamlet, powerless, tied down like
Gulliver, pinned down by Lilliputians.

Are the leaders of this Nation inclined to seen zero risks at a public
or corporate level? Has America lost its nerve? Are we unaffected by
the known and paralyzed with fear by the unknown?

Americans continue to take part in voluntary activities that are known
to be hazardous: playing rugby, hang-gliding, rock climbing,
snowmobiling, etc.

Yet, on the other hand, Americans tend to want to control unknown
risks. We have heard about nitrites in meat, radiation from Three
Mile Island, PCBs in utility pole transformers, saccharin in
artificial sweeteners, caffeine in coffee, and carcinogens in hair
dyes. But when we hear the news presented in such dire ways, how do
we react to it? Should we indulge, or shouldn't we? Should we ignore
our fears, or be scared out of our wits?

My point is that the public, if led primarily by the media, tends to
react against, or fear, things that are unknown, or that sound
"unnatural." They have this negative reaction, or this fear, because
of a lack of information, or misinformation that is presented in the
worst possible, "this-is-the-worst-case" way.

How do we balance the risks of Three Mile Island vs. the 1971
earthquake in San Fernando? How do we assess earthquake risks in
California...? Basically, education is the answer.

The public perceives certain risks to be acceptable, and other risks
to be unacceptable. So, to keep things in balance, what's to be done?
One thing that's essential is an accurately-informed public. The
setting of environmental policy has as its goal the protection of the
public. And nothing should compromise that. But we must make sure
that a lot of sound and fury on environmental issues doesn't cause us
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to throw away our resources where they aren't going to do anybody any
good. Maintaining this country's lead in high-technology areas, and
building on thfic lead, is also essential to our society—and to our
sense of competition, our standard of living, and our ways of life.

The big question is: who shapes environmental policy in America?
Appointed officials? Elected officials? The media?
Environmentalists? Business and industry? What about scientists,
engineers and other technically-trained individuals—is there a role
they play?

Can the Congress separate fact from fiction on environmental issues?
What is the relationship of regulation, our economy, and jobs? Is
reform of environmental lavrs injurious to the nation's health?

Environmental problems are complicated. To deal with them properly,
we need to sit down in the same room—all interested groups—and seek
some areas of consensus on how to deal with these issues. We can't
benefit by characterizing some groups as antagonistic and writing them
off, and we can't leave the judgement of the American people out of
the process. Perhaps most important, we cannot continue to leave the
scientific and technical community out of the process.

As a member of Congress and as one of only a handful of technical
professionals out of 435 representatives and 100 senators who are '
mostly lawyers, I am convinced that input from scientific advisory
bodies and professional societies is an important part of the
policymaking process and must be encouraged. I'm an engineer, and
when I first came to Congress, I quickly became aware of how little
scientific evaluation of risk was behind the regulatory process.
Bringing in some good science can only help us make the right
decisions and the right environmental policy.

It's precisely because issues of health, safety and environment are so
often highly technical, that there has been limited understanding—on
the part of regulators and lawmakers alike—of how much risk is
involved, how to measure this risk or hazard with some accuracy, and
then how to put that risk in some perspective with the public's f
experience.

It's my hope that we're beginning to create a climate where scientific
and technical assessment of hazard becomes acceptable within the
regulatory bureaucracy. Risk analysis, which is nothing new, is a
tool which attempts to balance competing courses of regulatory action.
It would do this by first assessing risks with some accuracy, and then
seeing how they stack up with other risks by putting them into
perspective with the public's experience.

Risk analysis is not a panacea. But it can be helpful in a number of
situations. It's still coming of age as an analytical tool with broad
applications; it can provide regulatory agencies and lawmakers with an
added perspective on regulating hazards that at present are not
available among the tools in our regulatory toolbox.
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There's no such thing as a risk-free life. In a recent decision, the
Supreme Court acknowledged this, saying that 'safe' is not the
equivalent of 'risk-free'. Many activities that we engage in every
day, and don't even think about twice—driving a car, breathing city
air, drinking coffee or soft drinks—entail some risk of material
health impairment. Nevertheless, few people would consider those
activities unsafe.

The Supreme Court decision went on to say: "Some risks are plainly
acceptable and others plainly unacceptable. If, for example, the odds
are one in a billion that a person will die from cancer by taking a
drink of chlorinated water, the risk clearly could not be considered
significant. On the other hand, if the odds are one in a thousand
that regular inhalation of gasoline vapors that are two percent
benzene will be fatal, a reasonable person might well consider the
risk significant and take appropriate steps to decrease or eliminate
it."

What is the solution? If media coverage of environmental issues is
unbalanced, if the public is confused, if politicians are all too
willing to throw money around in an unconsidered way, what can we do?
In the end, action to regulate, to limit or to ban is still a function
of the government.

I think one option is for the legislative branch and regulatory
agencies, to use as much science as they can to make the
social/political/economic decision—that is, the regulatory decision.

Comparative risk analysis needs to be recognized as a vital element in
regulation. Comparative risk analysis means the procedure of comparing
the probabilities and consequences of risks associated with one course
of action and the probabilities and consequences of the risks
associated with an alternative course or courses of action with each
other and with the kinds of risks people normally face in their
individual lives.

Precisely because issues of health, safety and environment are so
often highly technical, because there has been limited understanding
of fchose issues, and because there has been so little evaluation of
hazards before deciding how to regulate, my legislation would help
agencies begin to compare alternative risks when they attempt to
regulate potential hazards to human health and safety. It would seek
to use risk evaluation, in parallel, as one of the many tools in
regulating hazards with the knowledge that a final regulatory decision
will always be a. complex political, social and economic one.

Specifically, my legislation, the Risk Analysis Research and
Demonstration Act of 1983, would establish projects under the
coordination of a federal agency, to be named by the President, to
improve the -use of risk analysis by those federal agencies making
decisions involving the protection of human life, health and the
environment. It is a 30-month program, which would consist of
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research and demonstration projects on the applications and methods of
risk analysis, with emphasis both on the potential and the limitations
of risk analysis in the regulatory decision-making process.

Many of the agencies in the federal government already have some
ongoing form of risk analysis, which has evolved within the individual
agencies. My bill would provide a jiechanism to coordinate the various
agency efforts, so as to have the federal agencies learn from one
another about how best to use risk analysis methods. It would
include, but is not limited to, the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA), the Food Safety and Inspection
Service of the Department of Agriculture, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), the Department of Energy (DOE), the Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC), and the Department of Transportation (DOT).

Within 12 months of enactment, the coordinating agency would present
to the Congress a report including a review of the risk analyses
presently being carried out within federal regulatory agencies, the
use of such analyses in the regulatory decision-making process, and a
proposal /or the demonstration projects to be conducted by the
designated agencies. The final report would be submitted within 30
months.

My legislative proposal is not intended to make risk analysis a broad
mandatory requirement within government agencies. It is, however,
intended to learn what is known and what is not known about analyzing
risks in the face of incomplete scientific information. The Act does
not require new bureaucracy, since many regulatory agencies already
use risk analysis.

My legislation would:

*require that selected regulatory agencies undertake a
demonstration-type risk analysis to see how•the concept
fits into that agency's particular regulatory scheme,
or how each agency would be able to incorporate risk
analysis concepts and approaches into its regulatory system;

*lead to the identification of areas where more research and work
are needed to do the job properly and encourage standards
and criteria to enhance the use of risk analysis where
appropriate;

*seek ways in which the general public can become more
knowledgeable about how risks affect them, about the
techniques of measuring the size and magnitude of
hazards, and about putting hazards into context with
everyday experience.
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ENGINEERING CHARACTERIZATION OF EARTHQUAKE
GROUND MOTION FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT DESIGN

R. P. Kennedy and S. A. Short, Structural Mechanics Associates, Inc.
I. M. Idriss and M. S. Power, Woodward-Clyde Consultants
J. F. Costelld, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the study is to develop recommendations for methods to be
used in selecting design response spectra or time histories to be used to
characterize motion at the foundation level of nuclear power plants. The
problem of selecting design motions can be divided into two broad parts. The
first part consists of choosing translational design criteria based on free
field motions with consideration of the response and performance of nuclear
plant structures. The second part consists of choosing translational and
rotational design criteria at structure foundation levels with additional con-
siderations given to spatial variations of ground motions and soil-structure
interaction. This paper covers the results of Phase I addressing the first
part of the problem. Phase II addressing the second part of the problem is
currently being performed.

In Phase I, analyses were made to examine ground motion characteristics that
provide a good description of damage for degrading stiffness ductile struc-
tures such as those found in nuclear power plants. These analyses include
elastic and inelastic analyses of single-degree-of-freedom shear wall type
structure models at several selected frequencies subjected to 12 different
earthquake ground motion time histories. From the analyses performed, the
characteristics of earthquake ground motion which are significant parameters
in terms of potential seismic structural damage are identified and an approach
has been developed by which inelastic response spectra may be accurately
predicted.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERIZATION OF GROUND MOTION

Both the elastic and inelastic response of stiff structures (i.e., 1.8 to 10 Hz)
can be adequately approximated by the U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 response
spectra anchored to an "effective" peak acceleration for earthquake ground
motion of relatively long duration. In the case of inelastic response, the
Regulatory Guide spectrum must be converted to an inelastic spectrum. For
earthquake ground motion of relatively short duration, response of structures
cannot be adequately approximately by any broad frequency content spectrum
and it is necessary to develop a narrowbanded design spectrum representative
of the central frequencies and frequency bands of the design earthquakes.
Uncertainties in the frequency content should be accounted for through the use
of narrowbanded spectra in which the central frequency is shifted throughout
the range of uncertainty and not by use of a single broad frequency content
design spectrum.

The definition of "effective" peak acceleration which resulted in the closest
agreement with actual earthquake response was:

rms
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where a r m s is the rms acceleration. The best correlation was achieved by
defining strong motion duration TQ, as the time associated with the first
zero crossing of the accelerogram following the maximum acceleration or the
time associated with 75% of the total cumulative energy, whichever is greater,
minus the time associated with 5% of the total cumulative energy. The cen-
tral frequency, ft1, is defined in terms of moments of the power spectral den-
sity function. The breadth of the frequency content is defined by the fre-
quency range from f-jg to fgQ where 10% and 90% of the cumulative power lies
at frequencies below f-jQ and fgQ, respectively.

For earthquake records examined which had a local magnitude, ML of 6.4 or
greater, strong duration, Tg of 3.4 seconds or greater and frequency content
breadth, f-]0 to fg0 of at least 1.2 to 5.5 Hz, the Regulatory Guide 1.60
spectrum provided an adequate engineering characterization when anchored to
Apr. For earthquakes with ML of 5.7 or less and Tn of 3.0 seconds or less
ana f ] 0 to fgQ less than 1.2 to 5.5 Hz, the broad frequency content spectra
did not adequately represent the actual elastic or inelastic structural re-
sponse. Based on a limited number of records, it appears that earthquakes
with Mi less than 6.0 do not have sufficient energy content to be capable of
producing high accelerations, long duration and broad frequency content
spectra. For small earthquakes, a narrowbanded design response spectrum ob-
tained by averaging only records with similar central frequencies and fre-
quency bands seems more realistic.

PREDICTION OF INELASTIC RESPONSE SPECTRA

Inelastic analyses of single-degree-of-freedom shear wall type models of
several elastic frequencies were performed for the 12 ground motions records
considered. For this analysis, the model was designed to be at the onset
of yielding for the actual ground motion input and this input was scaled by
a factor F such that various ductility levels were achieved. In this manner,
the required factors F to reach ductility levels, u, of 1.9 and 4.3 were
determined for each earthquake ground motion record. The input scale factor,
F is equal to the inelastic spectral deamplification factor by which elastic
spectra must be divided to obtain inelastic spectral accelerations.

It was found that the inelastic response spectra could be accurately predic-
ted by either of two methods from the elastic response spectrum and an
approximate knowledge of TD. By the point estimate approach, the inelastic
spectral deamplification factor, Fy is given by:

2

where f and e are elastic frequency and damping and fe and 3 e are effective
linear frequency and damping which account for frequency lowering and damping
increases during inelastic response. By the spectral averaging approach,
Eq. 2 is utilized with average effective frequency, damping and spectral
acceleration values. Relations have been developed to evaluate the effective
frequency and damping as functions of ductility, y and strong duration T^.

The recommended approach has been compared to the Sozen and Iwan methods for
predicting effective frequency and damping and to Newmark and Riddel 1 methods
for estimating Fp. It is concluded that either the point estimate or spectral
averaging approach provide significantly more accurate estimates for Fp than
do other commonly used approaches for shear wall types resistance functions.
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ESTIMATION OF STRONG GROUND MOTIONS FROM ANALOGOUS SEISMIC REGIONS USING
COMBINED TELESEISMIC AND NEAR FIELD DATA SETS

Stephen H. Hartzell
Woodward-Clyde Consultants, Pasadena, CA
Donald V. Helmberger
Seismological Lab, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA

Accurate evaluation of site specific seismic hazards requires detailed
information on the attenuation from the causative fault of the peak values of
ground motion (acceleration, velocity and displacement). The generally
accepted attenuation relationships are based on local observations of strong
ground motion. However, this data set is limited. Most of the available
data are for distances greater than 10 km, for magnitudes less than 7.0, and
for shallow strike-slip mechanisms. As a result, extrapolations must be done
to closer ranges, larger magnitudes, and other tectonic settings. Many parts
of the world, such as the eastern United States, have a historical record of
large earthquakes but little or no recorded strong ground motion.

We have developed a procedure that uses the abundant teleseismic data
set of earthquake recordings to obtain estimates of local strong ground
motion. The use of teleseismic data represents a major new direction in the
evaluation of seismic hazards. Utilizing the teleseismic data set can reduce
the limitations of the small strong motion data set. The long and short-
period world wide body wave records are inverted using a linear, constrained,
stabilised inversion to retrieve a three-dimensional picture of the distribu-
tion and rate of slip on the fault. (See (1_) for a detailed discussion of
the procedure.) This rupture history is then used to calculate the ground
motion locally at any desired distance from the fault.

There are three general areas of application of this method.
1.) Evaluation of seismic sources in other regions. Most of what is

known about strong ground motion has been deduced from studies of shallow
strike-slip earthquakes in California. This perspective is narrow. Funda-
mental studies of seismic sources in other tectonic settings can be done
through the analysis of their teleseismic body waves. The parameters stress-
drop, distribution of slip, and rupture velocity are products of this analysis.
These parameters can then be compared to those of California earthquakes.
By so doing we are able to benchmark these earthquakes against events for
which the local ground motion is known.

2.) Calculation of local ground motion. Once the source has been
described through the analysis of the teleseismic waveforms, this information
can be carried over to the near-fault region. The effects of local structure
and site conditions are included in the calculations. The strong ground
motion and response spectra are calculated for a fully three-dimensional,
finite source using well-developed forward modeling techniques (2). The
calculated strong ground motion can then be used to extend the existing
strong ground motion data set.

3.) Analogue sources. As a further extension of the method, analogue
sources could be developed. Certain areas of interest may not have had
sufficiently large or numerous events that are well recorded teleseismically.
In these areas, earthquakes from similar tectonic settings could be used.
One such analogue pair might be earthquakes from the Anatolian and San Andreas
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fault systems. This application of course assumes that earthquakes from
similar tectonic environments have similar source parameters.

As an i l lustrat ion of the technique, local ground velocities are calcu-
lated for.the 1979 Imperial Valley, California earthquake using just the long-
period teleseismic P-waves. Figure 1 shows contours of dislocation in centi-
meters on the Imperial Fault obtained from two different inversions. The top
two frames show the solution obtained from inverting just the teleseismic,
long-period P-waves. The bottom two frames show the solution obtained from
the simultaneous inversion of the teleseismic, long-period P-waves and the
local strong ground motion. Both the r ight- lateral , str ike-sl ip and dip-slip
(east side down) components of motion are shown. (See (1_) for the details
of the inversions.) We see from Figure 1 that the teleseismic solution is
very similar to the solution obtained from using the strong motion records.
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Figure 1. Dislocation in centimeters on the Imperial Fault.

The position of the El Centro array of strong motion instruments, which
runs approximately perpendicular to the trace of the Imperial Fault, is indi-
cated by an arrow in Figure 1. The rupture history in Figure 1 obtained from
the teleseismic records alone is used to calculate the expected local strong
ground motion. Figure 2 compares the observed and predicted peak values of
ground velocity across the El Centro array. Both the observed and predicted
values are filtered to 1 Hz. The calculated velocities do a quite acceptable
job of matching the observed amplitudes. There is a general trend to over
estimate the velocities close to the fault and under estimate the velocities
further from the fault. This trend is not due to any inadequacy of the
method, but is due to the way this particular problem was parameterized. We
have used an idealized planar fault which has strongly defined radiation
pattern maxima and minima. By introducing a small amount of randomness in
the strike (since faults are most likely not perfect planes) these nodes are
smeared out. The third curve in Figure 2 is one example of the fault with
smeared nodes in which the fault plane is given a sawtooth edge.
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1. S. H. Har tze l l , and T. H. Heaton, "Inversion of strong-ground motion and
teleseismic waveform data for the faul t rupture history of the 1979 Imperial
Valley, California earthquake", Bu l l . Seism. Soc. Am., submitted (1983).

2. S. H. Har tze l l , and D. V. Helmberger, "Strong-motion modeling of the
Imperial Valley earthquake of 1979", Bu l l . Seism. Soc. Am., 72, 571-596,
(1982). ~
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NEW PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING SEISMIC DESIGN INPUT
FOR NEAR-FIELD CONDITIONS

Jogeshwar P. Singh
Harding Lawson Associates

Novato, California

The ground motion records obtained in the near field (less than 20 km from the
source) are complex, and their character depends on many significant factors,
including the source, the travel path, and the soil conditions at the site. Large
variations in peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV), peak ground
displacement (PGD), durations, spectral content, and time histories have been
observed in the near field for a given soil condition (Singh, 1982 a, b). Figures 1 and 2
illustrate the wide differences between the time histories and response spectra
obtained during the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake for two stations located within 1
km of the fault break and 20 kilometers apart along the Imperial fault. The two
stations, Bonds corner (near the epicenter) and El Centro 7 (in the directjpn of rupture
propagation), are located on similar soil conditions.
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Studies of the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake, the 1979 Coyote Lcke earthquake,
and other earthquakes show that:

1. PGVs, PGDs, durations, and the spectral contents at long periods (f<l Hz)
correlate strongly with kinematical focusing as a result of moving dislocation;

2. PGAs and spectral contents at high frequencies (f>l Hz) are significantly
influenced by the damping and scattering properties of the fault zone and the
surrounding intact rock; and

3. The vertical ground motions in the near field can be equal to or greater than
the horizontal ground motions.

Although a moving dislocation concentrates energy in all frequency bands in the
direction of rupture propagation, the energy increase at any frequency is, in practice,
limited by the properties of the fault zone. In developing upper bounds on high
frequency spectral content and the amplitudes of PGAs near to the earthquake source,
it is important to consider the effects of damping of high frequency waves propagating
through the fault zone and the surrounding intact rock. The evidence from the
California data set shows that PGAs have a much weaker dependence on magnitude at
shorter distances than at larger distances. In contrast, the near-source PGVs and
PGDs are not influenced as much by damping and show a stronger dependence on
magnitude. ;

Existing seismic design codes or guidelines do not have any provision for
developing near-field ground motions or for including the effects of source and travel
path characteristics. For developing base shear, the Structural Engineers Association
of California ("Recommended Lateral Force Requirements and Commentary," 1980)
considers the effect of local soil conditions through a single factor. The currently
proposed revisions will add an additional Zone 5 that will be about 8 km wide on each
side of the major faults capable of generating earthquake magnitudes of approximately
7 or greater. This additional zone will require establishment of special effects due to
near source events on important structural systems. The American Petroleum
Institute (API RP2A, 1981) recommended practice prefers the use of a site-specific
study to determine ground motions used for strength-level design. However, the
recommended practice for developing design response spectra <> impasses only the
effect of local soil conditions. For time history analyses, API rec imends the use of
several sets of time histories because inelastic structural response J sensitive to the
frequency content, phase, and duration of the time history used. Wilson (1983) has
shown that different time histories that fit the long period portion of the spectra with
somewhat comparable peak ground accelerations produce widely different responses in
offshore structures.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Code entitled "Design
Response Spectra for Nuclear Power Plants" uses a broad band spectrum with
synthetic time histories generated to fit the spectra. To preserve the characteristics
of strong ground motions, recently recommended revisions (NUREG/CR-1161, 1981) to
the seismic design criteria suggest the use of natural time histories rather than
synthetir time histories.

Because the codes do not have any provisions for the development of near-field
ground motions, the estimates of these ground motions have been made on a
site-specific basis only, using both empirical and analytical procedures. Empirical
procedures, when used to develop site-dependent spectra on the basis of local soil
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conditions (Seed et al., 1974) alone, result in design spectra that may be significantly
deficient in the long period range for moderate to large earthquakes. On the other
hand, the use of analytical procedures (i.e., rupture models) produces erroneously high
PGAs directly in the path of rupture when the damping properties of the fault material
are not properly considered. The time histories recorded close to the fault yary widely
in character depending upon the direction of rupture propagation (see Figure 1). When
artificial time histories are constructed to fit the amplitude spectrum alone, the
near-field characteristics are lost; it is necessary to include phase spectra that define
the pattern of seismic waves.

Based on the studies of near-field data, it seems appropriate to incorporate the
effects of source and travel path empirically in estimating response spectra and time
histories for near-field ground motions. This would mean selecting an appropriate
combination of PGAs, PGVs, PGDs, and durations that would be representative of the
travel path, source characteristics, and other seismological phases, such as breakout or
stopping phases. Using the recorded near-field time histories as guidelines, time
histories may be developed that will relate PGV and PGD with the long duration pulse,
called fling. Using the same time histories, PGA may be related with fling or
displaced in time to represent another seismological phase. It should be pointed out
that the failure of the Olive View Hospital structure during the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake apparently occurred during the long-duration pulse (which can be seen
about 3 seconds after the instrument triggered) rather than during the high frequency
peak acceleration (greater than l.Og) associated with the breakout phase, which
occurred about eight seconds after the pulse. Because of the highly variable and
minimally understood nature of the factors influencing the ground motions in the near
field, it is recommended that the time histories for design should be developed and
selected in consultation with experts from various disciplines, i.e., geology,
seismology, geotechnical engineering, and structural engineering.
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EARTHQUAKE HAZARD COMPONENT IN POSTQUAKE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS.

BY DIMITRI PAPASTAMATIOU, CONSULTING ENGINEER

Postquake assessments of heavy industrial facilities cover all three components
of earthquake resistance:the earthquake hazard,the design of the facility to
reduce the associated risk and the construction of the plant to satisfy the
design requirements.The former component involves a much larger volume than
the assessed facility i.e. the crustal volume that participated to the-genera-
tion of the earthquake responsible for the damage.This crustal volume has fai-
led under tectonic strain along the earthquake faults.The performance of the
crustal system is not global and can only be assessed at a local level.The
earthquake hazard component is discussed in this presentation for three earth-
quakes in the Mediterranean region that have involved heavy industrial facili-
ties:the 1976 Friuli earthquake in N.Italy that has damaged the Somplago elec-
tricity generation/distribution system,the 1978 N.Greece earthquakes that ha-
ve affected the Esso refinery outside Thessaloniki and the 1981 earthquakes in
C.Greece that have shaken the !"otoroil refinery east of Corinth.

Current methods of evaluating the earthquake hazard at a site rely on a simpli-
fied stochastic approach to treat the uncertainties involved in the earthquake
generating process.In this treatment earthquakes are assumed independent in
space and time.Patterns of instrumental and historical seismicity are reconci-
led with tectonic trends over seismogenic sources with uniform seismic para-
meters.The dynamic field generated by an earthquake is simulated by attenuati-
on functions and modified by the foundation conditions at the particular site;
these functions are poorly known in the near field where most of the damage
occurs.In the epicentral area shallow earthquakes introduce additional hazard
in terms of surface fault break potential.

The three Mediterranean earthquakes occurred in the broad zone of collision
between the African and the Eurasian plates and exibited extremes of source
mechanisms:thrust faulting in N.Italy and normal faulting in Greece.All three
earthquakes showed a clear delineation of the epicentral"area associated with
the movement of crustal blocks in the earthquake source.Postquake investiga-
tions suggested for all three cases a mechanism of volume deformation along
segments of preexisting fractures rather than movement on a major fault.The
investigations confirmed seismooenic sources that could have been drawn on the
basis of information available before the earthquakes(Fig 1).

•+C earthquake
£ faci l i ty

0 SOk.n

N.Italy,1976

*

N.Greece,1978 C.Greece, 1981

Fig 1.Seismogenic sources and affected industrial facilities.
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The Somplago hydroelectric generation system was outside the epicentral area of
the 1976 Friuli earthquake and suffered minor damage.The distribution system,
however,was hit by the strongly shaken area and experienced substantial damage
and disruption.The earthquake occurred inside a broad zone of historical seis-
mic activity and confirmed the broad seismotectonic picture that was already
available.This picture fits best in the stochastic model as an area seismogeiic
source where the recent earthquake appears,on the basis of the mechanics of
crustal volume deformation and the historical record,to have a size close to
the magnitude limit.In this representation the 1976 earthquake was a rare event
from the Somplago plant standpoint;within the resolution of the stochastic ana-
lysis the earthquake occurred under the site and would have hit the plant with
the much higher force of the epicentral area without a measurable change in
the corresponding probability.The stochastic model might have been refined by
a neotectonic study of the region that has not taken place as yet.Another fac-
tor that would have substantially altered the probabilistic estimates is the
migration of seismic activity that is not considered in current earthquake ha-
zard evaluation procedures.A low cycle of such migration has been picked up
by historical studies in N.Italy.

In Greece recent tectonic deformation has been the subject of extensive neo-
tectonic studies.The two recent earthquakes confirmed the validity of such stu-
dies and demonstrated the surface fault break hazard in normal faulting situa-
tions.This hazard is directly related to the predominance of the vertical com-
ponent of motion in the epicentral area and the release of crustal strain by a
swarm of events with small magnitudes.This release of seismic energy delineated
in 1978 a NW trending zone already known from neotectonic studies.the zone pas-
ses about 20km from the Esso refinery on the outskirts of Thessaloniki.The me-
chanical system in a critical area of this plant was overstressed in 1978,afact
that makes the postquake assessment very sensitive to the probabilities assig-
ned to these earthquakes in conjuction with the design level of the facility.
With respect to the seismogenic zone reactivated in 1973 the Esso refinery is
sited in the far field of the generated motion where ground motion "varies sub-
stantially on different foundation materials;this effect was amply demonstra-
ted by the strong motion recorded from aftershotks in Thessaloniki.The Motor-
oil refinery,east of Corinth,was exposed to a similar situation during the
1981 earthquakes in C.Greece.These earthquakes showed a swarm activity simi-
lar to the 1973 sequence in N.Greece,but at a higher level,and demonstrated a
NE trending zone.This zone,however,does not appear to be the critical seismo-
genic source for the refinery.The earthquake that destroyed Corinth in 1 f?28
was associated with surface faulting delineating an EW trending zone towards
the site.A smaller earthquake in 1975 demonstrated the continuation of this zo-
ne eastwards.The 1928 event has been considered in the earthquake regulations
drafted in 1956 that placed the site in a zone equivalent to the epicentral
area of the 1981 earthquakes.These earthquakes although 20km away from the site
caused overstressing of some critical components of the Motoroil refinery.

The relevance of the earthquake hazard component of postquake assessments de-
pends on the objectives of the assessment:assessment of the safety of the de-
sign would have implied re-examination of the available data and current pro-
cedures in the light of the earthquake.Assessment of the system response re-
quires knowledge of the ground motion conditions during the earthquake whereas
retrofitting plans would take into account that an earthquake has taken place
recently,a fact that is not considered by current earthquake hazard evaluation
procedures.
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VALIDATION OF CURRENT ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR SITE RESPONSE ANALYSIS*
J. C. Chen and D. L. Bernreuter

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
J. J. Johnson

Structural Mechanics Associates

Site response analysis determines the temporal and spatial variation of
near-surface motion at a site which is essential in the evaluation of soil
structure interaction (SSI) effects, soil liquefaction potential, and site
amplification. At sites where ground motion data are not available, site
amplification factors needed in describing the seismic hazard, must be
assessed by analytical site response procedures. Development of the seismic
hazard at the Zion nuclear power plant site for Phase II of Seismic Safety
Margins Research Program (SSMRP) included the impact of the Zion site
conditions on the seismic hazard curve and the free-field acceleration time
histories. Site amplification factors for the Zion site were calculated
using one-dimensional wave propagation theory and equivalent linear
techniques. This led to large correction factors. The analytical site
response procedure used in the SSMRP was partially validated using available
recorded data.

The Zion site is composed of 110 feet of soil overlying a bedrock of
Miaqara dolomite. The characteristics of the Zion site, a relatively flat
shallow soil over a very stiff bedrock, led to the expectation of amplified
motions in a narrow frequency range associated with the soil properties and
layered structure. The soil column was modeled as a system of horizontal
layers of infinite extent having viscoelastic material properties.
One-dimensional wave propagation was also assumed. The site response
procedure involved a definition of the free-field ground motion and
associated seismic hazard curve on a hypothetical rock outcrops (1). Time
histories were propagated through a linear viscoelastic soil modeT having
the properties of the experimental design used in the SMACS (2) analysis.
For an average acceleration of 0.1g (from 30 rock outcrop motions) the
amplification of peak ground acceleration (PGA) was approximately 2 with a
coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.2; the amplification of response spectra
accelerations at dominant frequencies was approximately 3.5 with a COV of
0.32.

Validation of the computed amplification factors involved a comparison
with observed amplification factors at similar sites which experienced
strong earthquakes. Mean site amplifications, expressed in terms of
spectral ratios of recorded motions, between soil/rock station pairs
recorded at the 1975 Oroville and 1976 Friuli earthquakes were used. The
Cornino-Forgaria accelerographic station (located on partially
over-consolidated alluvium underlain by sloping bedrock) and S. Rocco
station (on rock outcrop) simultaneously recorded a number of accelerograms
during several aftershocks of the Friuli earthquakes. The average
amplification of PGA for 5 strong earthquakes was 2.3 (with a COV of 0.32)
and was 4.2 for response spectra accelerations at dominant frequencies near
3 Hz (with a COV of 0.8) . The five Oroville earthquake motions recorded at
0. Johnson ranch station (shallow pleistocene gravel and alluvium) and the
two nearby rock stations were used to compute the observed site

This work was supported by the U.S. NRC under a Memoradum of Understanding
with the U.S. DOE.
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amplifications. The mean motion was amplified 2.8 times (with a COV of
0.64) at the PGA and 5.2 times (with a COV of 0.86) at dominant frequencies
around 6 Hz. The averaqe PGA level of these rock outcrop stations is
comparable to the one used at Zion. Data from the vertical seismic array at
Richmond Field Stations (RFS) recorded during the 1977 Briones and Richmond
earthquakes were also used. The RFS site has 118 feet of alluvium over
shale bedrock. Motions recorded at the surface and at the bottom of the
array (in bedrock at 131 feet) were used to compute site amplification. The
average site amplification was approximately 2 at PGA and approximately 6 at
the dominant frequency of near 2 Hz.

Models of the RFS and Cornino-Forgaria site were analyzed using the
computer program SHAKE (2). Results were compared to recorded motions. At
the RFS site, the calculated transfer functions agree fairly well with those
derived from recorded motions. The shapes of calculated response spectra
(5% damning) agree quite well with those of recorded motions except in the
high frequency range {*3Q Hz). The SHAKE code overestimated the PGA
response by about 30% to 40% of recorded motions. Comparing the 5% response
spectra between the calculated and recorded motions at the Comino-Forgario
site showed good agreement in the EW component in both spectra shape and
amplitude. However, in the NS component SHAKE results were close in the
shape of response spectra but the spectral amplitudes were underestmated.
The underestimation was probably due to the effect of complicated topography
at the Forgaria site. The multiple analysis was performed by varying the
soil properties, the depth of bedrock, and the impedance contrast between
the soil and bedrock. The response spectra of recorded motion fell within
the limits of the envelope of the response spectra of calculated motions
exceot for the high frequency range for the NS component.

It is concluded that for shallow soil sites overlying bedrock:
1. Stiff shallow soil sites strongly amplify earthquake motions from
bedrock to surface. 2. Amplifications for stiff shallow soil sites are
approximately 2 or qreater at PGA and approximately 3.5 or greater at
dominant frequencies. 3. Site amplification factors may be reasonably
estimated by equivalent linear techniques from site models in which the
uncertainty in dynamic soil properties, soil profile thickness, and
imnedance contrast were properly taken"into account. 4. Overall site
response spectra as predicted by one-dimensional equivalent linear
techniques are comparable to those of recorded motions.
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A STATE OF THE ART OF ASEISMICITY OF SUB-SURFACE
GROUNDS FOR INDUSTRIAL AREAS

by

* ** ***
Eiichi Kuribayashi, Makoto Kawamura, and Tatsuya Nose

INTRODUCTION

Almost all of industrial areas has been developed along coast lines or
river sides even in earthquake prone regions in the world. Many heavy
industrial facilites for example, oil tanks in energy plants, bridges and
embankments in highways, and piers and guay walls in harbors are located
closely in the area in Japan. The sub-surface grounds of the area are
composed of alluvial soil and there failures of the ground, for instance,
liquefaction are often induced by earthquakes. Therefore in order to
confirm the earthquake resistance of the heavy constructions such as oil
tanks, bridges and so on, it is recommendable to evaluate potentials of
failures of sub-surface grounds caused by earthquakes, especially liquefac-
tion. In this paper the authors d scribe a state of the art of aseismicity
of sub-surface grounds, that is, ti.a prediction method of liquefaction and
its problem.

A STATE OF THE ART

In order to describe the state of the art the following existing codes
and practices about liquefaction potential for heavy constructions are
reviewed including revised new codes. Bridges and embankments in railways
(1), Foundations of buildings(2), Oil tanks(3), Pipelines for oil(4), Water
supply facilities(5), Piers and quay walls(6), Bridges and embankments in
highways(7), Sewerage facilities (8), Tanks for liquid natural gas(9), and
pipelines for gas(10), etc. in Japan and a few of the codes in U.S. (11) and
China(12). The prediction methods or the cocepts of evaluations of lique-
faction potentials employed in articles of the existing codes and practices
are devided roughly into two categories as shown in Table 1. The first
category(Category A in Table 1), is the conventional method in which results
of standard penetration test or grain size distributions are used as the
criterion of liquefaction. The second category(Category B in Table 1), is
based on the analytical method in which acting shearing stresses in a sand
layer calculated by the analyses using wave propagation theory or a lumped
mass system, are compared with the shearing resistance in the layer only
obtained from dynamic shearing tests in laboratories. The conventional
method is more convenient for investigations of many cases than the analy-
tical one. On the other hand the analytical method is more reliable than
the conventional one. It is prefered that the analytical method is adopted
to the codes and practices for heavy constructions whose damage would
induce severe influence.

* Professor, Department of Civil Engineering / Regional Planning,
Toyohashi University Technology, Tempaku-cho, Toyohashi-shi,
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Table 1 Existing codes and practice about liquefaction potential for
heavy Industrial Facilities

Structures

Pipelines for Oil

Bridges and Embankments in Railways

Foundations of Building

Oil Tanks

Water Supply Facilities

Piers and Quay Walls \

Bridges and Embankments in Highways

Sewerage Facilities

Tanks for Liquid Natural Gas

Pipelines for Gas

Foundations of Building

Foundations of Building

Country

Japan

Japan

Japam

Japan

Japan

Japan

Japan

Japan

Japan

Japan

America

China

Year

1973

1974

1974

1978

1979

1979

1980

1981

1981

1982

1978

1974

Category

A

A

A

A

B

A,B

B

B

A

A

B

A

COMMENTS ON EFFECTIVE STRESS METHOD

In order to investigate applicability of effective stress method to
practical problem the authors performed analyses of typical cases and ex-
periments in the laboratory (13), (14). Comparing the results it is made
clear that this effective stress method has an advantadge that changes of
excess pore water pressures during liquefaction and influences of impervious
layers can be analysed. Effective stress method taking into account per-
meability of soil layers is considered to be more precise prediction method
of liquefaction potentials for the heavy industrial constructions than the
analytical method, mentioned before, using total stress.
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(5)Japanese Society of Water Supply; Codes for water supply facilities, 1979.
(6)Japanese Society of Harbor; Codes for piers and quay walls, 1979.
(7)Ministry of Construction; Codes for HW bridges and embankments, 1980.
(8)Japanese Society of Sewerage; Codes for swerage facilities, 1981.
(9)Japanese Society of Gas; Codes for tank for liquid natural gas, 1981.
(10)Japanese Society of Gas; Codes for pipelines for gas, 1982.
(ll)Applied Technology Council; Tentative provisions for the development of

Seismic Regulations for Buildings, 1978.
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U3)Kawamura et al; Consideration of prediction of liquefaction using effe-

ctive stress, Proc. of 6th Japan Earthquake Engineering Symposium, 1982.
(14)Finn et al; Seismic response and liquefaction of sands, ASCE, 1976.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SEISMIC, EXTREME WIND, AND FLOOD HAZARD MODELS
FOR U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY FACILITIES

D.W. Coats
R.C. Murray

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and the Department
of Energy's (DOE) Office of Nuclear Safety (OMS) are working together to
develop natural phenomena hazard models for 27 nOE sites throughout the
United States. The primary goals of the project are to develop seismic
and extreme wind hazard models using a uniform methodology and to provide
users with a rational method for selecting acceptable hazard levels for
facilities based on facility usage and risk to society. Additionally, a
study was made to assess the feasibility of developing flood hazard
models, analogous to seismic and wind hazard models. This lead to the
development of a simplified, deterministic, flood screening approach to
cull-out those sites which effectively have no flood potential. At the
present time, flood studies for DOF sites have been placed on "hold"
until completion of the seismic and extreme wind hazard models.

There are two distinctly different approaches to seismic and/or
extreme wind characterizations - deterministic and probabilistic.

The probabilistic approach was selected in order to:

Quantify the hazard in terms of return period.

Rigorously incorporate the complete historical record.

Account for incomplete knowledge and uncertainties associated
with seismic and extreme wind characteristics.

Incorporate the judgment and experience of experts.

This method is particularly appropriate for the development of
seismic hazard models for eastern sites where the seismicity is very
diffuse and cannot be correlated with surface faulting as it can be in
the western United States.

The strength of the probabilistic approach is its ability to
incorporate and quantify uncertainties. Its major weakness is the lack
of plentiful statistical data from which to characterize the various
input parameters in probabilistic terms. Nevertheless, the credibility
of the probabilistic approach has been established through detailed
technical review of its application to several important projects and
areas.
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It would not;

*require the use of risk analysis for any regulatory
decision. It would only set up research and demonstration
projects to help us walk in the use of risk analysis
before we try to run with it;

*require new federal bureaucracy to carry out its requirements.
Many regulatory agencies already have some ongoing form of risk
analysis. As I have said, my legislation would provide a
mechanism to coordinate the various agency efforts so as to have
the federal agencies learn from one another about how to best use
risk analyis methods.

What I seek is a way for regulatory agencies to do a better job of
protecting the public, by targeting their limited resources on the
most serious threats to health and safety instead of regulating
blindly.

We can and should try to reduce risks in our daily lives recognizing
that reducing them does cost money. It does cost resources. We
should focus on reducing those risks that are truly worth reducing.
By trying to reduce risks to nothing, we can also turn off the valves
of the 20th century, crippling what constitutes the finely-tuned
network of our technological society.

In the end, action to regulate, to limit or to ban is still a function
of the government. If the public gets conflicting signals—from the
mass media, which tends to sensationalize stories about the
environment and environmental hazards, or from politicians who try to
win votes by saving their flocks from potential (or imagined)
wolves—what can the government do?

It's the government's job to protect public health and safety. But
it's hard to represent a public that's confused by conflicting
messages.

My efforts in bringing a little science into the regulatory process
have brought me under fire from people who don't really understand
what I'm trying to do. But with that fire has come light. And that's
really what I'm trying to do, illuminate how I'm trying to better the
process.
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To assist l.LNL in this effort, TERA Corporation, Berkeley, California
was selected to develop the seismic hazard models for each site.
McDonald, Mehta, and Minor, Consulting Engineers, Lubbock, Texas, and
T.T. Fujita of the University of Chicago were both contracted to
independently develop hazard models for tornado and high winds.
McDonald, Mehta, and Minor were selected to provide the engineering
expertise in extreme wind hazard modeling while Fujita provided input
from the meteorology point of view.

In addition to the development of hazard models, we are also
attempting to develop guidelines for establishing acceptable levels of
hazard for facilities, based on their usage and/or associated risk to
society. It is hoped that these guidelines, used in conjunction with the
hazard models, will give DOE personnel valuable tools that will enable
them to establish acceptable levels of hazard for facilities and thus
deduce criteria for the design of new structures and the evaluation of
existing ones. This methodology should allow for consistency in the
selection of design or analysis criteria, regardless of the site
location, resulting in more uniform risk levels associated with hazardous
facilities. A major advantage of this approach is that the hazard models
are applicable to all types of facilities. The user evaluates the
facility and its intended use and assesses the consequences of an
accident. This allows a selection of a return period and the resulting
definition of extreme wind and seismic design values.
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BAYESIAN ANALYSIS OF SEISMIC RISK

M. Chavez and L. Esteva

Institute of Engineering
National University of Mexico

Mexico City, Mexico
ABSTRACT

In the last few years, several seismic risk models have been developed
at the Institute of Engineering of the National University of Mexico. Those
models have been used to estimate the seismic risk of industrial sites
located in Mexico and other countries. A common feature of the models is
that they apply Bayesian analysis to estimate the parameters utilized to
represent the seismicity at a site, but they differ in the number of them.
The models allow for the handling of uncertainties arising from
incompleteness of the catalog of events as well as those related to the
chosen attenuation laws.

This paper presents the results of a parametrical study performed with
the models. From the results of this study, the sensitivity of the seismic
risk estimates with respect to the different parameters is highlighted. The
advantages and limitations of the models are also evaluated. Finally,
several real-world applications are included and discussed in the paper.
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HISTORICAL SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

D. Veneziano, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
C. A. Cornell, Stanford University

T. O'Hara, Yankee Atomic Electric Company

ABSTRACT

Now-standard methods of seismic hazard analysis depend upon
specification of seismic source zones and magnitude-frequency relationships,
both of which may be difficult to estimate in regions such as the eastern
U.S. More empirical procedures, called historical methods, estimate mean
recurrence rates of local site intensities (M.M.I., peak ground
acceleration, etc.) directly from a regional catalogue of earthquake times,
locations, and sizes (on the MM epicentral intensity and/or some magnitude
scale) together with a ground motion prediction model.

This paper will first review several (best-estimate-only) historical
methods introduced by others. The best of these methods allows for
attenuation law dispersion and catalogue incompleteness. These methods are
non-parametric in the statistical sense. Second, the paper will present a
new (parametric) method that permits the development of confidence bands on
the estimated mean recurrence rates, especially in the lower probabilities
(higher mean return periods) of engineering interest. The method utilizes
formal Bayesian statistical parameter estimation procedures. The results
show directly the broadening of the confidence band with a decrease of the
length of the catalogue and with an increase of the level (or mean return
period) of the intensity parameter.

Furthermore both parametric and non-parametric methods share additional
uncertainty induced by lack of confidence in the ground motion prediction
(attenuation) mode"! us^d and possibly in the catalogue itself. These
uncertainty sources are best handled discretely, as will be demonstrated in
an example.

The historical method can perhaps best be used to supplement the
conventional method of seismic hazard analysis, which is based on more
professional information and hence usually preferred for estimation of very
long mean return periods (e.g., _> 1000 yrs). The conventional analytic
method should agree at levels (10 to 100 yrs) well within the range of
empirical (historical) estimation. By quantifying the uncertainty bands in
the latter method, the work presented here permits one to make this
comparison more formally.

The authors wish to acknowledge sponsorship by Yankee Atomic Electric
Co. and the Electric Power Pesearch Institute.
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS IN THE USE OF PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC
EXPOSURE ANALYSIS FOR THE SPECIFICATION OF SEISMIC LOADING

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

by

K. Sadigh, R. Youngs, and K. Coppersmith
Woodward-Clyde Consultants
100 Pringle Avenue
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

In recent years probabilistic seismic exposure analyses are finding
increased use in evaluation of the seismic design of nuclear power
plants (1). In conducting such exposure analyses, there are several
important aspects of the analysis that have a major influence on the
results; oftentimes, however, their influence is not properly identified
and considered in such evaluations.

This paper will discuss the following two topics of interest:

1. Ground motions from small to medium magnitude earthquakes often
represent a substantial part of the the seismic exposure at a site. To
represent the contribution of these events in a realistic manner, the
following should be considered:

a) The use of specific geologic sources as opposed to random
seismicity source zones can have a major impact on the results.
For example, the hazard level at a site within a uniform source
zone is relatively insensitive to the site location within the
zone. However, if the seismicity is modeled as occurring on
geologic structures at specific locations, the seismic hazard level
at a site is sensitive to the location of the site relative to
these structures. The contribution to the hazard at a site of the
small to moderate magnitude earthquakes relative to the large
magnitude earthquake increases as the source to site distance
decreases.

b) Recent geologic and seismologic studies of individual faults and
fault segments (_2, _3) suggest that faults tend to generate charac-
teristic earthquakes having a relatively narrow range of magnitudes
near the maximum. The occurrence of moderate magnitude events
somewhat less than the characteristic earthquake occur less fre-
quently than might be predicted by standard (constant b-value)
recurrence models. Hence, for sites close to seismic sources, the
seismic hazard level due to small and moderate magnitude events may
be overestimated using standard recurrence models (constant
b-value).

c) In computing seismic exposure, the contributions to the probability
of exceedance frcm earthquakes of all magnitudes are usually
considered to be equal. However, for the same acceleration level,
ground motions from small magnitude earthquakes have a lower damage
potential than do ground motions from large magnitude earthquakes.
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Hence, in applying the results of probabilistic exposure analyses
consideration should be given either to a) weighting the contribu-
tions from individual magnitude earthquakes by their relative
damage potential, or b) use of the appropriate dominant magnitude
earthquake in conducting seismic design evaluations.

2. Guidelines and constraints in evaluating exposure results:

In contrast to probabilistic exposure evaluations, mean plus one
standard deviation ground motions are typically used for deterministic
estimates of ground motions from maximum events that may affect a
structure. To be consistent with standard deterministic "maximum"
estimates of ground motion, mean plus one standard deviation ground
motions values should be the highest level considered for the site.
These "maximum" values should be associated with the largest possible
event occurring at the site. Furthermore, the relationship between the
ground motion level and probability of exceedance should reflect a
transition from purely probabilistic assessments of ground motion at
high probability levels where there are multiple chancas for events to
occur to a deterministic upper bound ground motion at very low
probability levels where there is very limited opportunity for "maximum"
events to occur.

In Interplate Regions, where the seismic sources may be characterized by
a high-to-very-high rate of activity, the deterministic bounds will be
approached or exceeded by the computed probabilistic exposure values at
annual probability of exceedance levels typically as high as 10" to
10" . Thus, at these or lower probability levels, probabilistically
computed exposure values could be readily interpreted in the light of
the deterministic constraints. In contrast, in Intraplate Region, where
the seismic sources may be characterized by a low-to intermediate rate
of activity, the deterministic constraints may not be approached until
very low probability levels, e.g. 10" or lower annually. Thus
deterministic constraints may not be sufficient in.guiding
interpretations for probability levels 10" to 10" . Therefore, it is
essential that uncertainties in all the major factors that influence the
computed exposure values be incorporated into the analysis (4).

1. L. Reiter, "Probabilistic Estimates of Seismic Hazard and Nuclear
Power Plants," Earthquake Notes, j>4(l), p. 24.

2. D.P. Schwartz, K.J. Coppersmith, F.H. Swan III, P. Somerville,
W.U. Savage, "'Characteristic' Earthquakes on Introplate Normal
Faults," Earthquake Notes 52(1), p. 71 (1981).

3. D.P. Schwartz dn K.J. Coppersmith, "The Characteristic Earthquake
Model," Journal of Geophysical Research (in press).

4. K.J. Coppersmith and R.R. Youngs, "Probabilistic Earthquake Source
Definition for Seismic Exposure Analyses," Earthquake Notes, 53(1),
p. 67 (1982).
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CATALOG OF WORLDWIDE ACCELEROGRAM DATA
FOR SEISMIC ANALYSIS

C. B. Crouse and G. R. Martin
Ertec, Inc.

3777 Long Beach Blvd.
Long Beach, CA 90807

One of the first steps in seismic hazard or risk analysis is the determina-
tion of the earthquake ground motions, or the seismic input, that a facility
may experience during its lifetime. Often this input is established from
analyses of strong-motion accelerograms recorded during past earthquakes.
To aid in this important step, a catalog of worldwide accelerograms has
recently been prepared by Ertec and published as a Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory/U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission report U.)-

The catalog documents information for nearly 1,000 digitized ground-motion
accelograms from 16 countries that were recorded prior to 1979. The infor-
mation not only pertains to the accelerograms themselves, but also to their
recording stations and the seismological parameters of the causative earth-
quakes. The information appearing in the catalog for each accelerogram is
listed below:
/
(1) Digitized Accelerogram

o Date and time of earthquake
•o Location and I.D. number of recording station
o Source, I.D. number, and digitized length of accelerogram
o Earthquake magnitude and site intensity
o Source-site distances (epicentral, hypocentrai, closest approach,

center of energy release)
o Amount and type of accelerogram processing
o Accelerogram characteristics (unconnected peak acceleration,

corrected peak acceleration, velocity and displacement, and RMS
acceleration)

(2) Recording Station

o Location, coordinates, and I.D. number
o Structure housing instrument (size and type)
o Type of instrument and location within structure
o Local geology (description and classification)

(3) Earthquake

o Date and time
o Location description and hypocentral coordinates
o Magnitudes (ML, M S , MJMA, n^)
o Maximum intensity
o Source dimensions (length, width, radius, area)
o Seismic moment and stress drop
o Source rupture characteristics (fault type, strike, dip, displace-

ment, slip and rupture directions, rupture velocity).
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The source of each piece of information appearing in the three data tables
has been referenced. Listings of the digitized accelerograms themselves
have been omitted from the catalog; however, the sources where these data
can be obtained has been identified.

The country with the largest number of accelerograms documented in this
catalog is Japan (336), closely followed by the United States (329) and
Italy (170). The number of records from other countries is small by com-
parison. Approximately one-third of the U.S. accelerograms were recorded
during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, and nearly all of the Italian
accelerograms came from the 1976 Friuli earthquake and aftershock sequence.
Nearly all of the western hemisphere accelerograms have been completely
processed with routine computer programs developed by Trifunac and Lee [2)
or updated versions of these programs developed by the same authors (3J
or Basili and Brady (4). Generally, accelerograms outside the western
hemisphere have not been corrected for baseline drift errors and the instru-
ment response although efforts are now underway in many countries to make
these corrections.

The completeness of information pertaining to the characteristics of any
particular accelerogram and its recording conditions varies considerably.
Generally, the countries with the most complete information are Japan, the
U.S., and Italy, although information for the earlier accelerograms from
these countries is usually not as complete as for the more recent ones.
Most of the missing information has not been published, although some of it
almost certainly exists. For some data classes, such as earthquake source
parameters, much of the desired information has never been determined.

The catalog (1_) can be ordered from:

GPO Sales Program
Division of Technical Information and Document Control
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, P.C. 20555
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PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF A GEOMECHANICAL
PREDICTION OF GROUND SURFACE RUPTURE

by
J.D. Howland*. W.H. Roth**, R.K. McGuire**, and J. Sweet***

INTRODUCTION

Increasingly sophisticated methods of analysis are being employed to solve
complex engineering problems. However, the accuracy of solutions to problems
still depends on the parameters used in the mathematical model. In most
cases, exact values cannot be assigned to these input parameters and the
results of the analysis must either reflect conservatism or, more appro-
priately, may be presented in probabilistic terms.

In this paper, the results from a parametric finite-element study of fault
displacements are evaluated probabilistically for the design of a proposed LNG
facility. A comparison is made between a first-order/second-moment analysis
based on a Taylor series representation of the calculated displacement and a
newly developed point-estimate method for probability moments {I).

GEOMECHANICAL ANALYSIS

The geologic structure in question is tku; shale deposit depicted in Fig.
1. Reverse bedding plane faults with historic slip separations of up to 8
feet have developed in response to folding (2). Finite-element simulation
(Fig. 2) involved the prediction of the potential offset, D, by releasing
strain energy near existing bedding plane faults (3). Utilizing data from
extensive field and laboratory testing, the analysis was composed of three
steps: 1) Gravity turn-on; 2) Simulation of horizontal tectonic forces, and
3) Release of strain energy at a particular location to produce the offsets.

Thrun
I Ml It

Fig. 1. Geologic Cross-Section

Fig. 2. Finite Element Mesh (right)

PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS

Based on preliminary calculations, the predicted offset is impacted by:
0, the residual friction angle along intact bedding planes; E, the elastic

•Converse Consultants, Pasadena, CA (formerly Dames & Moore, Los Angeles, CA)
**Dames & Moore, Los Angeles, CA ***Consultant, Del Mar, CA
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modulus of the shale; and S, the mass shear strength of the shale. The cal-
culated offset, D, is plotted as a function of these variables in Fig. 3.

The simplified methods involve two steps: 1) calculation of the moments of
D; and 2) selection and fitting of a distribution to the calculated moments.

Calculation of Moments

For the first-order/second-moment analysis, a log-linear model (solid
lines) was fit to the data points in Fig. 3. The Taylor series equations for
the mean and standard deviation of D were evaluated with the derivatives of D.

The point-estimates procedure is based on selected values (point esti-
mates) of D from the dashed lines in Fig. 3. The moments of D are calculated
using the simple equations for discrete probability distributions. The
simplest form of this method replaces the continuous distributions of 0S E,
and S with 2-point discrete distributions. The locations of the discrete
values and their corresponding probabilities are calculated to match the first
three moments of the continuous distributions (mean value, standard deviation,
and skewness). In this study the variables are assumed to be approximately
normally distributed, implying a skewness of zero.

Increased accuracy can be obtained by adding a third point to the discrete
distributions, thus allowing the fourth moment (kurtosis) of the variables to
be matched. In this study a kurtosis corresponding to that of the normal
distribution (3.0) was used. The calculated moments are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Estimated Moments
of Fault Displacement, D
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Fig. 3. Potential Slip
Displacement versus
0, E and S (right)
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Fitt ing the Distribution

For the first-order/second-moment analysis, selection of a distribution
for D is extremely important because only two parameters (mean and standard
deviation) are used. The lognormal distribution is considered appropriate
provided that 0, E and S are approximately normally distributed.

For the point-estimate analysis, the beta distribution was used because
i t allowed the f i r s t four moments to be specified. Where less than four
moments were estimated, the parameters of the distribution were determined by
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estimating the upper and/or lower bounds of D. For the 2-point method, the
lower bound of D was specified to be zero, and the upper bound adjusted to
match the median of D at 0.07 feet. A zero lower bound was also used for the
3-point. method, but the upper bound was adjusted to match the calculated skew-
ness. The probability density functions for D and corresponding cumulative
distributions are shown in Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B, respectively.

LEGEND; A _ T A V t Q R SERIES A P P R O X I M A T I O N , L O G N O R M A L DISTRIBUTION
» - 2 POINT ESTIMATE, BETA OlSTRIftUTION
C - 3 POINT ESTIMATE, I H A DISTRIBUTION

0.1 OL? 0.3 0L4 as <X6 0.
POTENTIAL SUP DISPLACEMENT, D (FT)

Fig. 4A. Probability Density
Function of Slip Displacement

POTENTIAL SLIP DISPLACEMENT, D (FT)

Fig. 4B. Cumulative Function of
Slip Displacement

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The f i r s t -o rde r analysis and 2- and 3-point estimate methods predict mean
fau l t offsets of .58, .32, and .37 feet and 84th percenti le values of .54,
.74, and .73 fee t , respectively. Designers of cn+ ' ca l f a c i l i t i e s are
expected to consider not only the best estimate (mean) value of parameters,
such as fau l t o f fset , but also to estimate the impact of less probable values
which can occur. Rather than consider unreasonably severe "maximum credible"
values, i t is prudent to choose values for design with acceptably small proba-
b i l i t i e s of exceedance; for example, the 84th percenti le values which cor-
respond to the mean plus one standard deviation for a normal d i s t r i bu t i on .

The point-estimate method is simple to apply, yet provides a higher order
approximation than the first-order/second-moment analysis. The procedure
should prove useful for the probabi l is t ic evaluation of other problems sim-
ulated with computer-time-intensive numerical techniques.
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SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES AND BUILDING DESIGN*

INTRODUCTION

The 1982 Uniform Building Code (UBC) provides earthquake resistant
design procedures for building structures. While there is a seismic load
coefficient (K=2.00) given for "structures other than building", the guide-
lines for design of heavy industrial structures are not specifically
addressed in the UBC. Given an industrial structure that may resemble a
building in size, configuration and/or bracing system, the design professional
needs an evaluation process to determine whether the design base shear
V=IKCSW should be based on either K=0.67 or on up to K=2.00 and 1=1.5.
There are the often conflicting goals of economy associated with the former
value, and the "linear elastic" safety as provided by the latter value. The
selection of the appropriate load value cannot be side-stepped by the use of
a dynamic analysis approach; since this analytical method needs analogous
decisions for the assignment of ductility-factors, R factors, or the allow-
able inelastic over-stress ratios, in order to establish the design force
spectrum. Therefore, in order to provide a reasonable degree of rationality
in the formulation of seismic design criteria and relate these to UBC values,
the following factors should be considered.

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA AND ACCEPTABLE RISK OF EXCEEDENCE

Seismic hazard analysis provides ground motion levels in the form of
response spectra having given probabilities of being exceeded in given periods
of time. For each specific facility, the acceptable risks of exceeding two
performance limits must be defined: first, the functional limit, beyond which
the operation of the facility would be prevented during a substantial repair
period; second, the condemnation limit, beyond which the facility cannot be
repaired and must be abandoned or replaced. The associated consequences of
the loss of function may be economic, social and/or political, and these can
vary widely according to the facility (such as either a simple inert storage
tank or a chemical refinery).

SITE SPECIFIC GROUND MOTION

For regions of strong seismicity (UBC Zone 4) the ATC 3-06 Document pro-
vides a representation of maximum ground motion in the form of a response
spectrum. For five percent damping and firm soil, the acceleration spectrum
is (in terms of period T ) , Sa = 0.576/T 4 l.Og. Note that if effective mass is
used, and 10 percent damping, this ground motion would be near to the
V*(1.5)(2.0)(0.14)(1.4)W = 0.60W load factored (yield) value of the maximum
UBC load.

The availability of this maximum input spectrum allows prediction of
inelastic over-stress ratios in individual elements and estimates of maximum
deformation demands required for stability analysis. The hazard of exceed-
ence is less than 10 percent in 50 years.

*T. C. Zsutty, San Jose State University, San Jose CA
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A moderate level of ground motion with hazard of less than 50 percent in
50 years is represented by a spectrum equal to one-half of the above maximum.
This would be employed to verify stiffness, drift control, and equipment loads
at the functional level.

LATERAL FORCE RESISTING SYSTEM

Popular systems are ductile moment resisting space frames, braced frames,
and the newly-developed eccentric braced frames. Also, the concept of steel
plate shear panels has been successfully employed. The advantage of using
tough ductile systems designed to yield at about one-fourth of maximum
response is that they can put "the brakes" on the seismic force levels trans-
mitted to fragile or high-cost equipment. In addition to good details, a low
base shear system (low K factor) requires multiple redundancy or back-up
systems which can support vertical loads.

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

As a minimum, the Rayleigh Method of first mode period and mode shape
evaluation should be performed to represent the particular mass and stiffness
distribution of the structure. Further detailed analysis for three-
dimensional models may be useful for important structures. This extra study
of the 'dynamic characteristics is usually necessary because the UBC empirical
equations for period and lateral force distribution are valid only for regu-
lar building structures.

SEISMIC RESISTANT DETAILS AND DESIGN PROCEDURES

These are a most important factor in the ability of a structure to pro-
vide the deformation and stability at the inelastic response level as repre-
sented by a given selected K factor. Specific items are: welded and bolted
connections of beam-column joints; bracing member connections; local and
lateral buckling of beams; and column buckling, particularly in braced or
discontinuous frames.

The main concern here is that standard codes do not necessarily provide
the desired performance and a current knowledge of seismic design practice is
required. Our material design codes for steel and concrete tend to provide
safety by a given extra margin (safety factor) of strength; whereas, seismic
survivability requires a large and dependable margin of elastic deformation
capability. Also, pertaining to the area of probabilistic risk assessment,
it would be useful if the variable of performance were to be expressed in
terms of deformation capability in addition to strength capacity.
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COMMENTS ON SEISMIC RISK AND HEAVY INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

David A. Howells,
Fellow of the Institute of Civil Engineers, United Kingdom

BUILDING.REGULATIONS

All governments, no matter what their claimed theoretical principles, make
regulations governing construction in earthquake areas. These may be enacted
at national, regional and local levels. They may include specification of
earthquake hazard, physical development planning and urban design and the
specification of design forces methods of analysis and details for individual
structures. Earthquake building regulations are likely to be about five
years in gestation and to be biased towards the research topics fashionable
during the previous ten years, perhaps at the expense of observation of recent
earthquakes. They represent an attempt to substitute the laws of man for the
laws of nature. It is difficult to think of another approach but improvements
of detail can after be proposed. Sometimes after an earthquake there is
pressure for an increase of coefficients when it is the detailed approach
which needs to be modified.

VERTICAL COMPONENT OF GROUND MOTION

Notable features of the El Asnam earthquake of 10 October 1980 were the pre-
dominance of the vertical component of the ground motion in the built up area
and the abruptness of the shock. There was nothing unusual about the earth-
quake mechanism, nor about its aspect relative to the built up area where the
damage recurred. Likewise an observation for the Taiwan earthquake of 14
November 1980 shows the major axis of acceleration was nearly vertical during
the first eight seconds of the motion at at least three stations of the
array. Yet there appears to be still very little study of the detailed
characteristics to be expected of the vertical component, or the form of
structural response. This omission is most significant in the case of
structures which are deliberately given low frequencies for horizontal shaking
either by the provision of flexible bearings, or by carrying them on hangers.

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF STRONG GROUND MOTION

Until recently almost all structural analyses have involved a rigid base and
a point (uniform) excitation. Nevertheless the free field strong ground
motion can vary considerably within the confines of a single engineering
structure which may be very rigid, the base mat of a nuclear plant, or very
flexible such as a suspension bridge. The SMART 1 array in Taiwan has already
produced interesting observations. Synchronous timing should allow inter-
pretation of the various strong ground motions in terms of wave propagation.

Studies of rigid bases have been based on the idealisation of waves having a
single direction of propagation, usually horizontal. The "filtering" effect
of a large rigid base on the higher frequency content of the ground motion
involves modification of the free field ground motion causing local ground
stresses, possible slip at the underside of the base, torsional excitation
of the base and the setting up of stresses in the base. Ground beams
connecting individual footings are subject to similar effects. These await
study.
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AREA SERVED BY AN ELECTRICITY GENERATING SYSTEM

The area served by a system is comparable to that of an earthquake zone
though the definition of the latter may be arbitrary. By careful choice of
location of generating plant it may be possible to ensure the continued
ability to generate power and feed it into the network in spite of earthquake
shutdowns. This is an additional constraint on the choice of sites for
generating stations. Networks may continue to transmit power even though
one or more of the links are cut by an earthquake.

ADVANTAGES AND PROBLEMS OF UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

Underground construction of industrial plant may be advocated on the grounds
of improved containment of explosions, radiation, noise and smell and also
the freeing of ground surfaces for other uses. Generally the earthquake
hazard and vulnerability are lower below ground than at the surface, but the
presentation of this quantitatively in suitable variables to satisfy
regulatory authorities is difficult. Underground location involves complete-
ly rethinking plant configuration of the type currently being undertaken at
the Institute for Energy Analysis at Pak Ridge. Underground construction
allows items of plant to be easily suspended which in addition to providing
for thermal expansion permits a low frequency in the horizontal direction,
but does not help in dealing with the vertical component. Differences in
costs and benefits between underground and surface construction are small
compared with the probable errors of global estimates of cost.
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COMMON FACTORS IN EVALUATION OF CRITICAL INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES*

W. E. MANROD III AND J. E. BEAVERS

INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the seismic evaluation results for twelve critical
Industrial facilities and the common factors considered. The bufI ding struc-
tures were braced steel frames and concrete frames ranging In area from
16,000 square feet to over 2,000,000 square feet and were generally two
stories In height. Fundamental frequencies ranged from 0.8 Hz to 4.2 Hz.
These evaluations were done during the past two years by various consultants
and staff under the general direction and review of the authors.

Common Factors/Assumptions

Many of the structural parameters in a seismic evaluation anaylsls are sub-
ject to uncertainty and variability. To minimize variations and provide a
cost-effective and generally consistent evaluation of the various facilities,
the guidelines recommended by Manrod et aj., (J.) were essentially followed.
The analysis approach used for evaluation of the facilities was generally a
response spectrum analysis. The Input motion for this study was represented
by the median spectra specified by Newmark and Hall (2) or time histories
that enveloped the spectra.

The mass Included In the models was chosen to represent existing dead and
live loads. Design loads were generally not used. Equipment weights were
determined and translated to uniform floor loads, or where appropriate,
concentrated loads. The unit weight of concrete was assumed to be 150 pcf
and the unit weight of steel was 490 pcf.

Stiffness assumptions were susceptible to some variations because of strength
of material ranges and estimates of connection rigidities. The elastic
modulus of steel was 29,000 ksi or 30,000 ksl In all analyses. The yield
stress varied from 33 ks! to 43 ksi. The greater values reflected-Increases
for dynamic loads and median properties. The design compresslve strengths of
concrete were Increased by factors of 1.0 to 1.57 to account for the increase
in strength because of age and dynamic loading Q ) . Limited testing of core
samples from existing floors Indicated the upper bound strength Increase
factor (1.57) used was reasonable. The shear moduli and mortar shear
strength for hollow clay tile or masonry walls used in the analyses varied
from 300 ksi to 800 ksi and from 20 psi to 50 psi, respectively.

The structural damping used In an analysis Is related to the strain level and
type of material within a structure. Damping values varied between 5% and
\5%. In one case an attempt was made to account for the frequency reduction
which might occur In the structure when stressed beyond yield.

Based on work performed at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, operated for the
U.S. Department of Energy under Conract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide
Corporation.
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Modeling Procedures and Costs

Highly repetitive symmetrical frames were modeled two dimensional |.y; one
structure that had a combination of shear walls and frames to resist lateral
loads was modeled with a three-dimensional analysis. Very limited plastic
analyses were performed. Analysis costs ranged from about 10 cents to 15
cents per square foot for the 12 analyses performed. The typical evaluation
was completed in approximately 4 months, and cost aiiout 50 cents per square
foot.

ResuIts/ConcI us ions

Results of the various studies were presented as scenario descriptions of
damage to the structures over a range of effective peak ground accelerations.
Floor response spectra were also prepared. It appears that Incipient yield
in the steel-framed buildings occurs principally in the columns at ground
accelerations of 0.05g to 0.25g. The lower accelerations represent framed
systems with essentially pinned bases. The higher accelerations represent
stiff crane columns coupled with the structural frame. Estimates of the
accelerations required to collapse frames ranged from 0.15g to 0.40g. The
variations at Incipient yield and collapse appear more controlled by the
framing system and wall system than the yield stress. Incipient yield was
estimated to occur at between 0.05g and 0.08g for the concrete structures.
Collapse was predicted to occur at between 0.17g and 0.5g. For the most part
the reaction of the concrete structures seems more Influenced by the rein-
forcing steel strength than the concrete compress Ive strength. Results
changed on the order of approximately 10 to 20% when median values for
material properties were used rather than design values. The common problems
of determining the exact concrete strength, mortar strength, steel yield
stress, and beam dimensions appeared not as Important as the rotational
resistance of pinned connections, the resistance of In-filled walls, and the
general modeling assumptions. Thus, the emphasis in seismic evaluation of
critical industrial facilities should be placed on identification of the
load-resisting mechanisms rather than the exactness of material properties.
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SIMPLIFIED METHODS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
SEISMIC CRITERIA FOR CRITICAL EQUIPMENT

Gunnar A. Harstead, Ahmet I. Unsal
Harstead Engineering Associates, Inc.
169 Kinderkamack Road
Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656

Development of in-structure spectra to be used for the anal-
ysis and design of critical equipment in industrial buildings
can be quite complicated. Such complications usually will lead
to excessive costs. To avoid the high costs that occur during
such analyses, simplifications can be introduced without jepor-
dizing the accuracy of results obtained. This paper presents
some specific guidelines which could be uti Lized to minimize the
costs of developing seismic criteria for critical equipment.

Modelling techniques are an important part of seismic anal-
sis. Mathematical models representing the soil and structures
should be simple and yet must reflect the actual conditions..,
The procedures for representing the soil-structure interaction
have been dealt with elsewhere and will not be addressed here.
Rather, focus will be given to the modelling of structures.

Heavy industrial buildings can be reinforced concrete, struc-
tural steel, or a combination of both. For the reinforced con-
crete structures the walls form various structural shapes in
plan view; such as, channels, box sections, I-beams, etc. These
shapes have very high bending stiffnesses. The shear stiffness
is provided by the area of walls oriented in the direction of
the horizontal earthquake. In general, the bending stiffness
greatly exceeds the shear stiffness in the type of concrete
contructions used in heavy industrial buildings.

For the structural steel framing, beam to column connections
are designed as full moment, pinned, or semi-rigid. Generally,
horizontal stability of the framing is provided by diagonal
bracing systems. In such systems, the braced columns and the
diagonals essentially form a vertical cantilever truss where
the columns acts as chords. The stiffness of such a truss is
usually controlled by shear deformation which does not result in
rotation of floors. The shear deformation results approximately
from the shortening and elongation of the diagonals. On the
other hand, the bending deformation results approximately from
shortening and elongation of the columns.

Simplified mathematical models can easily be obtained by
manual computations. Very often, computer analyses were used
to obtain the dynamic properties of a structure. In a recent
project of an industrial type building, three dimensional pro-
perties of a stick model representing the structure were obtain-
ed by the use of manual computations. Such computations some-
times can be more accurate than computer analysis, since finite
element modelling of certain structures can not accurately re-
flect the effect of member thickness.
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To simplify mass calculations for steel structures, one can
refer to column schedules which should be prepared in such a way
that masses can be obtained readily. Masses for concrete struc-
tures can be calculated from structural drawings.

Once the three dimensional structural dynamic characteris-
tics of the mathematical model are established, the second
phase can be pursued by the use of inexpensive computer analysis.
Modal analysis can be done by the use of many available computer
programs, such as STARDYNE (reference 1), to obtain natural fre-
quencies, mode shapes and participation factors. Damping for
combined reinforced concrete and structural steel buildings
should be introduced. Buildings which are partly reinforced
concrete and partly structural steel will have a combined modal
damping. The STARDYNE program has a subroutine to calculate
combined modal damping. Though usually in such buildings the
response is dominated by the structural steel part, which tends
to be much more flexible than the reinforced concrete portion.
A time history seismic analysis can be done by the use of sub-
routine DYNREl of STARDYNE. For selected degrees of freedom,-
the time history response due to a ground motion can easily be
obtained. Torsional degrees of freedom should be considered
when center of mass and center of stiffness are not close. The
effects of torsion tend to become more pronounced at higher
elevations.

Obtaining in-structure spectra can be developed using a
publicly available computer program, such as SPECEQ (reference 2)
This program can be revised to include spreading of the peaks
and the smoothing of the spectra. Uncertainities in the mathe-
matical model can be accounted for by spreading the peaks with
a higher percentage than usual. This will ensure that the
resonant response of the equipment will not be missed. An attach-
ment containing a sample problem using all the procedures de-
scribed herein is presented at the conference.

Overall, the cost of developing in-structure spectra can be
cut considerably by the use of simplified mathematical models
obtained by manual computations and publicly available computer
programs. Efforts of such short cuts is important in the design
and analysis of heavy industrial buildings.
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STATISTICAL DYNAMIC MODEL VERIFICATION OF HEAVY INDUSTRIAL
STRUCTURES AND EQUIPMENT

by
T.K. Hasselman

Engineering Mechanics Associates, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic risk analysis of critical
industrial facilities often entails
the dynamic modeling of structures
and heavy plant equipment. Occasion-
ally, these structures and equipment
are subjected to dynamic testing for
purposes of verifying (in some sense)
the analytical models. When analysis
and test results are brought into
reasonable agreement, the models can
be used with confidence.

Of course it is not always practical
to verify analysis by testing. Yet,
good opportunities are probably lost
because they do not appear to be cost
effective. While the cost of testing
is readily calculated, the benefits
are not, and are likely to be under-
estimated. Conversely, the benefits
of not testing are obvious in savings
of time and effort. The cost of not
testing is less obvious, but may later
appear in increased project costs
resulting from an overly conservative
design, and to an even greater extent,
from disagreement between the owner-
designer and governmental regulating
agencier over what constitutes an
adequate but not overly conservative
design. The latter is at least partly
responsible for the escalating cost of
nuclear power over the past two
decades.

One of the reasons the benefits of
testing are not recognized is that
the degree of inherent modeling uncer-
tainty is not known and, therefore,
not appreciated. Few efforts have
been made to quantify it statistically.
One is Reference (1_) which showed, for
example, that the ratio of measured-
to-predicted fundamental frequency for
small amplitude vibration of 84

buildings ranged from 0.4 to 1.9 with
a mean of 0.845 and a coefficient of
variation of 0.311. This means that
even in the linear range, the one
dynamic characteristic which should
be most predictable can be either
high or low by a factor of two!
Reference [2) demonstrates that in
general, the inherent uncertainty of
predicted modal displacement tends to
be twice that of modal frequency.

Recent work sponsored by the Lawrence:
Livermore National Laboratory {3)
presents a method for statistically
quantifying the inherent uncertainty
in dynamic models, based on paired
sets of prior analysis and test ex-
perience; uncertainty is defined in
terms of the difference between the
two. The method enables the forma-
tion of generic statistical models
which can be applied to future analy-
sis as a means of quantifying predic-
tive accuracy. In addition, Reference
(3) shows how structure or equipment-
specific tests can be used to reduce
this uncertainty, yielding analytical
predictions with greater confidence
(higher accuracy). With the means of
quantifying initial modeling uncer-
tainty on the basis of generic exper-
ience, and reducing that uncertainty
by means of specific testing, the
benefits of testing should be easier
to calculate. Reduced uncertainty
should eventually lead to a reduction
of those design factors intended to
offset unknown modeling uncertainty.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

In preparing this paper, the numeri-
cal example described in (2) was
extended. The example originally
demonstrated the derivation of a
generic uncertainty model from Space
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SEISMIC RESPONSE OF LNG/LPG STORAGE TANKS.
A COMPARATIVE STUDY

by
Nicholas A. Legates & Tadeusz J. Marchaj

Preload Technology, Inc., Garden City, New York

INTRODUCTION

A typical LNG or LPG storage tank is a double-wall vessel consisting of an inner
liquid-retaining, open-top cylindrical tank; an outer cylindrical tank concentric with
the inner one and enclosed by a roof; and a foundation slab. The space between tanks
contains thermal insulation.

In steel design, the inner wall is of special steel suitable for low temperature service,
while the outer wall can be either carbon steel or special steel.

In prestressed concrete design both the inner and outer walls are of prestressed concrete,
the foundation slab is reinforced concrete, and the roof may be either steel or steel
covered with a concrete overlay.

If the tanks were assumed to be rigid, i.e. vibrating at the same frequency as the ground,
both types would respond similarly to a ground excitation, inasmuch as the major
contributing mass, i.e. that of the contained liquid, is the same for both. However,
an analysis which takes into account the flexibility of the tank shell reveals a number
of differences between the two tank types which greatly influence the performance
and ultimate integrity of these structures.

ANALYSIS

For the purposes of this study the analysis has concentrated on the inner,
liquid-containing vessel of a 100,000-m3 tank designed both 'n prestressed concrete
and steel. The steel tank configuration is identical to that reported in Reference (1).

The method of analysis is outlined below.

1. Calculate the natural frequency of vibration, bSr ,in accordance with Reference
(2) for the flexural, shear, and ovalling-type modes of deformation. Then derive
the effective natural frequency of vibration using Dunkerley's approximation.

2. Using the Design Response Spectrum of Reference (3) (AEC Regulatory Guide
1.60) for a PGA of 0.35g (corresponding to an OBE), find the dynamic
amplification factor (DAF) for each tank.

3. Calculate the effecth c mass of the contained liquid, m x i , and tank structure,
mxs-

4. Calculate the participation factor for each structure.

5. Establish the distribution of hydrodynamic forces of the stored liquid, P w i ,
and the dynamic forces of the tank structure, P w s .

6. Calculate the total shear force, Qo , at the base of each tank, and the resulting
unit shear stress (neglecting the benefit of floor friction). Compare with the
shear capacity and derive the factor of safety against shear failure.
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7. Calculate the overturning moment, Mot, and stabilizing moment, Mst, and
establish the factor of safety against overturning (neglecting the effect of hold
down devices).

8. Calculate the axial (vertical) forces due to overturning moments, and the resulting
local bending stresses. Determine the limiting strength of the shell on the basis
of these bending stresses or the critical buckling load - whichever governs.

9. The results are compared to the methods of analysis contained in Reference
(4) (TID-7024), and Reference (5) (API Standard 650, Appendix E)

CONCLUSIONS

1. As the TID-7024 method (and to a great extent the method of API Standard
650, Appendix E) treats the storage vessel as a rigid structure, it does not account
for the influence of tank flexibility on the dynamic amplification factor, and
hence it underestimates the dynamic loads and moments resulting from a lateral
ground acceleration. This deficiency is greater for flexible tanks whose natural
frequency of vibration is within the range exhibiting the maximum dynamic
amplification factor.

When the flexible-tank approach is used, the dynamic amplification factors
of the two types of tanks (concrete and metal) differ substantially resulting
in different base shears, overturning moments and corresponding factors of
safety. Under comparable loading conditions the DAF for a concrete tank is
lower, and the factors of safety are higher than for a metal tank.

2. The formulas currently used to predict the buckling strength of the tank shell
under conditions of overturning are inadequate inasmuch as they neglect the
effect of eccentricity of the axial load at the pivoting edge of the tank. This
effect is most pronounced in a metal tank where the resulting bending stresses
may limit the strength of the shell to values considerably lower than those
predicted by the traditional buckling formulas.

A quantitative explanation of these findings, including illustrations and tables
of comparative values, is contained in the full text of this paper.
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SEISMIC DESIGN OF OIL AND GAS PIPELINE SYSTEMS
by

Robert P. Kennedy1, Douglas J. Nyman^, and Douglas G. Honegger^

When oil and gas pipeline systems are constructed in seismically active
areas, the hazards associated with earthquakes must be addressed in order to
satisfy safety, operational, regulatory, and environmental requirements. The
various components of a pipeline system are affected by seismic hazards in
different ways. For example, ground shaking is a major concern for above-
ground components such as buildings and storage tanks but is of little concern
for buried pipelines. Faulting, landslides, and liquefaction, on the other
hand, can often be avoided for aboveground structures by careful siting but
can pose a major design problem for buried pipelines.

The past performance of oil and gas pipeline systems during earthquakes
has been generally satisfactory: 1) there is no reported case in which a
buried pipeline constructed of ductile steel pipe with full penetration butt
welds (and in good condition) has failed as a direct result of ground shaking;
2) modern welded pipelines are able to withstand substantial permanent soil
displacements from faulting, landslides, and liquefaction; 3) steel storage
tanks with dimensions common to oil and gas facilities which meet present
codes have not suffered severe structural damage from earthquake motions
although, in some cases, the non-structural damage (damage to floating and
fixed roofs, piping connected to the tank, ladders, etc.) can be quite
expensive to repair; and 4) most damage to heavy equipment can be eliminated
if proper anchorage is provided.

Early identification of potential seismic hazards can aid in specifying
the pipeline right-of-way and in selecting a location for tank farms, pump
stations, control centers, etc. Seismic hazards that can affect oil and gas
pipeline systems include ground failures (e.g., faulting, landslides, lique-
faction, densification, and ground cracks), tectonic uplift and subsidence,
and ground shaking. Hazard identification is accomplished in a geotechnical
investigation of the proposed pipeline route which involves reconnaissance
combined with subsurface exploration. Common techniques employed to obtain
information on hazard location and potential hazard activity include: aerial
reconnaissance, satellite surveys, federal and state surveys, low angle sun
photography, magnetic surveys, soil borings, and several others. If prelim-
inary route investigations indicate a hazard, more detailed geotechnical
investigations may be warranted.

Hazard quantification and estimates of ground motion are generally
carried out using either deterministic or probabilistic methods. Determin-
istic evaluations identify seismic sources, or regions, and assign earthquake
magnitudes based upon historical data, empirical relations and general
geotechnical knowledge of the area. The probabilistic approach consists of a
statistical analysis of historic data to assess the seismic risk in the region
crossed by the pipeline.

^President, Structural Mechanics Associates, Inc., Newport Beach, California.
^Vice President, Structural Mechanics Associates, Inc., Houston, Texas.
3Staff Engineer, Structural Mechanics Associates, Inc., Houston, Texas.
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Current practice for critical facilities follows the precedent set by the
nuclear Industry in that two levels of earthquake hazards are selected for
design. The lower level event generally has a return period of 50 to 100
years and is referred to herein as the Probable Design Earthquake. It is an
event that has a reasonably high probability of occurring during the life of
the system. The higher level event, referred to as the Contingency Design
Earthquake, is generally one that has a return period of 200 to 500 years or
more, depending upon the nature of the facility (e.g., large LNG facilities
can pose a high risk in populated areas and may be designed for events with
return periods of 1,000 years or more).

Fault movement is one of the most severe seismic loadings that can affect
a pipeline. For fault crossing designs, it is important to cross the fault in
an orientation that will avoid putting the pipeline in compression. Optimum
fault crossing angles will depend upon the dip of the fault plane and the
expected type of movement. Pipe steels can generally accommodate average
tensile strains on the order of 2% to 5% without rupture, with local strain
concentrations of 15% or more. Careful quality control over pipe manufacture
and welding is a necessity in attaining the desired performance under these
strains. In compression, local instabilities such as wrinkling can develop at
strains much less than the allowable tensile limits. Since compressive short-
ening would be expected to concentrate at points of initial wrinkling,
compressive strains should normally be limited to those corresponding to
initial wrinkling.

Earthquake induced ground vibrations in cohesionless soil deposits can
cause temporary increases in pore water pressures sufficient to cause the soil
to liquefy. Pipelines buried in liquefied soil regions can experience buoy-
ancy forces or loss of support resulting in substantial vertical displace-
ment. The amount of pipe displacement will depend upon the size of the
liquefied region, duration of liquefaction, depth of burial, buoyancy or net
weight of the pipeline, and the drag force of the liquefied soil resisting
pipe movement. Depending on site soil conditions, vertical displacements of
10 to 15 ft are possible. Shallow burial can limit buoyancy movements upward
since the pipe will generally lift no more than 30% of its diameter out of the
ground. Encasing the pipeline in concrete will help reduce buoyancy effects,
but the increased diameter will increase lateral drag forces on the pipe. If
these solutions are not feasible, the practical options to avoiding a problem
are to locate the pipeline: 1) aboveground, 2) below the lowest depth of
liquefiable soil, or 3) within competent soil above the liquefiable layers.

For liquid storage tanks, current codes such as AWWA and API 650
generally provide an adequate approach to seismic design. However, improved
methods which require an estimate of the tank's natural frequency and a design
spectral acceleration are available. If spectral acceleration is used in lieu
of ground acceleration, then code methods are fully adequate. Vertical
motions can also be important in providing a safe and reliable design. The
effects of vertical ground motions are typically accounted for by increasing
the hydrostatic hoop stresses by applying a constant vertical acceleration to
the fluid mass in addition to that from gravity.
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SEISMIC DESIGN FOR PETROCHEMICAL PLANTS

Thomas L. Anderson1 and Robert E. Bachman2

INTRODUCTION

Advances in seismic analysis and design for nuclear power plants and commer-
cial buildings have been well publicized and documented for more than a decade.
Comparable advances also have been made in the petrochemical industry but they
have not received the same level of exposure.

The purpose of this paper is to review, from a practitioner's perspective,
the past seismic performance and the design approach used in the seismic de-
sign of petrochemical facilities. Emphasis is placed upon major nonbuilding
structures typical of refineries, chemical plants, LNG terminals and similar
facilities.

PAST PERFORMANCE

Performance in past destructive earthquakes of heavy equipment, their sup-
porting structures and buildings which house these facilities in petro-
chemical plants has been generally very good as evidenced in major events
such as Alaska (1964), Managua (1972) and Imperial Valley (1979). Where
unacceptable damage has been observed, adjustments to correct design or
analysis deficiencies have been made, drawing upon related work in the nu-
clear industry, by university researchers and consultants.

A consistent lesson emerges from earthquake damage surveys. When heavy in-
dustrial equipment, e.g., compressors, vessels and piping, and their support
structures remain anchored during ground shaking, they are not functionally
damaged. Damage to equipment typically stems from lack of anchorage, or
inadequate anchorage, to foundations or supporting structures.

LATERAL FORCE DESIGN

A wide variety of lateral force load conditions, in addition to earthquake
and wind, are routinely handled in petrochemical plant design. Many such
lateral forces do not exist to the same scale if at all for commercial build-
ings. It is common practice to design equipment, vessels, piping and struc-
tures for test, thermal, maintenance, machinery imbalance, upset, surge and
deflection-limit loads. These loads may be more severe than seismic loads
and can result in substantial reserve seismic capacity. Further, the analy-
sis and design for these lateral loads requires the engineer to be very
sensitive to and provide for direct and continuous load paths as well as
ductility in anchorage and connections. This awareness is most important to
achieving a good seismic resistant design.

BUILDING CODE ADJUSTMENTS

A building code, such as the UBC, is intended primarily for buildings, but it

Technical Manager, Structural Engineering, Fluor Engineers, Inc., Irvine, CA

Supervising Structural Engineer, Fluor Engineers, Inc., Irvine, CA
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Shuttle structural analysis and ground
vibration test data, and the applica-
tion of that model to a simple 2-DOF
system. The example was extended to
demonstrate how statistical model
verification, using Bayesian parameter
estimation with test data of known
accuracy, can be applied to reduce
modeling uncertainty.

The simple system consists of a large
mass, M], attached to ground by a
large spring, Ki. A small mass, M2,
is supported on the large mass by a
small spring, K2, so that the two
natural frequencies of the system are
nearly equal. Pre-test modeling un-
certainties were calculated for the
mass and stiffness parameters as well
as the modal frequencies, f-j and f2,
and the corresponding modal displace-
ments, (x-|-|, x2i) and (x] 2, x 2 2 ) ,
respectively.

It was then assumed that modal test
data with frequencies measured to
within a standard error of 0.1%, and
modal displacements measured to with-
in a standard error of 1.0% were
available. These relatively small
errors were chosen to maintain con-
sistency with the data used in
constructing the generic uncertainty
model. Such small errors are not
uncommon for laboratory tests on
aerospace structures. (By comparison,
in situ tests on heavy industrial
structures and equipment might be
expected to produce measurement
errors several times greater.)

Table 1 summarizes the results of this
numerical example.

Table 1 .

Parameter

Ml
M2

K2

fp
X-i-i

X21
X12

Comparison
Before and

of Uncertainties
After Testing

Coefficient of Variation
Before
0.409
0.344
0.577
0.338
0.070
0.105
0.224
0.170
0.198
0.224

i After
0.015
0.012
0.015
0.017
0.001
0.001
0.009
0.008
0.009
0.009

It is important to quantify modeling
uncertainty even after testing. Only
then can model limitations be known,
and the accuracy of analytical pre-
dictions assessed.
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is used throughout the world in many industries for guidance in seismic de-
sign. The UBC is typically expanded for use in the petrochemical industry to
other types of structures by modifying the K-values and requiring a stability
ratio.

The UBC places buildings in four categories with K-values ranging from 0.67 to
1.33. For structures other than buildings and tanks, a K-value of 2.0 is
given by the UBC. Fluor's experience indicates, however, that structures used
in industrial plants have demonstrated by their performance in destructive
earthquakes that K-values of less than 2 are justified. In selecting the
appropriate K-value, it is recognized that many equipment-supporting struc-
tures do possess substantial energy-absorbing elements such as process piping
which permit the structure to be treated similar to buildings.

DYNAMIC DESIGN APPROACH

The basic criteria and function of the earthquake provisions in a building
code are fundamentally different than the provisions relating to wind or grav-
ity loads. Although both function to provide minimum public safety standards,
the seismic provisions are unique in that structures designed to these pro-
visions are allowed to be damaged in a major earthquake. On the other hand,
no damage is expected under non-seismic design loads. It is clear that
damage control or maintenance of function are not directly considered as the
purpose of earthquake provisions in building codes nor do they account for
the effects of other seismic hazards such as soil liquefaction, subsidence or
slides.

On petrochemical projects the client or government agencies sometimes require
assurances of seismic integrity, that all or parts of a facility will sustain
acceptable damage levels, will continue to operate, will remain leak tight or
will shut down safely. In these special cases, best-available technology
earthquake engineering methods are used in place of best-practical-technology
as represented by building code seismic provisions. In brief, best-available-
technology earthquake resistant design applied to petrochemical plants in-
volves (1) establishing the earthquake motion specific to the site in the form
of a response spectrum, (2) simplified or dynamic modal analysis of equipment
and structures for site-specific ground motion and (3) stress checking of
members using higher than normal code-allowables. Susceptibility to other
seismic hazards are considered as well, with design provisions taken to miti-
gate these effects when appropriate. If necessary, detailed seismic qualifi-
cation of equipment by dynamic analysis or shake table testing is carried out.

CONCLUSIONS

Seismic performance of petrochemical structures, designed to code-type seis-
mic provisions, has been generally good. Where deficiencies have been
observed or a higher level of protection is required, modern earthquake engi-
neering technology has been applied and will continue to contribute to im-
proved design criteria and reduced seismic risk for these facilities.
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NEW DATA ON THE PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT IN STRONG EARTHQUAKES

Peter I. Yanev and Sam W. Swan
EQE Incorporated

San Francisco, California

ABSTRACT

Until recently, little attempt had been made to evaluate the
susceptibility of nuclear power plant equipment to failure during seismic
events by making use of data on the performance of equipment in conventional
power plants and other heavy industrial facilities during past earthquakes.
This paper presents the findings of an extensive study in which the
performance of industrial grade equipment in past earthquakes was reviewed.
A systematic search and collection effort was expanded to create a large
data bank of operating experience during and after earthquakes.

The existing literature was reviewed. It was determined that a very
large bank of information could be assembled and that data from southern
California alone would present an adequate start. Four damaging (Richter
magnitude 5.1 to 6.6) California earthquakes were selected. The effects on
14 power facilities were reviewed. All of these facilities were visited and
evaluated. Five fossil-fueled power plants (having ?A units) and a
high-voltage DC-to-AC converter station were studied in detail. Peak
horizontal ground accelerations that either had been recorded at these
facilities or were assumed on the basis of nearby recordings ranged between
0.20 g and 0.50 g. Most United States nuclear power plants are designed for
a peak ground acceleration equal to 0.20 g or less.

All of the different types of equipment at the facilities were
reviewed. Seven classes of equipment were assessed in detail:
motor-control centers, low-voltage switchgear, metal-clad (high-voltage)
switchgear, motor- and air-operated valves, and vertical and horizontal
pumps (including the motors).

The operating logs and the post-earthquake investigation reports for
each of the six facilities were reviewed. In all cases, the operating power
plant units continued to operate or were back on line within a few minutes
to a few hours after the earthquakes. Operating units that were subjected
to ground accelerations below 0.35 g did not trip off line but remained in
operation. Except for the converter station, dairage to equipment was
limited to a few minor items.

Approximately 2,600 items of anchored equipment within the seven classes
that were addressed were studied in detail. Of these items, only one
air-operated valve was damaged during an earthquake. That damage was due to
impact with an adjacent structural member. No structural damage due to
inertial forces was found in any of these 2,600 equipment items.

The above equipment was subjected to high seismic loads exceeding those
associated with safe-shutdown earthquakes for most nuclear power plants.
The equipment appears to be inherently rugged and does not exhibit
susceptibility to seismic damaged when anchored.
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HISTORICAL DATA AND ITS USE IN SEISMIC
EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION

Sam W. Swan and Peter I. Yanev
EQE Incorporated

San Francisco, California

ABSTRACT

A recent research and development program resulted in the compilation of
experience data on the performance of power plant and industrial equipment
in strong earthquakes. The data include several classes of equipment that
are widely used in operating nuclear power plants.

The data was collected in order (1) to assess similarities between the
equipment that has experienced earthquakes and equipment found in nuclear
power plants, and (2) to develop a methodology for the use of this
experience data for determining the seismic adequacy of similar
safety-related nuclear power plant equipment.. In effect, the intent of the
program was to qualify operating nuclear pover plant equipment for the
required seismic loads.

Two methodologies were developed: the first was for the general
comparison of classes of equipment from nuclear power plants and the same
classes of equipment that have experienced earthquakes; and the second was
for the direct comparisons of two similar equipment items (one from each
type of plant).

From this program, it is concluded that there is an abundance of data
that can be used to identify items of equipment that can be qualified for
seismic loads.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE APPROACH TO SEISMIC QUALIFICATION

Philip J. Richter^1' and Jon D. Chrostowski' '

INTRODUCTION

Seismic qualification is a relatively new aspect of earthquake engineering.
Its purpose is ensuring function, especially operability, of critical systems
and equipment. Both the seismic design and qualification process require
provision of assurance that an item will function to a predefined performance
level. In contrast with design, however, seismic qualification involves
evaluation of a pre-engineered item. This after-the-fact process requires
detailed analysis and/or testing which goes beyond current code-level
requirements.

In this paper, qualification programs developed for major facilities are
reviewed, problem areas are identified and an approach for improving the
qualification process on future projects is presented.

EVOLUTION OF SEISMIC QUALIFICATION

The potential of high public exposure to hazards resulting from earthquake
damage to critical facilities has been of growing concern over the past
several decades. To help mitigate this concern, seismic qualification pro-
grams have been developed to provide assurance that adverse effects of earth-
quakes 0:1 such facilities would be minimized. Programs have been developed
for nuclear power plants, key lifelines, public utilities, hospitals, process
plants involving hazardous materials and defense facilities. The authors'
most recent involvement in a major qualification program has been on the Gas
Centrifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) at Portsmouth, Ohio. The need for seismic
qualification on this super-size nuclear fuel processing plant is primarily
related to protecting a large investment in sensitive and costly equipment.

On past projects, the qualification process consisted of translating general
seismic criteria into qualification provisions which in turn were placed into
equipment specifications. These provisions required the contractor to
demonstrate through analysis and/or test that equipment would perform its
intended function during and after a specified level of earthquake. In the
great majority of cases it was found that this requirement could be met by
simply providing the equipment with adequate structural framing and anchor-
age.

Based on this experience, steps were taken to simplify the qualification
process developed for the GCEP. In this regard, specification requirements
for complex dynamic analysis and/or testing were replaced with static co-
efficient analysis and ruggedizing provisions. The static coefficients were
determined by the building design engineer and were based on dynamic analysis
of major structural systems. The ruggedizing requirements consisted of
construction and anchorage constraints to ensure both equipment rigidity and
a path for lateral loads. In addition, an attempt was made to select items
for procurement which were inherently earthquake-resistant.

(1) Fluor Engineers, Inc., Advanced Technology Division, Irvine, California
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OVERVIEW OF QUALIFICATION PROBLEMS

Few contractors or vendors are experienced in earthquake design; most have
only a limited background and some may have no experience at all. In the
past, such a mix of vendor capabilities has led to varying levels of equip-
ment qualification and documentation as well as to delays which have impacted
both cost and schedule. A successful qualification program must ensure that
equipment is qualified in a timely manner and with adequate documentation.
Experience on the projects noted above, repeatedly demonstrated that this
objective can most readily be achieved if the qualification responsibility
is shifted from vendors to a sing^ organization.

The GCEP program took a step towards minimizing the qualification require-
ments imposed on the vendor through the ruygedizing and static analysis pro-
visions. Ruggedizing has proven very successful. Earthquake resistance of
equipment was ensured by requiring heavy gauge framing and/or paneling,
specific anchorage details and welded construction. The static analysis
requirement has had limited success. The vendors' varying capabilities and
direct participation in this part of the qualification process have resulted
in some of the cost and scheduling problems cited above.

IMPROVED APPROACH TO QUALIFICATION

Having one organization responsible and eliminating direct vendor involvement
is the key to a more effective qualification program. This can be accom-
plished by replacing analysis and/or test requirements in equipment specific-
ations with detailed material, fabrication and construction provisions.

In order to carry out such a program, more up-front engineering is required.
That is, the organization responsible for monitoring the program must eval-
uate typical equipment and determine what material, fabrication and construc-
tion requirements would provide an adequate level of earthquake resistance.
The vendor's only responsibility would be to submit appropriate equipment
drawings and associated data. The monitoring organization would decide,
based on these data and possibly field inspections, whether the supplied
equipment is acceptable. They would also be responsible for performing
additional analysis and/or testing to assure equipment performance, and in
limited instances they would design retrofits.

In summary, four steps are included in the improved approach to seismic
qualification; 1} Evaluation of Equipment, 2) Design and Specification of
Structural Upgrades and Anchorage Details, 3) Review of Vendor Data, and 4)
Performance of Analysis, Test, and Retrofit as needed. The engineering
effort performed early in the qualification process will greatly reduce the
likelihood that Step (4) will be required.

Some potential problem areas will still remain in the above outlined approach
to seismic qualification. Adequate drawings and data must still be obtained
from the vendors; access to their shops must be granted; and the design and
installation of retrofits must be coordinated. However, eliminating vendors
from direct involvement, placing full responsibility with a single organiza-
tion and performing more of the engineering effort early-on, will simplify
and streamline the implementation and execution of the qualification process.
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Seismic Design of Nuclear Plant Facilities
at Low Seismicity Sites

J.D. StevensonH]

Current design and analysis of nuclear plant structures, equipment and
fluid and electrical distribution worldwide, use essentially the same
methods and techniques of seismic evaluation regardless of the anticipated
level of seismic risk or earthquake design level. Current estimates in
the U.S. of total engineering manhours required to design a nuclear plant
vary between 7 and 8 million.O>2) it is further estimated that ten
percent of this total is devoted to the seismic design and analysis
requirement.(3) This results in an overall expenditure of 700,000 to
800,000 manhours for the seismic effort. If one assumes a further
breakdown of 40 percent to design and 60 percent to analysis there is a
potential savings of 300 to 400,000 manhours in the seismic analysis
effort for nuclear plants if the analytical effort can be substantially
reduced.

At low seismicity sites it is suggested that simpler more approximate and
perhaps somewhat more conservative methods of seismic analysis could be
used without adding significantly to the cost of seismic supports and
restraints while reducing analytical costs significantly.

There is a great deal of experience with actual earthquakes of relatively
low intensity or magnitude where heavy industrial facilities of modern
design using conventional seismic design codes'4'5) which anticipate
global or system ductility demand typically in the range of 3 to 8
experience essentially no damage. In fact, there is a great deal of
evidence in low intensity or magnitude regions that facilities which use
ductile design and construction detailing requirements^) do not suffer
significant damage even when there has been no explicit seismic design
requirement. It has been suggested for nuclear plant design on the basis
of this observation that at sites of very low historical seismicity equal
to or less than a Modified Mercalli Intensity, MMI — V I . or its MSK scale
equivalent that no explicit seismic design be required.V) This
essentially has been the position taken by the Socialist Countries, in
Sweden, Finland ar.d until recently in the United Kingdom.

For the purpose of this paper low seismicity sites are defined as sites
having experienced historical MMI ̂ - VII or a probability of experiencing
a near field Ricter Magnitude energy release of M < 5.8 as 5 x 10"4 per
year or less. In the United States these regions correspond to seismic
zones 0 and 1 as defined by the Uniform Building Code and map areas 1 and
2 as defined by the ATC-3 Report(^) for determination of the Aa
coefficient.

[^Senior Consultant, Stevenson & Associates, Cleveland, Ohio.
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This paper presents an alternate simplified method of load coefficient
seismic analysis for nuclear plant facilities at those sites which can be
defined as low seismic. The method presented represents a compromise
between and modification of seismic codes used in conventional industrial
design which develop equivalent static lateral load coefficients and
implicitly assume inelastic behavior and more rigorous dynamic analysis
techniques expiicity considering elastic response typically used
currently in nuclear facility design. The procedures presented are based
on the United States Uniform Buidling CodeH) and ATC-3 Reportv8) but
the method presented would be easily adopted to conventional seismic
design codes of other nations. The use of the simplified methods
outlined in the paper should reduce the required nuclear power plant
engineering effort by several hundred thousand manhours without affecting
significantly the seismic capability of the plant.

It is not the intent of this paper to change the seismic loads to which
nuclear facility structures, components and distribution systems are
currently designed, but rather to simplify the analytical procedures used
to determine these loads in regions of low seismicity. In general, the
methods considered in this paper should be applicable to nuclear power
plant sites with horizontal zero period ground accelerations
defined as equal to or less than 0.15 g.
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Seismic Study of Tank Imperfection

Y. W. Chang, 0. C. Ma, and J. Gvildys
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, IL 60439

and

W. K. Liu
Northwestern University

Evanston, IL 60201

From a seismic design point of view, there are significant differences
between liquid-metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBRN plants and light water re-
actor (LWR) plants. This is particularly true of the containment area, and
the area containing the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS). The seismic loads
involved in the design of an LMFBR plant are, of course, the same as those
used in LWR plants. However, there is a basic difference between the LWR and
the LMFBR NSSS systems which has significant structural implications with re-
spect to response to these seismic loads. This difference is due to the dis-
tinguishing structural characteristic of LMFBR plants in the use of thin-
walled vessels and pipes in the NSSS as opposed to the thick-walled vessels
and pipes used in LWR plants. These thin walls cause, among other things, the
LMFBR components to have increased sensitivity to buckling due to seismically
induced compressive stresses.

As is well known, buckling of shells is very sensitive to the shell im-
perfections and the seismically induced compressive stresses in an imperfec-
tion shell are substantially higher than those of a perfect shell. However,
at the present time, most of the design data available has been developed for
the perfectly circular tanks. The seismic response of primary tanks is often
obtained with beam (stick) model or axisymmetry shell model. The basic as-
sumption in those analysis is that the cross-section of the tank remains unde-
formed during the seismic excitations. Thus, only the cos9 mode is considered
in tiia analysis.

In a perfect circular tank, cosnS type of modes cannot be excited by hor-
izontal seismic motions. This is based on a linear theory analysis which is
quite valid for LMFBR tanks. However, fabrication tolerances in most tanks
permit a significant geometrical imperfection. Seismic analysis on buckling
of shells must include the geometric imperfection in the analysis in order to
obtain realistic results.

One type of geometric imperfection is "out-of-roundness", i.e. a profile
which is not perfectly circular. Although it is well known that geometrical
imperfections have a tremendous influence on buckling of cylindrical shells
under axial loading, their effect on the response of reactor tanks with fluid
due to seismic excitation is still riot clear. Another type of geometric im-
perfection is "numerical imperfection" due to finite element spatial discreti-
zation. For instance, circular shell is often modeled with plate/shell ele-
ments consisting of 4, 9, 16, etc. nodes. These plate/shell elements could
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introduce a geometric imperfection in the analysis. Therefore, before one
studies the effects of physical imperfection on the seismic response, one must
be first assured that the finite element model used in the analysis will not
introduce a significant numerical imperfection on the shell.

In this paper, we describe a convergence study of two shell elements used
in the FLUSTK code (1_) for seismic analysis. The purposes of this study
are: (1) to examine the effects of "numerical imperfections." using the 4 node
and 9 node Lagrangian shell elements developed in FLUSTR, (2) to determine the
minimum number of shell finite element meshes required for a cos48 type imper-
fection (this is the dominate cosne mode observed in the shake table tests),
and (3) to describe the Fourier decomposition of radial and axial displacement
and stress routines using Trapezoidal rules and Simpson rules.

A total of nine (9) computer runs have been performed in the convergence
study. The fluid inertia effects are accounted for by lumping the total fluid
mass onto the structure uniformly. Both "lumped" and "consistent" equivalent
structural mass matrices were employed; these nine runs are:

Run No. Description

1 8x8 4-node elements, lumped mass
2 8x8 4-node elements, consistent mass
3 4x4 9-node elements, lumped mass
4 4x4 9-node elements, consistent mass
5 12x12 4-node elements, consistent mass
6 12x12 4-node elements, lumped mass
7 6x6 9-node elements, consistent mass
8 10x10 9-node elements, consistent mass
9 20x10 4-node elements, consistent mass

The 4-node elements are bilinear elements and the Gaussian integration points
are at ± l//3~. The 9-node elements are biquadratic elements and the Gaussian
integration points are at - /3//5, 0, + /3//F. Run No. 8 is used as a
standard reference, since it has the finest mesh. From the results of the
above analyses, it is concluded that the consistent mass matrices will give
better convergence rates than lumped mass matrices and 4-node elements will
not introduce large amounts of "numerical imperfection" in the computer
analysis. For the cases studied, the "numerical imperfection" is only of
0.2%. Therefore, the 4-node element can be used for seismic analysis for
studying shell imperfections due to manufacturing tolerances.

REFERENCES

1. W. K. Liu, "FLUSTR - A Fluid-Structure Interaction Program - User's
Manual," preliminary copy, Northwestern University, Department of
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering, Evanston, Illinois, March 1981.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF MULTIPLE SUPPORT
SEISMIC RESPONSE OF PIPING SYSTEMS

by
James M. Kelly and Andrew D. Coweii
Professor of Civil Engineering Engineer
Earthquake Engineering Research Center CYGNA Energy Services
University of California, Berkeley, California San Francisco, California

SUMMARY

The seismic analysis of piping systems continues to be a large part of
the structural design of power plants and is a major part of the re-analysis
of existing plants.

The current methods of seismic analysis are the single-response spectrum
method, multiple-response spectrum method, and the time-history method. In
all three methods, the analysis begins with the piping system, neglecting the
interaction between the piping and the structure. In the first method, a
single input response spectrum for the piping system is employed, which is
the envelope to the spectra to all attachment points. In the second method,
the spectra at all attachment points are utilized. These floor spectra are
generated through time-history analysis of the primary structure using an
artificial ground motion history which is compatible with the design spectrum
for the site. In the first two methods, the response of the piping system to
the attachment point excitations is obtained by combining the modal compo-
nents of the piping response through approximate ad hoc procedures. Numeri-
cal studies comparing results from these approximate methods with that of the
third method, which is obtained from complete time-history analysis of the
piping system response and is presumed to be accurate, have indicated that
they can be excessively conservative. On the other hand, the third method
requires a large amount of computation and is impractical for economic
reasons.

In view of these shortcomings, it is surprising that there has been so
little experimental work on realistic piping systems for the assessment of
these methods. The purpose of the research to be reported is such experi-
ments, which may in the future be used for improvement of response spectra
methods for the seismic analysis of piping syrtems..

A large model of a piping system weighing roughly 3000 lbs. was con-
structed for the tests and incorporated into two large structural models
placed side by side on the 20' x 20' shaking table at EERC. The structural
models could be connected by a rigid bracing system which could be removed
so that the piping system could be seismically tested as if it were located
in a single structure or in two separate structures, thus allowing the study
of piping connected to two different buildings (as shown in Figs. 1 and 2).

The piping system was a fairly realistic model and was attached to the
frame at several points. It incorporated a variety of hangers, spring sup-
ports, and in certain tests, snubbers. The combined structure-piping system
was subject to a wide variety of earthquake inputs on the earthquake simula-
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Seismic Protection of Raised Floor Supported
Electronic and Computer Facilities

I-Kwang Chang (1)
S. C. Liu (2)

Haresh C. Shah (3)

This paper presents an overview of current methods used in
the U.S. and other foreign countries for earthquake protection of
electronic and computer equipment. Various of seismic restraint
or anchorage methods for computer equipment are reviewed. An
overview of raised floor systems as support schemes is also
presented.

The basic design considerations for earthquake protection of
eletronic and computer equipment should:

* Provide life safety protection
* Minimise equipment damage
* Minimize equipment relocation time and cost
* Minimize interfernce and disruption to total

operating system
* Minimize maintance cost
* Take into account the vibrational characteristics

of the operating system

Generally, equipment structural supports fall into one of
the following four categories:

(1) Rigid?y-mounted
<2) Flexibly-mounted
(3) Semi rigidly-mounted
<4) Semi isolated

An assessment of equipment restraint concepts and raised
floor reinforcement method is presented. Design of equipment
support has often been treated as a static problem with no
consideration given to the dynamics of the coupled equipment-
support. This treatment of the support problem can lead to
serious design deficiencies since it ignores resonance effects
which can greatly amplify structural response.

(1) P.E., IBM, San Jose, California
(2) Visit. Prof., Dept. of Civil Engrg. , Stanford University,

Stanford, California
(3) Prof, and Director, John A. Blume Earthquake Engrg. Ctr.,

Dept. of Civil Engrg., Stanford Univ., Stanford, Calif.
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Raised -floor systems are widely used in computer operating
rooms and electronic manufacturing -facilities throughout the
world. This type of floor system provides service space and air
circulation necessary for operation of electronic equipment.
Raised floor systems &re commonly referred to as "false floors"
or "floating floors" because of the unscecured manner in which
the floor connects to supporting structures. The floating
characteristic of raised floor systems seriously diminishes their
ability to withstand seismic loadings.

A dynamic floor support system which improves the seismic
performance of raised floors by use of mechanical devices -for
isolating the floor seismic response was developed in Japan.
Recently IBM, together with Stanford University, has developed a
new, more sophisticated floor support system employing nested
sets of mechanical devices far isolating seismic response.

Effectiveness of the IBM/Stanford floating floor support
system is studied by both analytical and experimental methods.
The system is analysed by means of a specialized computer code
based on the finite element method. This code contains
specialised elements which permit modeling of the necessary gaps
between the floating floor and mechanical support system, and
further permits efficient, direct integration of the system
equations of motion.

The support system is studied experimentally by means of
simulated earthquake and sinusoid vibration tests performed on
uniaxial shake tables in horizontal and vertical directions
respectively. The results of both the analytical and experimental
studies are presented in this paper.
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FATIGUE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES
SUBJECT TO RANDOM VIBRATIONS

* **
Jamshid Mohammadi and Hsin-Chu Chen

INTRODUCTION

Structural systems under random excitations are considered as multi-
degree-of-freedom dynamic systems. Under an application of random vibrations
(e.g. an earthquake) a given component in the system will experience random
fluctuating stresses and thus will underqo the accumulation of damaqes. This
may be in particular true in the case of a low intensity qround shaking that
may not cause an immediate failure to the structural component but may
contribute to the failure at a later time when the accumulated damages reach
a level that the failure becomes certain. Due to the randomness in the nature
of the problem, however, evaluation of safety for such conditions will be more
appropriate through a probabilistic analysis. Such safety analysis is, in
particular, necessary for planning and design of important structures such as
nuclear power plants.

This paper describes a mathematical model for the evaluation of
reliability of structural components when the structure experiences random
excitations. The model uses the random vibration theory to determine the
induced stresses applied on a given structural component. These stresses
are varying in time and form a random process. Using the Miner damage rule,
the expected damage to the structural component because of the applied random
stresses is then evaluated. The reliability of the component may then be
evaluated based on the Weiball distribution. The reliability is calculated
for an accepted fatique life for the component (1).

BASIC FORMULATION

The stresses produced by random vibrations are described with a time
depended random process S. Every cycle of this random stress will produce
certain amount of damage in the component. Under the entire state of random
stress S the total damaqe may be found in terms of the sum of damages produced
by individual cycles. However, the total damage is also a random process
determined as a function of time. Using the Miner damaqe rule, the fatique
failure occurs once the expected damage (mean damage) reaches one. Based on
this, a relationship is established for the calculation of the average life
of the component, n, in terms of the number of cycles, i.e.

n = [a) /2TT E (M)] / / [f (s) / N (s) ] ds
C Q 0

where co = expected angular frequency. E(M) = Mean number of peak stress per
unit time, f<- = probability density function of random stress S and N(s) =

average number of cycles of stress s to failure. This relation was also used
in fatigue reliability of freiaht car components (2).

* Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, 111. Inst. of Tech., Chicago,
Illinois.

*v Graduate Student of Civil Enqineering, Um"v. of 111., Urbana, 111.
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For a qiven structural component, determination of n depends on the
random base acceleration of the structure; and the distribution of peak
stresses developed in the component because of such acceleration. A dynamic
analysis of the structure (2, 3) is therefore necessary to calculate the
random forces developed in a qTven component and the corresponding stresses.
Generally, the power spectral density of the desired stress is calculated
based on that of the base acceleration. The information on the distribution
of peak stresses may then be obtained using the random vibration theory
(?» 3).

Once n is calculated, the fatigue reliability of a component for any
desired fatigue life n may be calculated based on a Weiball distribution
assumption for fatique life n (Ref. 1). Such calculation involves, also, the
uncertainty in the damage formulation, as well as in the S-N relationship.

DISCUSSION AND APPLICATIONS

Earthquake excitations are generally those with short durations. A
structure under such excitation may fail because of excessive dynamic stresses
before any fatigue failure takes place. However, if the earthquake intensity
is low, the duration may become a dominant factor in causing damage to the
structure. In such a case, the above method may be applied to predict the
damage. The failure probability obtained in this way, even though numerically
small, may be critical for an important structure such as a nuclear power
plant. Furthermore, the effect of accumulated damage because of subsequent
earthquakes is important. This may be evaluated based on the above
formulations. The results of the above method showed that for a variety of
steel frames each with a critical dampinq of 0.05, and under a random base
excitation lasting for 60 seconds (e. g. inodified El Centro, N.S.), the
fatigue reliability may get as low as 0.995 (failure probability of 0.005).
This value is primarily because of high uncertainty in predicting the fatigue
life of a structural component (1). The failure probability using the
conventional dynamic analysis is! however, much less than the above value.

REFERENCES
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PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT OF WELD QUALITY
IN STEEL PIPING UNDER SEISMIC CONDITIONS*

by

Nabil G. Awadalla, David A. Crowley, and Wen-Foo Yau

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Savannah River Laboratory

Aiken, South Carolina 29808

SUMMARY

Seismic stress analyses of plant piping systems usually ignore the
possibility of reduced joint strength due to weld imperfections. This paper
presents a method that might be used to assess the impact of weld imper-
fections in a piping system, provided that limited destructive examination
of welded joints is possible. A probability distribution function of weld
quality is developed from the destructive examination, and this is >.-vnbined
with an experimentally determined relationship between weld quality and
reduced strength. This latter is the result of uniaxial tensile testing of
specimens with controlled imperfections. A seismic stress probability dis-
tribution function is determined by conventional seismic analysis. The
above quantities are used to quantify the conditional failure probability of
the imperfect wold. Effect of imperfection distribution within a given weld
on the probability of failure is discussed.

* The information contained in this article was developed during the course
of work under Contract No. DE-AC09-76SR00001 with the U.S. Department of
Energy.
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A NEW METHOD FOR SPECTRAL RESPONSE ANALYSIS

N. C. Tsai

NCT Engineering, Inc.
P.O. Box 1937, Lafayette, CA 94549

All commonly used response spectrum methods of analysis including the
SRSS method, 10% grouping method, CQC method and double sum method, combine
the modal responses in a manner that may be expressed in one very general form:

R = y p r c. R.R, SRSS, CQC, double sum (1)

or
R = / y ? E C. IR.IIR.I 10% grouping (2)

The parameter C may be called the modal coupling factor which is equal to 1.0
for j = k (i.e."? C..= 1.) and, for j t k, is as illustrated in Fig. 1 for the
various methods mentioned above. Analytically speaking, C should be a func-
tion of the modal frequency, f., modal damping, d., and modal frequency dif-
ferential Af. In addition, C.j' should approach 1.0 toward very low and high
frequencies. Fig. 1 indicates that the double sum method is by far the only
one that comes close to the analytical expectation qualitatively and yet does
not provide the proper limiting value for C at high frequencies.

A new method, denoted as the Advanced Response Combination (ARC) method
and taking the same form as Eq. (1), is proposed. Unlike the CQC and double
sum method which employ a modal coupling factor derived from the statistical
theory, che new method employs a modal coupling factor that is deterministi-
cally derived from an extensive parametric study. The study is based on four
earthquake ground motions having different durations and frequency contents.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the idealized value of the modal coupling factor for a uni-
form modal damping equal to 1% and_5% of critical, respectively.- It is a func-
tion of the mean modal frequency, f = (f. + f )/2, and the modal frequency
differential, A = |f. - f |/f H^re, th^ modal coupling factor correctly
approaches 1.0 as the mean modal frequency approaches zero or increases beyond,
say, 30 Hz, indicating that'the modal responses would be algebraically combined
at both frequency limits regardless of the difference in modal frequency. The
coupling factor also approaches 1.0, as does the coupling factor in the CQC and
double sum method, when A f approaches zero (i.e., closely spaced modes), reaf-
firming the analytical expectation that responses from closely spaced modes
should approach the algebraic sum combination.

Three examples of applications are presented here. The first one involves
a light, one-mass subsystem coupled to a one-mass primary sys .em such that the
two modes become closely spaced. The second example deals with a one-story
building with slight eccentricity and closely spaced modes also occur. Both
examples show that the SRSS method is conservative for one response parameter
while unconservative for another. The third example concerns a rigid structure
for which only the new method would yield the corrective solution.
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VERIFICATION OF IN-STRUCTURE
INSTRUMENT RESPONSE SPECTRA GENERATED

IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Mark P. Majcher*

Introduction

The Empirical Method developed by
Kanwar K. Kapur and Lawrence C. Shao
(1) for the generation of seismic
floor response spectra for equipment
design is adapted for use in a linear
elastic multi-degree of freedom
finite element model. Amplified
response spectra are generated using
the base response spectra and the
stiffness characteristics of the
model. Two specific locations in the
model are analyzed and compared to
the same results using the Time
History Method.

Finite Element Model

A finite element model was con-
structed entirely of symmetrical beam
elements using the System Development
Corporation/STARDYNE analysis system
(2) as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

The model was created using a simple

box structure with cross bracing used
to create unequal flexibility in the
direction of the horizontal axes.
The box was 24 in. square on the base
and 36 in. high. Weights were added
to two of the top corners (nodes 60
and 61) of the model until the devel-
opment of a single major mode shape
in the seismic band width developed.

Completing the finite element model
was a vertical beam cantilevered from
the center of the top horizontal beam
on the weak side of the box struc-
ture. A calculated weight was added
at the top of this beam at node 59.
This beam developed a second lower
natural frequency in the frequency
range where the base response accel-
erations were the highest.

Natural Frequencies

Upon completion of the finite element
model a modal extraction was per-
formed between 0 and 33 Hz. Reson-
ance first developed at 6.9 Hz with
maximum translation occurring at the
end of the cantilever beam (node 59)
in the X-2 Axis. A second resonance
developed at 29.17 Hz and was 90° to
the first resonance in the X-l Axis.
The second mode shape characterized a
response of the entire model in this
direction with cross-coupling present
in the X-2 Axis. Maximum translation
again occurred at node 59. The first
resonance, however, exhibited no
crosi-coupling and was localized to
the cantilever beam alone. No other
natural frequencies were examined.

Time History Analysis

Utilizing the results of the modal
extraction, an acceleration time
history was imposed upon the base on
the finite element model represented
by nodes 1, 13 through 15, and 27
through 30. All three orthogonal
directions were excited simultane-
ously. The time history was an arbi-
trary twenty-second time history
documented with two thousand data
points. No frequency response was
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present above 33 Hz in the output
time history. Output acceleration
time histories were recorded for 2%
and 5% damping at node 59 and node 60
for each of the three input axes as
shown on Figure 1. Subsequent
response spectra were generated using
the DYRNE5 section of STARDYNE for
each time history.

Frequency Domain Analysis

The same modal analysis data used to
perform the time history analysis was
used to generate in-structure
response spectra using the methods
developed by Kapur and Shao (1). A
Digital Computer program labeled
AEVIBES (3) was written to assure
accuracy in the numerous calculations
and a plotting subroutine was
developed for graphical representa-
tion of the response spectra data.
Utilizing this program, subsequent
response spectra were generated for
the identical locations and direc-
tions recorded in the time history
analysis results. Both 2% and 5%
damping were used.

Evaluation

The percent error between the corres-
ponding in-structure response spectra
from each analysis was calculated
using equation 1.

V /At -n n (1)

Where:

Av = AEVIBES response acceleration
n at nth frequency

At = Time history response accelera-
n tion at nth frequency

and 5% damping, creating six data
sets per node. Amplification in the
vertical (X-3) direction was insigni-
ficant due to the characteristics of
the developed mode shapes. Percent
error was subsequently low and no
comparison of the response spectra in
the vertical direction is presented
here.
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Calculated data was taken at nodes 59
and 60 for no less than every integer
frequency between 3 and 40 Hz as
shown in Figures 2 through 5. All
global directions were compared at 2%
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Results

The error as a function of frequency
for similar node directions did not
change with damping value outside of
local scatter of data points. The
presence of scatter on each data set
hindered ar.y positive definition of
curve shift between 2% and 5% damp-
ing. However, it was apparent that
different damping values did effect
the magnitude of error especially at
resonance as shown in Figures 2 and
4. No further evaluation of the
effects of damping are presented
here.

Positive and negative error as
defined by equation 1 was present in
every data set. The analysis of node

59 in the X-1 Axis developed positive
error inside the 7 Hz to 14 Hz band-
width. A steady increase in negative
error developed between 21 and 28 Hz.
At resonance, however, the error
shifted and a larger positive
increase was observed. This increase
began immediate decay towards 40 Hz
after resonance. The analysis of
node 59 in the X-2 Axis demonstrated
continuous negative error except for
a short peak at 7 Hz. Above 10 Hz
this negative error was constant.
Here the distinct shift between 2%
and 5% damping was clearly evident.
The analysis of node 60 in the X-1
Axis demonstrated moderate or no
error below 13 Hz. Above 13 Hz the
error was characteristic of the data
set for node 59 in the same axis.

Positive error developed between the
two analysis techniques, in the range
of 7.5 to 14 Hz, and again between 16
and 26 Hz for the response of node 60
in the X-2 Axis. Negative error was
most prominent at the 29 Hz resonance
and then began to decay towards 40
Hz.

Conclusions

In-structure response spectra using
Kapur's Method showed significant and
inconsistent deviation from the exact
time history method for the applica-
tion presented. Several specific
changes to the existing theory are
required to ensure usefulness of the
results from AEVIBES. These changes
should not adversely effect the accu-
racy in additional applications. The
following are areas which should be
addressed for change, before further
comparison is made to existing or
additional multi-degree of freedom
models.

1) Maximum amplification at
resonance is fixed over the entire
seismic bandwidth in Kapur's Method.
This is inaccurate and provisions to
define amplification as a function of
where resonance occurs on the
response spectra should be included.
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2) Amplified responses of the zero
period acceleration are not addressed
in Kapur's Method. Accurate results
are limited to only the response
accelerations of the input response
spectra.

There are also no provisions to
generate a new zero period accelera-
tion. The current method allows the
generated response spectra to decay
to the original ZPA after resonance
occurs.

It appears the amplified response due
to cross-coupling is underestimated
due to low participation factors in
that direction. This should also be
addressed.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF SEISMIC FLOOR MOTIONS IN REACTOR STRUCTURES

J. C. Wilson1, to. K. Tso2, and A.C. Heidebrecht2

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to describe a set of parameters which can

be used to more fully characterize some of the important features of seismic-
ally induced floor motions within a reactor structure, mainly for reasons of
equipment seismic qualification. The use of these parameters is illustrated
by applying them to characterize seismic floor motions at selected locations
within a 600 MeW CANDU reactor structure under measured ground motion
excitations.

STRUCTURAL MODEL AND SEISMIC INPUT
A lumped mass dynamic model was used to represent the CANDU reactor

building. Twelve earthquake records from western United States sites were
used as input, being broadly representative of the ground shaking which could
occur at sites having rock, stiff soil, or deep cohe^ionless soil; and
located from ~ 10 km to ~ 40 km from the epicenter of a 6.5 M|_ earthquake.
Peak ground accelerations of the 12 events ranged from 0.09 g to 0.35 g.
Floor level responses were calculated at two locations where installed
equipment must be seismically qualified, namely, the boiler-room floor and
the reactivity deck. This paper describes the characterization of the
resulting 24 floor motion time histories.

CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES
In addition to maximum acceleration and floor response spectra, three

more parameters are introduced to characterize seismic floor motions:

(1) ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE ACCELERATION
The RMS acceleration over an interval [ti,t2] is defined by

where T = t2 - ti; a(x) is acceleration. The integral is a measure of energy,
hence the square of A r m s can be interpreted as an average value of power over
the time interval T. Since integration is a smoothing process, the RMS value
is less likely to be significantly influenced by a few large, high frequency
peaks.

(2) CUMULATIVE RMS FUNCTION (CRF)
The CRF is defined by

CRF(t) = [1 f a2(T)dxF (2)

Graduate Student, Department of Civil Engineering, California Institute
of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
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I t is a measure of cumulative energy of the motion. Study of a number of
earthquake records reveals that the CRF builds up within a few seconds to a
maximum value then slowly decays to the f ina l RMS value for the whole record.
The shape of the CRF provides an indication of the time at which pulses of
energy arr ive.

(3) DURATION OF STRONG MOTION
Using the CRF, a duration of strong motion, T j , can be defined by con-

sidering the rate of incoming seismic energy as measured by CRF. Increasing
rates of arr ival of energy result in positive slopes of the CRF and conversely,
when the rate of energy arr iva l is decreasing the CRF has negative slope-
Hence the derivative of the CRF

d rCRF(t )1 - Ea ( t )P - [CRFU)]2 (3)
t LCRKtJJ 2tTCRF(t)]
d r C R F ( t ) 1 - Ea(t)P- [CRFdt LCRKtJJ 2tTCRF(t)]

can be used to determine T^- Eq- 3 provides a comparison between instantane-
ous power, [a(t)]2, and cumulative average power, [CRF(t)]2. When
[a(t)]2 < [CRF(t)]2 for all t > Te then the duration of strong motion is said
to have ended. By similar reasoning, the beginning of strong motion, T^* can
be found. The duration of strong shaking is defined as Td = Te - Tb- One can
compute the Arms based on the duration of strong shaking by equating
T = Td, t2 = Te, t2 = Tb in Eq. 1.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The following are results of applying the above techniques to charact-

erize the 24 floor responses in the CANDU model:
(1) Amplifications of peak acceleration from ground to structure ranged from

1.43 to 3.01, with the larger values occurring on more firm soil sites.
(2) Although there were distinctive differences in ground motion response

spectra on different soils, the floor response spectra at the two loca-
locations within the CANDU structure did not show significant influ-
ences of different site soil conditions.

(3) The shapes of CRF vs t plots for floor motions were generally similar
to the shapes of those for ground motions.

(4) Durations of strong floor motions, T^, ranged from 3.0 to 12.1 seconds
and commenced from 1.5 to 3 seconds into the record. Therefore, 15
seconds should be considered as a minimum duration for floor motions
caused by earthquake events of this type.

(5) Ratios of A r m s/A m a x for floor motions (Arm5 normalized to the maximum
acceleration in the record) were slightly less than, or about equal to,
A r m s/A m a x for the causative ground motion. Considering all cases, mean
plus one standard deviation values of l^rms/%ax ranged from 0.25 to 0.44
with 22 of the 24 floor motions having Arms/A^gx £0.38. From this, it
seems that A r m s/A mg X < 0.40 is a reasonable value for ground and in-
structure floor motions, for the size of earthquakes considered in this
study.

In conclusion, it is shown that the three additional parameters provide
a more complete description of the nature of seismic floor motions hy in-
cluding some measurement of the magnitude and timing of the significant
energy content. By applying these characterizations to an ensemble of floor
motions, this paper presents parameter values which can be expected from
earthquake-induced floor motions in a typical reactor structure.
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DESIGN SPECTRA DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERING SHORT TIME HISTORIES
E. 0. Weiner

Westinghouse Hanford Company

INTRODUCTION

Two separate programs, MODQKE and MDOF, were written to provide a capability
of obtaining equipment spectra from design spectra. MODQKE generates or
modifies acceleration histories to conform with design spectra pertaining to,
say, a foundation. MDOF is a simple linear modal superposition program that
solves for equipment support histories using the design spectra conforming
histories as input. Equipment spectra, then, are obtained from the resulting
support histories using MODQKE.

HISTORY GENERATION PROCEDURE

History generation starts with internal generation similar to SIMQKE described
in (_]_) or by a user-specified history in the form of accelerations at uniform
time increments, or an internally generated Ig history shaped to user speci-
fications. The last approach has been used successfully for short duration
histories which cannot be generated with the SIMQKE approach of (1_). By con-
sidering the damped transient response of an oscillator tuned to the input
frequency, the shaping restricts the number of cycles to give approximately
the maximum response of the target spectrum, and the maximum input accelera-
tion is scaled to the zero period acceleration (zpa).

The response spectrum from the initial history is then adjusted automatically
in MODQKE smoothing cycles. Theoretical details are given in (2). Briefly, the
procedure is motivated by the spectrum raising technique of (jj. A few adjust-
ing signals are chosen at frequencies where the worst discrepancies between
the target and actual spectra occur. Each adjusting signal phase is set so that
it will peak at the time of maximum response at the same frequency. The mag-
nitudes of the adjusting signals are determined in a way that minimizes the
sum of squares of the differences between the actual spectrum and the target
spectrum at all spectral frequencies. This requires the solution of a system
of linear equations, but it is expected to facilitate short histories typified
by a sinusoidal waveform producing a broad response. Response spectrum eval-
uation is done with the so-called exact integration approach.

MOOAL SUPERPOSITION PROCEDURE

Once a suitable history is found that conforms to a given response spectrum,
MDOF is used to determine absolute acceleration histories at equipment sup-
ports. This is a simple modal superposition program without an eigensolver.
The user must supply modes, frequencies, participation factors and damping
fractions appropriate to the structure supporting the equipment.

PROGRAM EXPERIENCE

MODQKE has been run on UNIVAC and CDC machines. The random number generator
allows machine independent generation of initial histories by the SIMQKE
method. Other program features include the ability to admit zero damping, al-
lowing for the shaping of a history with an envelope, a baseline correction,
adjusting the final history so that the spectrum bounds the target spectrum
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from above, and provision for a printer plot that allows the user to quickly
assess the overall fit of the spectra.

Most problems with smoothing co; vergence in short duration histories were as-
sociated with crowding of low frequency adjustments. This crowding, related
to smoothness of the actual spectrum, results in an ill-condition system of
equations. A minimum adjusting frequency separation was introduced to thin
out low frequency adjustments.

Seven MODQKE examples are shown in Table 1. The last four rows give an indi-
cation of performance. The large differences from the minimum to the maximum
percentage difference (PCT) between the actual and target spectra is attri-
buted to a few localized peaks in the actual spectra. The final rms of the
percentage differences are much less. From the SIMZ example, it appears that
a weak point with MODQKE is a long history with no damping. Overall, the pro-
gram is effective. A simple modal superposition example is given in {3).

TABLE 1: MODQKE Example Summary

CASE NAME

Spectral Frequencies

Damping Fraction

Max Spectral Freq (Hz)

Smoothing Cycles

Adjusting Frequencies

Nix Adjusting Freq. (Hz)

Relaxation Factor

Ouration (S), At=.Ol S

Nax PCT - Hin PCT

RMS P a (Cycle 0)

RMS PCT (Final Cycle)

UN1VAC 1100 User CP Sec

7600 CP Sec

ZERO

101

0

30

8

20

20

.8

2.48

15

30.6

2.8

44

4.2

248

101

.02

30

8

20

20

.6

2.48

18

35.1

4.3

55

~

SIMZ

121

0

50

a

36

50

1

10

74

27.1

14.3

154

—

SIH20

121

.02

50

2

36

50

1

20

23

14.1

4.6

95

—

in

101

.02

30

4

30

15

1

10

26

33.8

4.9

74

--

5

101

.02

30

6

30

15

.8

5

n
21.1

3.3

75

7.7

DAMP

61

.10

30

S

18

30

.7

10
10

10.7

1.9

47
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALIBRATED FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA

Oscar G. de Pineres, Ph.D., P.E.
Raymond Kaiser Engineers, Inc.

A computer program was developed to calculate and plot the three
translational spatial components of floor response spectra directly from
ground response spectra. The main features of this computer program are
tha- it can be calibrated for accuracy of any solution, and it economically
handles large 3-D building models considering soil-structure interaction
and weighted modal damping. Other similar solutions by Biggs, Kapur, and
Singh do not have chese capabilities (]_, 2^ 3).

Obtaining the floor response spectra from a dynamic solution usually
involves a time-history analysis in the computer. A single time-history
accelogram for the site must be developed. Floor accelograms are developed
which in turn are used to generate the floor response spectra. This process
in the computer is very time consuming and, therefore, is costly for large
problems, particularly if the solution requires a design-by-analysis ap-
proach (iteration).

The foregoing is the single practical reason a simpler and more econom-
ical but accurate solution is often desirable for projects of lower capital
cost (versus a nuclear power plant project, for example). Perhaps the com-
plexity and high cost of a time-history analysis for developing floor re-
sponse spectra has kept this powerful tool (floor spectra) from being univer-
sally used by all structural and mechanical engineers and from being specif-
ically recommended by the Uniform Building Code and other codes.

For the sample solutions in this paper (Exhibits 1, 2, and 3), the com-
puter program was calibrated with the results for the same building structure
and site characteristics using a time-history analysis and a lumped parameter
model (SAP-IV).

The comparison of our solution with the SAP-IV shows that this computer
program may be used for seismic parametric studies, preliminary seismic de-
sign for bid proposals, and in non-nuclear applications for the final seis-
mis design of industrial systems and buildings.

For example, the results shown in Exhibits 1 through 3 were taken from
a set of an actual application for a preliminary, cost estimate of a proposal
for a nuclear power plant. In this case, the power plant was a replication
of an existing one; therefore, the 3-D dynamic model of the buildings and
the nuclear systems were already available for a first iteration analysis us-
ing our computer program. However, the subsoil conditions and earthquake
acceleration were different for the new site of the proposal. Therefore, our
objective was to investigate the cost impact due to these new site conditions.
To do this, we first calibrated our computer results using the same site con-
ditions of the existing nuclear power plant. Incidentally, these results
for calibration are shown in Exhibits 1 through 3 for the SAP-IV solution.
Our conclusions of the study using the new site conditions were that the pro-
posal's price had to be increased by $40 million due to increases in struc-
tural, material quantities, NSSS suprorts, piping and cable tray supports,
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retesting of equipment, etc. On the other hand, seismic impact investigation
for the proposal was done at a very low cost using our computer program de-
scribed in this paper.

The mathematical formulation of + he computer code reported in this paper
is often empirical as explained in the text, therefore, the need to calibrate
the accuracy of the results. However, this calibration is done very simply
by using a multi-frequency sine-beat wave input as the basis for developing
floor response spectra in the computer. The amplitude and/or the beat fre-
quency of the sine-beat wave impact may be varied for calibration of the
floor spectra.
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tor. The inputs to the model included horizontal and vertical components
simultaneously. Response data which were monitored were accelerations at
various points of the piping system and the structure, stresses in the pipe
wall at several sections, relative displacements between pipe and frame,
and displacements of the frame.

Fig. 1. Piping Structure Model from
Four-Story Frame Side

Fig. 2. Piping Structure Model from
Three-Story Frame Side

In the test program six different earthquake inputs wer^ used. These
are:

1. El Centro SOOE, Vert. (1940)
2. Taft S69E, Vert. (1952)
3. Pacoima Dam S14W, Vert. (1971)
4. Parkfield N65E, Vert. (1966)
5. San Francisco S80E, Vert. (1957)
6. Cal Tech A & B artificial
Peak acceleration levels were selected to ensure that the system re-

sponse was linear.

The very large quantity of experimental data collected during this test
program makes it difficult to draw general conclusions on the response of
the piping system at this point, when much of the data reduction is incom-
plete, but it is clear that the response of the structure is not strongly
dependent on the presence of the piping system. The presence of springs in
the connection between pipe and frame is beneficial in that it reduces the
accelerations in the pipe, the forces in the connection system, and the
strains in the pipe, as compared to the case when rigid hangers are used.
The presence of snubbers in the piping system appears to have the opposite
effect. The results seem to argue for more flexible systems that connect
piping systems to the structures housing them.
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RECENT RESULTS IN SEISMIC PROBABILISTIC RISK ANALYSIS FROM THE
SSMRP ANALYSIS OF THE ZION NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

M. P. Bohn1, L. C. Shieh1, J. E. Wells1, L. E. Cover1,
D. L. Bernreuter' and J. J. Johnson2

1 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 808

Livermore, CA 94550

^Structural Mechanics Associates
2400 Old Crow Canyon Road

San Ramon, CA 94583

SUMMARY

The Seismic Safety Margins Research Program (SSMRP) is an U.S. NRC-funded
trailtiyear program conducted by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL). Its goal is to develop a complete fully coupled analysis procedure
(including methods and computer codes) for estimating the risk of an
earthquake-induced radioactive release from a commercial nuclear power
plant. The analysis procedure is probabilistic in nature and explicitly
accounts for uncertainties inherent in such a risk assessement.

Final seismic risk calculations for the Zion Nuclear power plant have
been completed and sensitivity studies in each aspect of the risk analysis
have been performed. The risk analysis included a detailed seismological
evaluation of the region around Zion, Illinois to obtain the earthquake
hazard function and an appropriately randomized set of 180 time histories
(having oga values up to 1.8 g). These time histories were used as input to
dynamic structural response calculations for the five Zion structures.
Detailed finite element models of the buildings were used. The resulting
computed time histories at points within the buildings (corresponding to
piping suDport points) were then used to determine moments throughout
critical piping systems. Twenty-one separate piping systems were analyzed.
Finally, the responses of piping, buildings and safety system components
within the buildings were combined with probabilistic failure criteria and
event tree/fault tree models of the functional interactions between the
safety systems to produce an estimate of the annual probability of core melt
and radioactive release due to the occurrence of earthquakes, and uncertainty
bounds on these estimates.

Dptailed event and fault tree models (Boolean unions of cut sets) of the
Zion nuclear power plant were used in calculating the safety system failure,
core melt and release probabilities. Probabilistic culling was used to
reduce the number of cut sets needing evaluation by discarding those having
little or no effect on the final results. A dual culling criteria was used
to take into account dependence between basic events.

*This work was supported by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
under a Memorandum of Understanding with the United States Department of
Energy.
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The SSMRP computational procedure explicitly accounts for the fact that,
during an earthquake, all components in a nuclear power plant are
simultaneously excited. A computer code, SEISIM, was developed to compute
failure probabilities considering such dependence. Failure calculations are
based on local response (acceleration or moment) rather than peak ground
acceleration. Component responses and strengths are assumed to be
loqnormally distributed and component failure occurs when response exceeds
strength. Correlation between response pairs completely characterizes the
common-mode (dependent) component failures. Because of this dependence, our
analysis has shown that the double passive criteria used in internal event
PRA's is not appropriate in a seismic PRA analysis. There are numerous cases
where the simultaneous seismic failure of two components or pipes is found to
be important.

The SEISIM computer code has the capability of ranking components and
accident sequences as to their importance. This permits identification of
components and cut sets that significantly contribute to the occurrence of
any event. An importance measure (a function of the sum of the probabilities
of cut sets containing a component) is used to compute the importance
rankings. These rankings indicate that structural failures dominate the
seismic risk at the Zion nuclear power plant. The analysis also indicates
that correlation between pipe failures is not significant but that
correlation between other components, such as electrical equipment, can be
significant. The probability of core melt was found to be a consequence of
the failure of certain "weak links" in the structures, which in turn resulted
in common-cause failures of crucial plant safety systems. Uncertainty in the
probability of core melt was due predominantly to the hazard curve (75%) and
secondarily (25%) to uncertainties in responses and fragilities.

In addition to presenting the final Zion risk analysis results, a number
of different cases were analyzed to test the effect of basic assumptions made
in the analysis. Calculations of the identical base case but not allowing
"feed and bleed" emergency core cooling increased risk by about one order of
magnitude. Failures of pairs of electrical buses, relays and lube oil pumps
were found to be important in this case. Correlation of responses was found
to be important for those safety systems dependent on on-site emergency power.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SEISMIC FRAGILITIES IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PRA STUDIES

R. P. Kennedy and M. K. Ravindra
Structural Mechanics Associates, Inc.

Newport Beach, California

Seismic risk is calculated in nuclear power plant PRA studies by probabilis-
tically combining the estimates of seismic ground motion hazard at the site
with the seismic fragilities of critical structures and equipment. Specifi-
cally, seismic fragilities are needed in a PRA to estimate the frequencies
of occurrence of initiating events (i.e., large LOCA, small LOCA, RPV rup-
ture) and the failure frequencies of different mitigating systems. Seismic
fragility is defined as the conditional frequency of failure for a given
earthquake ground motion parameter (e.g., peak ground acceleration). The
objective of fragility evaluation is to estimate the peak ground acceleration
value at which the seismic response of a given structural element or equip-
ment located at a specified point in the structure exceeds its capacity
resulting in failure. Estimation of this ground acceleration value - called
the ground acceleration capacity - fs accomplished using information on
plant design bases, responses calculated at design analysis stage, and as-
built dimensions and material properties. Because there are many sources
of variability in the estimation of this ground acceleration capacity,
the fragility is described by means of a family of fragility curves; a
probability value is assigned to each curve to reflect the uncertainty in
fragility evaluation.

Seismic fragility is mathematically expressed in terms of a random variable
A, the ground acceleration capacity of a structure or equipment. Using the
lognormal distribution assumption, the entire family of fragility curves can
be described by three parameters A, 3R, gj. Herein, A is the median ground
acceleration capacity, 3 R is the logarithmic standard deviation of the
ground acceleration capacity, and 3u 1S tne logarithmic standard deviation
of the random variable reflecting the uncertainty in A. The ground accelera-
tion capacity is estimated by taking the significant modes of failure (e.g.,
excessive inelastic deformation of a structure, and functional failure of
equipment) into consideration. The estimation of A, 3 R , and gn, is facil-
itated by defining another random variable called the factor of safety.
This factor is the ratio of the random variable acceleration capacity to
the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) acceleration used in design; it reflects
the conservatism (or non-conservatism) in design and is modeled as a product
of capacity, FQ and response factor, FR. The capacity factor, FQ, is cal-
culated by considering both the actual margin of strength against seismic
loading and the inelastic energy absorption capacity. The response factor,
FR, is evaluated by considering the variabilities in (1) ground motion and
the associated around response spectra, (2) soil-structure interaction,
(3) damping, (4) modeling, (5) method of analysis, (6) combination of modes,
and (7) combination of earthquake components.

Major steps involved in developing seismic fragilities for PRA studies are:
selection of components (i.e., structures and equipment), identification of
failure modes, and evaluation of ground, acceleration capacity and its
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variability for each component. In a typical PRA study, fragility families
are developed for over 100 structures and items of equipment (i.e., pumps,
motors, valves, piping, switchgear, etc.). References (1_,.2,_3) describe how
this task is achieved by minimum additional analyses and judicious extra-
polation of design information on plant structures and equipment.

Results of about a dozen PRA's have indicated that seismic risk is a signif-
cant contributor to the total plant risk and that the failures of a few
structures and equipment generally dominate in the seismic risk computations.
Such failures arise mainly from (1) lack of proper anchoring of equipment,
(2) impact between safety-related buildings during an earthquake, and (3)
locating identical redundant equipment in the same areas of the plant. Also,
further studies are needed to treat correlations between component fra-
gilities in a practical way and to incorporate the effects of potential gross
design and construction errors in the evaluation of seismic risk.
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ANALYSIS OF CONTRIBUTORS TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SEISMIC RISK

Jon D. Collins and James M. Hudson
ACTA Inc. Harbor City, CA

DISCUSSION

Recent PRAs have indicated that the seismic hazard is a dominant contributor
to nuclear plant risk. PRA procedures have generally segregated the analysis
process into five steps, namely: evaluation of regional seismicity and prob-
abilities associated with plant free-field acceleration; determination of soil-
foundation-structure response; determination of sub-system response; computat-
ion of component failure probabilities; and computation of initiated event,
safety system, accident sequence and release category probabilities.

The uncertainties associated with each step are generally referred to as either
random or systematic. Basically, systematic uncertainties are those associated
with our knowledge of, and ability to model, the phenomena, whereas increased
knowledge will not impact random uncertainty. This analysis addressed the
relative size and contribution of these uncertainties to the seismic risk to
nuclear power plants.

Representative random and systematic uncertainties were sampled from various
references associated with the SSMRP. The lognormal distribution was used to
represent the uncertainties related to (a) the seismic hazard (b) structural
response including soil-structure interaction (c) sub-system response and (d)
fragility. In order to demonstrate the relative impacts of uncertainties (a)
through (d), a simple systems model was constructed.

The components of the systems model could fail jointly and so failure probab-
ilities were computed based on the rnultivariate lognormal distribution involv-
ing covariances constructed from the SSMRP references. The constructed co-
variance matrix was completely dominated by the seismic hazard with all un-
certainties highly correlated (p= 0.93).

The impact of systematic uncertainty was included using a Monte Carlo procedure
to generate new mean values from each of the four contributing distributions.
Systematic uncertainties were assumed to be independent between contributors.
Complete systematic correlation was, however, assumed between all fragilities
and likewise for the other contributors.

The results of this simple analysis showed that the three-sigma spread in
release category probability, considering the impact of systematic uncertainty,
was three orders of magnitude. The results are show in the probability density
function of Figure 1 for the release category Tabled Cl.

With the seismic hazard so dominant, it was necessary to examine the impact of
ignoring the other uncertainties at the design stage. The results were re-
computed using the same target design failure probability level for each com-
ponent, but including only the seismic hazard standard deviation. The release
category failure probabilities were re-computed using the modified component
mean capacities, but using the original covariance. (The analogy is where the
designer neglected all random uncertainties except that of the seismic hazard,
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but the risk analyst correctly includes all of them in his PRA study.)
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The result for this study was an increase in release category probability by a
factor of two over a design that includes all sources of random uncertainty.

CONCLUSION

In summary, seismic hazard dominates the uncertainty and creates very high
correlations, thus reducing most of the benefit of redundancy in the system
design. Although dwarfed by the seismic hazard, other contributors to un-
certainty, if ignored in the design process, cause the risk to increase by as
much as a factor of two. Since the problem is of a very simple system, these
numbers can only be used as indications. It is suggested that further research
be performed on this topic with a more complex system.
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A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO MODELING

SEISMIC RISKS IN PRA STUDIES

John Wreathall & Roohollah Karimi
NUS Corporation

Gaithersburg, Maryland

NUS has recently completed a Severe Accident Risk Assessment for the
Limerick Generating Station (LGS) on behalf of Philadelphia Electric Co. {I).
This analysis is in support of the Environmental Report, Operating License
Stage of Limerick; it extends the existing LGS probabilistic risk assessment
to consider major potential hazards like seismic events, plant fires, and
floods (2,3). This paper presents some of the lessons learned in performing
the seismic risk analysis task.

The general approach used was based on what the PRA Procedures Guide
terms the "Zion method", but significant modifications were made {%). In par-
ticular, three areas were modified to improve the completeness, the logical
structure, and the relationship with other elements of the PRA process. Each
of these topics will be discussed in turn.

Completeness

The particular aspect here is the identification of all relevant failures
that can result in a seismically induced reactor accident. This not only in-
cludes those components or structures whose failure is caused by the seismic
event, but also non-seismic failures of equipment, and human failures. The
identification of components and structures for fragility analysis was based
on the results of the existing PRA, which identified the various systems
necessary to prevent or mitigate accident sequences. However, the non-seismic
failure modes of systems should be included in the various system fault-tree
models. Since the seismic event initiates some kind of challenge to the
various plant systems by causing either a loss of offsite power, a LOCA, or
some other initiating event, non-seismically induced failure modes of equip-
ment can still result in core melt. While the equipment failures are found
to provide a small contribution (up to 10% of some sequence frequencies),
operator failures can represent 50%. It must be recognized that no models
exist to predict human reliability during seismic events; our policy has been
to take as a basis the likelihood of operator error modeled in the internal
events analysis, and increase the value by a factor of 10 (subject, of course,
to an upper limit of 1 , and providing gross structural failure of the control
room is not predicted!). This is believed to be an adequate interim represen-
tation, since such operator actions are found to relevant in accident sequen-
ces arrising from only modest accelerations, and it also recognizes that some
minor levels of non-routine actions may be required. NUS has separately
developed a method for performing a human reliability analysis in PRAs. The
modifying of failure probabilities is quite compatible with this human
reliability model (5,6).

Logical Structure

Following the development of the seismic fault trees for all the relevant
systems, one seismic event tree is developed from the internal event trees
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using the same logic to describe possible accident sequences, but recognizing
that care must be taken to define the ordering of the different possible
types of initiating event. Only one tree encompassing all possible initiating
events is used; this eliminates the possibility of double counting accident
sequences. The order in which potential failures appear in the evert tree is
important if the contribution to risk is to be estimated correctly. The most
risk-potential failure must appear before other failure modes because, in an
event-tree structure, the second, third, and so on, failures are often only
considered if the first event did not fail; the probability of reaching the
second event is (1-the probability that the first event occurred). In most
PRA work, this value is assumed to be 1 (the so-called rare-event approxima-
tion). In seismic event trees, when considering large acceleration events,
the probability of progressing to the second event can be very much less than
one. If failure of the second event has a much greater potential contribution
to risk would be significantly underestimated. Secondly, there are more pot-
ential dependences between events in the seismic tree than would be considered
in an internal event analysis. Most obvious is the effect of structural col-
lapse, but other failures like the common mode loss of different service
water systems due to pipe-tunnel failure need to be considered.

Once the seismic event tree structure has been created, we use a
specially developed code, NUS SEISMIC, to.evaluate the frequencies of the
various accident sequences. This codn explicitly takes account of the
various dependences implicit in the accident sequences, and evaluates the
effects of the various sources of randomness and uncertainty, to yield un-
certainty distributions of the frequencies of the various accident sequences.

Relationship With Other PRA Tasks

Following the evaluation of the various accident-sequence frequencies,
these are allocated to various accident classes; an accident class is a
grouping of different accident sequences that have a similar potential for
causing a hazard to the public, and is based on characteristics like the vari-
ous radionuclides comprising the source term, the timing, and the energy of
the release. As a seismic event can lead to damaged containment systems,
care must be taken in this allocation process. Dependences can exist between
the failures causing core melt and failure to retain the release of radio-
active material. For example, a major structural collapse could fail all
core-cooling systems and, at the same time, sever pipes that penetrate the
containment structure. This effective breach of the containment can have a
major influence on the size and timing of offsite releases.

The final part of a seismic risk analysis that must be addressed is the
evaluation of casualties among the public. Two items are of interest here;
the evacuation process assumed, and the effect of the seismic event on the
public at large without a nuclear power plant accident. In a typical range
of ground motion accelerations considered in seismic risk analyses, say from
0.1 to 1.5g, there will be a progressive disruption to the means by which the
public could evacuate from the vicinity of the plant. Codes used to perform
the consequence analysis, like CRAC and CRAC-2, require parameters such as
the delay before, and effective speed of evacuation to be defined by the
users. Therefore, we have used a "normal" evacuation model (effective delay
time in the order of 1 to 3 hours and evacuation speed of 10 miles per hour)
for estimating the risks from accidents predominantly caused by relativel
low accelerations (typically those corresponding to Modified Mercalli
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Intensities (MMIs) of up to VII). For accident sequences principally caused
by higher ground motion acceleration values (MMIs of VIII or greater), a
poorer evacuation process is specified (3 hour delay time, 1.2 mph evacuation
speed). In sensitivity studies, it was found that the choice of evacuation
process has an important influence on the predicted risk. For example, the
predicted numbers of early fatalities with the slower evacuation are between
2-5 times greater than with the normal evacuation model.

Regarding the impact of the seismic event on the public at large, no al-
lowance is made in reducing the expected casualties from the nuclear accident.
If this were to be done, it would require an extensive evaluation of other
seismically related risks in the community, like the leaking of stored chem-
icals, dam collapses, and so on. This evaluation would be very expensive and
the impact of its results is expected to be relatively small. Historically,
earthquakes have resulted in moderate levels of casualties, especially when
they are away from major centers of population. However, this is recognized
as a possible pessimism in the analysis process.

Conclusions

It has been found possible to enhance existing methods of modeling seis-
mic risks in PRAs to make them more complete, more logical, and to better de-
fine the relationship with other parts of the PRA process. In doing so, it
is felt that a better understanding of seismic-related hazards to nuclear
power plants has been created—for example, in the explicit representation
of operator failures and the impact of earthquakes on the evacuation process.
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SEISMIC RISK FROM NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS — A PERSPECTIVE
I. B. Wall and D. H. Worledge

Electric Power Research Institute

Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) have been completed for ?bout 20 nuclear
power plants. Several are in progress and many more are °xpected in the next
two or three years. The principal value of a PRA is to enable us to build a
quantitative perspective on which accident sequenres contribute to the risks
presented by a nuclear plant. This kind of information has already been used
to support licensing applications and to evaluate alternative design enhance-
ments. However, only a very few of the PRAs have included a seismic analysis.
The purpose of this paper is to consider the importance of seismic risks from
nuclear plants in relation to other internal and external events.

Major categories of consequences that are useful yardsticks for risk are the
frequency of occurrence of severe core damage and the frequency of significant
releases of radioactivity. Useful insights can be gained by dividing releases
into those giving rise to acute and latent health effects.

In EPRI Project RP-2171, results from six PRA studies (RSS, Big Rock Point,
Zion, Limerick, Grand Gulf and Arkansas 1) have been examined in considerable
detail. Most of the core damage frequency comes from plant transients and
loss of coolant accidents (LOCA). For PWRs the split is roughly equal, and
for BWRs 90% comes from transients. In some other plants (Indian Point and
Oconee), external events seem to be important.

The step from degraded core conditions to atmospheric release requires, con-
sideration of the containment function. If loss of containment is independent
of events giving rise to core damage, full benefit of containment is achieved.
In practice, estimates of the conditional probability of containment failure,
given a degraded core, vary from 1.0 to 10"* showing a wide range of depend-
ency as a function of plant features and initiating events.

Table 1 shows the total degraded core frequency and its leading accident se-
quence contributors for six reactor units. Percentage contributions to sig-
nificant offsite releases are also given together with the frequency of
seismic events giving rise to them. In the few instances where seismic risk
has been estimated, the seismic events sometimes contribute to release fre-
quency where they are unimportant to core damage. This is the result of the
dependency of containment failure on the seismic event. Such dependency is
not necessarily simple. To cause acute (early) effects requires early con-
tainment bypass, for example by failure of the interface between the high
pressure primary system and the low pressure residual heat removal system
(the "V" sequence) or a massive structural failure requiring a very strong
ground motion. The low frequency of larger earthquakes gives early-time re-
leases about 1,000 times less frequently than core damage. More modest earth-
quakes, because of their higher frequencies, contribute more to offsite
releases but through failure of essential systems which leads to eventual loss
of containment integrity. Table 1 shows that, when the lesser events cause
loss of systems such as AC power, component cooling, small LOCA and loss of
containment safeguards, the resulting latent effects have a frequency closer
to that of the seismic contribution to core damage.
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Conclusions

Seismic events give relatively small contributions (in the range 10"4 to 10~6/y)
to the severe core damage frequency which falls in the range 10"^ to 10"5/y.
The NRC's proposed safety goal for severe core damage is 10-4/r-y. PRA analy-
sis suggests that several plants may not meet the goal. In some cases, plant
modifications are under scrutiny to reduce the calculated risk, and in others,
further analysis may remove remaining undue conservatisms. Nevertheless, be-
cause the seismic contribution is small and the containment has a high inte-
grity for internal events, the plants appear to be able to accommodate core
damage rather well.

Significant seismic initiating events with frequencies in the range 10"4 to
10-7/y make important contributions to offsite releases of radioactivity.
Those leading to acute effects fall in the lower half of this range,and those
leading to latent effects fall in the upper half. By comparison, the proba-
bility of exceeding the safe shutdown earthquake at Zion is approximately
10~fyy. Despite a general perception that the PRA treatment of the seismic
risk is treated conservatively, there has so far been insufficient study to
establish tighter bounds.

Table 1 — Contributions to Core Damage Frequency
and to Serious Offsite Release of
Radioactivity
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SEISIM: A Probabi l ist ic Risk Assessment Tool Used in
Evaluating Seismic Risk

J. E. Wells
Nuclear Test Engineering Division
Mechanical Engineering Department

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550

The Seismic Safety Margins Research Program (SSMRP) is an NRC funded
multi-year program conducted by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL). One of the goals of the program was to develop a complete,
fully coupled analysis procedure for estimating the risk of an
earthquake-caused radioactive release from a commercial nuclear power
plant. The analysis procedure is based upon a state-of-the-art
evaluation of the current seismic analysis and design process and
explicitly includes the uncertainties inherent in such a process. The
results may be used to improve seismic licensing requirements for
nuclear power plants.

The results of this analysis include system failure, accident
sequence, and radioactive release probabilities as well as an estimate
of risk in terms of expected man-REMs exposure per year. These results
are used to estimate the relative importance of contributors to reactor
seismic risk. SEISIM [1] was developed to compute these probabilities
and importance measures.

Input to the SEISIM computer code includes computed local responses
of the reactor structures and components to an earthquake. SEISIM
accesses this response data to compute the failure probabilities of
structures and components using expressions called fragility functions
(definitions of component or structural capacity as a function of local
stress, local acceleration, or other response characteristic). These
computed failure probabilities are then used to compute a bound on the
safety system failure probabilities, initiating event probabilities,
accident sequence probabilities, terminal event sequence probabilities
and radioactive release probabilities.

The computed failure probabilities are calculated from expressions
which specify the failure logical relationships between structures and
components within the nuclear reactor systems. These logical
relationships are input in the form of minimal cut sets which define the
failure modes of systems in terms of their basic events. The logicel
relationship for safety systems were derived using fault tree analysis.
The logical relationships for accident sequences were derived using
event trees. One feature of SEISIM's methodology is the ability to
distinguish between and to treat random and modeling uncertainties.
Random uncertainty relates to variabilities in basic parameters which
are beyond the control of the analyst. As far as SEISIM is concerned,
random uncertainty occurs as a result of the capacity of the structures
and components to endure the local responses to the earthquake. In
contrast to random uncertainty, modeling uncertainty is contributed by
uncertainty in the distributions or types of models, which could be
reduced by better modeling or more complete data. Since it is desired
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to differentiate between the effects of these two sources of
uncertainty, SEISIM performs this process by computing numerical partial
derivatives of the required output as a function of changes in the
random and modeling components of selected input variables.

Two aspects of sensitivity analysis are addressed SEISIM. One is to
find the sensitivity of various output characteristics to changes or
variations in significant input parameters. These output sensitivities
are computed by SEISIM using numerical partial derivatives as noted
previously.

Another type of sensitivity computation performed by SEISIM is
importance analysis. The objective in importance analysis is to find
the components systems and accident sequences that most influence the
results. A component importance measure is a function of the sum of cut
set probabilities of cut sets containing a component. System importance
measures are similar. Sequence importance measures are their
probabilities. This tool is particularly useful in focusinp the
analysis and provides a means to identifying insignificant elements so
they may be eliminated from the analysis. Once the model has been
optimized it can be used to provide answers with regard to reducing
uncertainty, improving analysis techniques, and postulating improvements
in the seismic design procedure.

Another important feature of SEISIM is that it has the ability to
account for correlation between input variables. For structures and
components, correlation between local responses is accounted for, as
well as correlation between component strengths (fragilities). For
example, if the measured responses for two components are strongly
positively correlated, they will either both tend to fail or survive;
with the probability of both failing being higher than if their
responses were uncorrelated. Alternatively, if the responses are
negatively correlated, the probability of failure of both components
could be substantially less than for the uncorrelated case. Relatively
strong positive or negative correlation between measured local responses
may be likely because of the nature of the seismic forcing function and
types of systems being analyzed. This may occur for several similar
components sitting on the same foundation. For this case the seismic
input is likely to result in highly positively correlated responses.
SEISIM does this by computing the multinormal integral whose integrand
is specified by the means, standard deviations, and correlations of
responses and fragilities [2].
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GEOTECHNICAL RISK ASSESSMENT OF A REFINERY1

Grego ry^ . Baecher
Massachusetts I n s t i t u t e of Technology, Cambridge, MA.

" BACKGROUND
j

The study reported here is a geotechnical r isk assessment at a large
ref inery subject to ground shaking hazard. The project extended over three
years—involving engineering studies, s ta t i s t i ca l analysis of geotechnical and
seismicity data, r e l i a b i l i t y modeling, and r isk assessment—and continues
today on other r isks faced by the same c l i en t . The approach, based on a
combination of detailed engineering study, in-depth r isk assessment, and
economic analysis, is applicable to a range of industr ial problems, and is
providing valuable insight on capital investment decisions for the c l i en t .

Geotechnical factors are major determinants of r isk and l i t i g a t i o n for
c i v i l projects. From the c l i en t ' s view, among the most useful things a
consultant can provide are quantif ied estimates of these r isks and an
assssment of how they can be reduced or mitigated. Typical ly, the c l ien t
wants to know:

• How large a r isk is?
• Whether i t is' large or small compared to other risks?
• What can be done to manage or change the risk?

To decide whether an exist ing r isk is acceptable, the consultant must be able
to state the r isk in terms compatible with the c l i en t ' s approach to business
decisions, and also to relate i t to pertinent regulatory requirements.

With these things in mind, the objectives of the r isk analysis were
to :

(1) Quantitatively assess the annual r isk of o f fs i te sp i l l s at the
ref inery due to seismic groundshaking,

(2) Identi fy principal uncertainties contributing to that r i s k , and
(3) Compare and recommend engineering strategies for r isk reduction.

Based on the resul ts , a picture emerged of how the engineering r isks at the
ref inery f i t within the c l i en t ' s f inancial program, and how remedial measures
could be undertaken to ef f icent ly balance r isk against capital expenditure.

ENGINEERING RISK ASSESSMENT

The ref inery comprises approximately 50 storage tanks for various chemicals,
divided among firewall-enclosed patios. The tanks range in size to 50,000 k l .
The patios are interconnected by emergency drainage and overflow structures,
and the s i te is surrounded by a secondary wa l l . The f a c i l i t y is b u i l t on
hydraulic bay f i l l , and abuts a busy port at a revetment, and is connected to
offshore tanker berths by a pipe network. As a rough estimate, the annualized
magnitude of th is r isk (based on probabil i ty times consequence and including

1. Several people participated in the seismicity and engineeing studies that
contributed to th is work, including T. William Lambe, W. Allen Marr, Robert V.
Whitman and Meshic Yegian.
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clean-up and structural costs) had or ig ina l ly been judged to be several mi l l ion
dol lars .

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Seismic hazard at the s i te was evaluated using now common seismic r isk
procedures, and hazard was expressed as probabi l i ty d is t r ibut ions on
Liquefaction Potential Index L3]. Information on soi l properties came from 37
SPT borings. These were aggregated into a model p ro f i le and spatial structure
was analyzed for second-moment information [ 1 ] , The main concern was a 6m
thick sandy f i l l between 2 and 8m depth. This layer was hydraul ical ly placed
and is c lear ly susceptable to l iquefact ion.

The r isk analysis involved four tasks: Identi fying sources of
uncertainty, evaluating their influence on performance, combining them in an
aggregate r i s k , and assessing the cost-effectiveness of remedial measures.
Deterministic modeling (e .g . , FEM) was used to predict engineering
performance, and systems r e l i a b i l i t y methods were used to assess the
aggregation of uncertainties. Among the most d i f f i c u l t but important parts of
the study was the assessment of correlat ion among f a c i l i t i e s . These
correlations derive from modeling inaccuracy, s ta t i s t i ca l e r ror , and spatial
v a r i a b i l i t y , and strongly influence aggregate r i s k . The strategy for analysis
was to develop conceptual understanding of the r isks through event tree
analyses of an individual pat io, and extend quantitat ive resul ts to the whole
s i te using simulation. Sensi t iv i ty studies were made to draw conclusions
about the reduction of r isk obtained by engineering imporvements or design
changes.

WHAT THE CLIENT DID WITH RESULTS

The r isk analysis clearly ver i f ied the Cl ient 's suspicion that the annual
r i sk posed by the ref inery was higher than could be tolerated f i nanc ia l l y , and
that since the seismic hazard could not be changed, either remedial
engineering measures, or some f inancial instrument would have to be introduced
to neutralize r i s k . From a regulatory view the la t te r posed d i f f i c u l t i e s , and
therefore several engineering options were considered. The most cost
ef fect ive of these was iden t i f i ed , and as of th is wr i t ing the simulation model
i s being used to test design options for the chosen approach, and to t a i l o r
the most e f f i c ien t solut ion. Even at th is stage of ta i l o r ing the chosen
remedy, the r isk analysis promises to save the c l ien t many mi l l ion dol lars in
present value cost by concentrating capital investments where they are most
ef fect ive in reducing r i sk .

Baecher, 6.B. , and C.C. Ladd, "Simplif ied Geotechnical data analysis",
Internal Memorandum, MIT Dept. of C iv i l Engineering, (1982).
Marr, W.A., Ramos, J.A., and Lambe, T.W., "Cr i ter ia for d i f fe ren t ia l
settlement of o i l storage tanks," ASCE, Journal of the Geotechnical
Engineering Divis ion, V.108(GT8), pp. 1017-1039/TlSBY).
Yegian, M. and Whitman, TO"., "Risk analysis for ground fa i lures by
Liquefaction," ASCE, Journal of the Geotechnical Engineering Div is ion,
V.104 (GT7), pp. 921-938, (197F)":
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RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF LIFELINES

WITH DEPENDENT BEHAVIORS

by
Shayan Pazargadi

Wyle Laboratories, Scientific Services and Systems Group, Norco, California

Hasan Kamil
Engineering Decision Analysis Company, Palo Alto, California

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of an investigation on a methodology developed for a
practical reliability analysis of linear lifelines under seismic loads. Linear lifelines
attribute to those classes of lifelines without major branches that would affect the
dynamic behavior of the structure. With some modifications, the methodology can
also be applied to network type of lifelines. The reliability assessment technique
consists of estimating probabilities of attainment of various levels of functional
goals by considering statistical correlation between failures of adjacent elements of
the lifeline. The major question addressed in the paper is whether the statistical
dependency of adjacent elements would have any significant effect on the seismic
reliability of the lifeline. It has been demonstrated for a practical example that the
improvement of the reliability due to the consideration of dependencies is 10%. The
methodology, however, has to be applied to a wider range of practical cases before
any generalization can be made.

ANALYTICAL MODEL

The following assumptions are made to set up a mathematical model for reliability
analysis of linear lifelines:

(1) Linear lifelines - no branches

(2) Lifeline discretized into N finite size elements that are connected in series.
In many practical cases, the reliability of one element is dependent on the
reliability of an adjacent element. If a pairwise dependency is assumed with
the conditional reliability of element i given the survival of element i-1 being
as

^i/i-l = Probability ( survival of i/ survival of i-i ) (1)

Then the total reliability of the series lifeline can be expressed as

R L = Ri • R 2 / r • -Ri/i-r • • RN/N- I <2>

(3) Performance function of element i is defined as a random variable Zj such that
Zj< 0 indicates failure and Z p O represents survival (Rj = P ( Z\ > 0))

Zi = 1 A i u C i u + 2 B i k L i k (3)

u k

, C j u = load k and capacity u that participate in performance of element i

= capacity and load factors
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Cf) Two adjacent elements of the lifeline have dependent performances due to
sharing of loads and capacities between the two elements (1)

Pjj = coefficient of correlation between Z\ and Zj

I S A i A j ^ +BiBj<i*. (4)

2 2

<£..><£..= variances of those C and L that are common to Z\ and Zj
2 2

ax.-,*aZr variances of random variables Z\ and Zj

Aj,Aj,BifBj = capacity and load coefficients common to Z\ and Zj
(5) Binomial distribution between adjacent elements performances Zj, Z\.\

Ri/i-1 = Ri + pi,i-l I Rid-Ri) Ri-i (l-Ri-i^/Ri-i (5)

(6) Loads throughout adjacent elements are perfectly correlated normal
distributions

(7) Capacities Ciu and Cju_i of adjacent critical sections are jointly correlated by
a bivariate normal distribution function with a coefficient of correlation

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Reliability of an existing 3-span reinforced concrete bridge was determined due to
the effect of vertical seismic ground motion (Figure 1) with the following
assumptions:

(a) Failure is defined in any single span i (element i) when enough plastic
hinges are developed to form a mechanism in that span (Figure 1C).
Zj<0 indicates the formation of mechanism i.

(b) The coefficients of correlation between performances of adjacent
elements and between capacities of adjacent sections were varied from 0
to 1 ( P i j = P , y u > u . 1 = y ) .

CONCLUSIONS

The overall seismic reliability of 3 span bridge example as a series-type of lifeline
was improved by 10% considering total dependency of adjacent spans ( P= 1, Y= 1) as
compared with the case when dependencies were ignored ( P= 0, Y= 0). Material
continuity such as extension of reinforcement bars would help to increase the
dependency between adjacent spans. The methodology can be applied to
development of fragility curves and risk analysis of lifelines of different types.
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COMPONENT FAILURE PROBABILITIES FORMULATION

\. S. Kiremidjian1, K. Ortiz2, B. Safavi2 and R. NielsenZ

INTRODUCTION

Major industrial facilities are composed of numerous structural,
mechanical and electrical components which are physically or functionally
interrelated forming a complex network system. For the purpose of estimating
the seismic risk to such facilities, it is important to evaluate the failure
probabilities of each component. Probabilities of failure of components are
often represented in the form of fragility curves. Numerous simplifying
assumptions and considerable amounts of subjective information are necessary
for the development of the fragility curves. The required extensive use of
judgement may lead to inconsistencies in fragility curve development when
large industrial facilities are analyzed.

This paper examines the potential use of the first order reliability
approach for component failure probabilities. Early examination of the
fragility vs. first order reliability approach shows that the latter provides
a more consistent way of including parameter uncertainties without adding much
complexity to the evaluation procedure, while providing similar results for
single failure mode calculations. In addition, the latter approach provides a
rational basis for determining the correlations between component failures
necessary for systems analyses. A numerical example is developed for an
isomerization column found in an oil refinery. A comparison of the fragility
computations for this for this component to the first order reliability
approach confirm the theoretical findings.

LOGNORMAL FRAGILITY FUNCTIONS

Fragility functions are probability of failure functions conditional on a
load parameter. Kennedy et al. (1980) present a method for fragility curve
computations based on first-order second moment reliability theory. In their
approach, the input motion parameter, A, causing the failure of a component is
given by A = A e e in which X is the median component capacity, and
£„ and £.. are lognormal random variables reflecting the randomness and

uncertainty in the modeling parameters. This relationship is further
simplified to A = F • A D B E with F = Fc • FRg, where ADBg is the design base
load and FQ, FRg and F are the capacity, response and total lognormal factors
of safety. Assuming that all safety factors»are independent, the variance of
the total factor of safety is g = 3c + 0Rg , where &c and 3R are the
variances of the capacity and response factors of safety. These variances
reflect the variability due to randomness and uncertainty.

1. Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, Stanford
University, Stanford, CA 94305.

2. Research Assistants, Department of Civil Engineering, Stanford
University, Stanford, CA 94305.
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One of the main difficulties in implementing this approach lies in the
evaluation of the variances of the factors of safety. Considerable amount of
judgement enters in their estimation. In addition, difficulties in isolating
the sources of uncertainty have resulted Jn multiple inclusion of the same
randomness contributing to the error in f.' 2 estimate of the 3's. A second
major problem is Lhe correlation betwê .i failure modes. The fragility
formulation does not provide for such correlations to be included directly.

*"IRST-ORUER RELIABILITY APPROACH

The behavior of a component is in general formulated in terms of a
performance function g(X), where X = Xj, X2, •••» Xn represents the set of
random variables affecting the performance of the component (e.g. loads,
resistance, dimensions, material properties). The hypersurface in the n-
dimensional space of X, given by g(X) = 0, defines the failure surface which
divides the safe and unsafe regions. Probability of failure of the component
is

In the First-Order reliability approach, the function g(X) is transformed from
the space of variates X into a space of standard normal variates U (Thoft-
Chrsitensen and Baker, 1982). Then, an estimate of the shortest distance from
the origin to the failure surface, denoted by 1%^, ^s obtained. By
considering a first order Taylor series approximation of the failure surface,
the probability of failure is simply obtained from p,. = $ (~

f the vajfragility function is obtained by calculating p^ conditional on the value of
the load.

The main differences between the two methods arise from the basic
assumptions used to simplify the analysis. In the Kennedy et al (1980)
fragility formulation, random variables are assumed to be independent,
multiplicative and lognormally distributed. This presents a problem in many
practical applications, particularly when describing factors of safety and
their variabilities. These restrictions are removed when using the FOR
approach. It should be noted that the lognormal fragility formulation is a
reasonable approximation to the FOR formulation when the dominant random
variables are multiplicative, independent and are either normally or
lognormally distributed.

An example was developed for a typical isomerization column found in an
oil refinary. The primary failure mode for such a column is taken to be the
yield in the bolts connecting the column skirt to the foundation. Failure
probabilities conditional on peak ground acceleration were computed using the
two methods described above. As expected, the results from both formulations
are very similar.
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SEISMIC GO ANALYSIS OF SYSTEMS

P. H. Raabe, A. W. Barsell, R. J. Mulvihill
Pickard, Lowe, and Garrick

INTRODUCTION

In probabilistic risk assessments, seismic events are typically analyzed by
multiple sets of calculations, one for each of several acceleration levels. A
question that arises in this regard is as follows: Can a 60 modeling approach
be developed that can analyze all seismic acceleration levels of interest at
once? Answering that question was the subject of the study discussed herein.

STUDY OBJECTIVES

Three objectives in developing the new seismic GO modeling approach were as
follows: (1) Develop a means for inputing multiple discrete points from the
site seismicity and structural fragility curves; (2) Provide for concurrently
analyzing multiple seismic accelerations plus other initiators; and (3) Assure
that the approach is compatible with the fault finder and effect evaluations
code sequences within the GO code package.

MODELING APPROACH

The GO modeling approach that was developed consists of two parts: a type 4
operator to model site seismicity (the "seismicity operator") and a supertype
to model structural fragility (the "fragility operator"). Figure 1
illustrates these two operators and their interconnecting signals. The type 4
seismicity operator has three output signals with identifying numbers 10, 11,
and 12 to represent no seismic occurrence or a seismic occurrence at
acceleration ai, or a2, respectively. The truth table at the left in the
figure shows the allowed combinations of signal values for the three states of
interest. A value of "0" for a signal indicates that the condition
represented by that signal has occurred, while a "1" indicates that it has not
occurred. For example, the "0" value for signal 10 in the first line
indicates that no seismic event has occurred, and the "1" values for signals
11 and 12 indicate that accelerations ai and a2 have not occurred. The
values of *i, and $2 are the annual occurrence frequencies for seismic
acceleration levels ai, and a2, respectively, and can be read directly
from a discretized seismicity curve. The value of $0 1S a fictitious
"frequency" that satisfies the GO requirement that the sum of all input
probabilities be
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Figure 1. Seismicity and Fragility Operators
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exactly one. This truth table and the frequency values are input to the GO
model as a part of the kind 50 data supplied for the seismicity operator. The
seismicity operator appears only once in a GO model.

The fragility operator is a supertype with an assigned identifier of ST100.
It has the same number of input signals as the seismicity operator has output
signals, and it has only one output signal — to indicate whether or not a
structure survives a seismic (or nonseismic) event. Each input to ST100 is
input to a type 1 operator that represents the ability of the structure to
survive given the occurrence of the condition represented by its input
signal. For example, operator 1-2000 has signal 10 (no seismic event) as its
input. This operator indicates whether or not the structure survives given
that no seismic event has occurred. Likewise, operator 1-2002 has signal 12
(seismic acceleration of a2) as its input. This operator indicates whether
or not the structure survives given that a seismic acceleration of a2 has
occurred. The split fractions needed for the kind data inputs for operators
1-2001 and 1-2002 can be obtained directly from the structural fragility
curve, while the input for operator 1-2000 must be developed from normal
operating experience. The output from the type 1 operators is input to type 2
operators, which are OR gates on'success. A type 2 operator outputs a signal
value of 1 (indicating failure) only if both inputs are 1. To illustrate how
the fragility operator works, assume that acceleration a2 occurs. From the
third line in the truth table, signals 10 and 11 are 1 (which causes signals
1, 2, and 2 to be 1), and signal 12 is zero. Signals 20 (the output from
ST100) and 4 are both either 0 (success) or 1 (failure), depending on trie
ability of the structure to survive an ag seismic event, as appropriately
indicated by operator 1-2002. The fragility operator can be used many times
in a GO model — once for each seismically affected structure being modeled.
The numbers 2000 through 2002 are dummy kind numbers that allow different
fragility curves to be input for different structures.

SAMPLE APPLICATION

The seismic modeling approach described above was applied to a simplified GO
model of the auxiliary systems in a nuclear power plant. The seismicity
operator had five output signals to cover four acceleration levels plus the
nonseismic case. Eight seismically affected structures were included in the
model, seven of which were modeled exactly as shown in Figure 1. The eighth
involved electrical equipment that links the plant with the offsite grid. In
that case, a type 1 operator was inserted at point A in Figure 1 to account
for the annual frequency of losing offsite power as an initiator. Operator
1-2000 modeled offsite power losses resulting from electrical transients
caused by some other, nonspecific initiator. The output from one GO run was
transformed into three separate event trees for three initiator categories:
(1) seismic events, (2) loss of offsite power, and (3) others. The sequence
probabilities were expressed directly in terms of annual frequency of
occurrence. Fault finder and effect evaluation analyses were also performed
to identify cutsets and rank components by dominant fault contributors.

CONCLUSIONS

This study produced a seismic GO modeling approach that satisfies all three of
the objectives listed above. In addition, it appears to be of a general
enough form that it can be used for other variable intensity initiators, such
as fires and floods.
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RELEVANCE OF RISK UNCERTAINTIES IN REGULATED DECISIONS
M. Elisabeth Pate-Cornell

Stanford University

1. INTRODUCTION: PARAMETRIC VERSUS OBSERVATIONAL UNCERTAINTY

Regulated decisions are constrained decisions: legal constraints
for the agency setting standards, and regulatory constraints for the indus-
try which must meet the standards. The von Neuman axioms of rational
choices leading to maximization of utility, therefore, do not always
apply. This is true in particular when the standard is a probabilistic
safety threshold. It is argued here that in such cases it is important to
fully report the uncertainty about the probability characterizing the risk.

For example, the resistance of industrial facilities to earth-
quakes can be assessed through PRA techniques by combining (1) seismic
hazard analysis input and (2) fragility curves for each component. The
uncertainty of the probability of failure can therefore be allocated be-
tween the uncertainty of seismic hazard and the uncertainty about the
system's resistance to seismic loads. One can identify at least two types
of uncertainties in this problem: parametric uncertainty (parameters of
the seismic activity and of the system's capacity), and observational
uncertainty on the occurrence of earthquakes (or failures) conditional on
the parameters. It is generally considered that most of the uncertainty
about seismic hazards is observational, whereas the uncertainty about the
fragility of the components is predominantly parametric. The issue is to
know (1) whether or not the uncertainty about the probability of an event
is a notion that makes any sense whatsoever and (2) if sos if it has any
relevance in a decision-making process. At the heart of the question is
the definition of probability that one chooses to adopt and whether the
decision to be made is an individual or a collective one.

2. INDIVIDUAL DECISION VERSUS COLLECTIVE DECISION MAKING

The Bayesian (degree of belief) probability of an event or a fact
(present or future) as defined by de Finetti Q ) is a purely individual
notion. The Bayesian updating of prior information in the face of new
information for example, reflects the confidence of the decision maker (and
only him) in the data source. In this context, one can claim that there is
no meaning to "secondary probability." Yet in cases where the probability
distribution for the outcomes depends on unknown parameters treated as
random variables, there are two reasons why the individual decision maker
(for example, the industry manager) may want to know explicitly the nature
of the uncertainties involved in the decision. First, he may want to
decide whether or not to gather additional information, given that he can
reduce by further investments the parametric uncertainty but not the
observational uncertainty. Secondly, it may be that his decision relies on
a probability that is a non-linear function of a probability that depends
on the unknown parameters (2), in which case he needs to consider its full
distribution. However, if he wants to maximize his expected utility, he
only needs to know the expected value of the observational probabilities
with respect to the parametric probabilities: the order in which the two
integrations are performed (expected value over outcomes and expected
values over distribution parameters) does not affect the result. The
fundamental reason for this is the decomposability axiom of the utility
theory [2). In this particular case, the nature of the uncertainties and
their different sources do not matter. There is simply a ceiling to how
much valuable information can be gathered.
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The situation is more complex, however, when there are several decision
makers. First, there are many definitions and understandings of
probability, from classical frequentist to "objective" and "subjective"
Bayesian ^4). Consequently, new information may or may not be acceptable
for decision making according to the chosen definition of probabilities.
In a Bayesian context, the information about a particular random variable
will be weighted differently by different decision makers. In particular,
each of them will perform differently the calibration and the aggregation
of several experts' opinions. In the public sector, even if eventually one
person aggregates all information and makes the decision, he will have to
do it in a justifiable manner and bring to light the procedure by which he
finally made up his mind. Therefore, to be able to support his choice, he
may have to discuss separately his treatment of the different
uncertainties. Finally, as a practial matter, it has been shown that the
public acceptance of a risk depends, among other factors, on the novelty of
the risk and how much is known about it (_5). This constitutes a strong
incentive to reduce parametric uncertainties. We have, therefore,
identified four reasons to separate the sources of uncertainties in risk
analysis, and to report them fully for public decision making:

1. The confidence of different decision makers in different sources of
information may vary from person to person and for each successive
variable.

2. Information can be gathered about the parametric but not the observa-
tion aTTnTertaTn ty.

3. Using expected values of "secondary probabilities" is insufficient when
the decision is based on a probability whicli is non-1 inear in probabilities
that depend on the unknown parameters.

4. Public acceptance of risk may depend on the uncertainty about the
probability of occurrence of undesirable events.

In conclusion, whether the analysis of uncertainties is done by
using the term "secondary probability" or by treating the parameters of the
problem as random variables does not matter. It is important, however, to
display the uncertainties in the results so that the decision makers be
able to make full use of the analysis, according to their decision criteria
and their confidence in the data.
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REACTOR OPERATOR PERFORMANCE UNDER THE STRESS OF A SEISMIC EVENT
James P. Jenkins and Karl R. Goller
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NRC General Design Criteria 2 for Nuclear Power Plants in Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50 requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems and
components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of. earth-
quakes without loss cf capability to perform their safety functions. One of
the results of the TMI-2 accident and the genera" "ealization of the great
importance of human factors in the safe operation of nuclear power plants is
a rulemaking to develop additional General Criteria or expand existing ones
to require adequate attention to human factors in the design, construction
and operation of nuclear power plants. One aspect of this is to ensure that
adequate attention is given to, and provisions made for, the satisfactory
performance of reactor operating personnel under severe stress, such as
could be caused by a seismic event.

Stress is defined as a substantial imbalance between demands which a person
perceives being thrust on him (her) and the behavioral, cognitive, emotional,
and physiological response capability he (she) has to meet these demands.
The purpose of ongoing NRC research on stress is to obtain a technical basis
for regulatory requirements and how they can be satisfied by information dis-
plays, training, procedures, or personnel qualifications. To date, an
initial investigatory phase has been completed to determine from a litera-
ture review the effects of severe stress on decisionmaking and responses of
people under severe stress in earthquakes and other catastrophes. This
paper summarizes the results of the literature survey and describes the on-
going program to identify any additional or different training or any addi-
tional or different information, control capability, procedures or other job
aids that would improve the probability of proper reactor operator per-
formance under the stress of a seismic event.

Research studies and case history descriptions of people's decisionmaidng
and response to seismic events indicates that when important decisions have
to be made, human error rates become high and operators of complex man-
machine systems become fixated on part of a task to the exclusion of other
parts that may be of equal or greater importance. (1). A series of earth-
quakes in Japan were analyzed shortly after the events occurred and in one
case after it was predicted, but did not happen. Some of the important find-
ings were: a) Most people (80%) fled from their place of work or home to the
outdoors. Those at work went home to check on their families. In the cases
where the family had not returned home when the employee arrived, there
resulted considerable confusion and personal anxiety, (b) In some seismic
events, official notification of its expected or actual effects were broad-
cast and known by many of the populace, but they preferred to act on the
basis of information obtained from the people immediately around them. In
one survey, about 85% of the people acted on the rumors they heard and
ignored official and accurate information from the civil authorities,
(c) People become frightened and anxious in actual or even expected earth-
quakes and their performance was affected by these emotional responses to
psychological stress.
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The ability to evaluate and compare among two or more alternative courses of
action can be significantly impaired, even for routine choicer. (2). The
authors of the research project offered the following potential solutions:
(a) Training of individuals in the organized and coordinated actions to be
taken in the event of an earthquake will reduce the risk of incorrect or
inappropriate behavior, (b) Accurate information about the extent of damage,
the degree of danger, the direction for evacuation, and special instructions
are required to reduce the spread of rumors and misinformation, (c) Within
each organization, each individual should be assigned a role or job to be
performed in response to an earthquake. Specific duties and tasks should be
identified and means to accomplish them should be clarified through training
and rehearsal. The responsibility to meet the role and job requirements will
assist the person to maintain his (her) composure and to recover from any
disorganization.

Other research studies confirm these conclusions and recommendations.
(3). The more training and situation specific procedures available to an
operator the more appropriate will be his (her) response and the less likely
that panic or other undesirable actions will occur. The effects of success
in prior stressful situations can be beneficial in coping with new stressful
circumstances, even when the characteristics of the new stress event are not
the same as the prior experience. The mere knowledge that a person can exert
control successfully under severe stress is valuable in reducing stress
effects. This knowledge, plus training and rehearsal of the tasks to be
performed after a seismic event, will prepare an operator to make appropri-
ate judgments and carry out the correct responses. None of the research
studies reviewed to date provide any analyses of nuclear power plant
operators under severe stress conditions. The efficacy of the potential
countermeasures to stress effects have not been evaluated for nuclear power
plant situations and conditions.

The ongoing NRC research is directed toward evaluating the decisionmaking per-
formance of reactor operators under severe stress conditions. The literature
review will be completed to provide good identification of the important
variables of concern, such as levels of stress, methods of stressing the
experimental subjects, and measures of decisionmaking performance. A pretrial
of the method of data collection will be conducted which y followed by a
period of data collection using volunteer nuclear power pic operators,
managers, engineers, and administrative personnel. A contro group will pro-
vide a comparison with the volunteers who will be stressed. The data analysis
and results will be reported in mid-1984. Based on the conclusions drawn from
the results, the NRC may continue the project by additional tests and analyses
to derive the necessar / technical basis for regulatory action.
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